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Abstract: In this study, we demonstrate the use of characteristic mode theory (CMT) in designing a multiresonant electrically small antenna. Several characteristic modes are evaluated for their potential use in a multiresonant structure. A combination of a first order mode and higher order mode are shown to produce a set of resonances and antiresonances that can achieve bandwidth beyond Chu’s limit for a single resonance.

Previous work has demonstrated an electrically small spherical antenna which excites the TM_{10} spherical mode. The antenna exhibits low quality factor (Q) relative to the Chu limit. For a singly resonant antenna, bandwidth is inversely proportional to Q, so the TM_{10} antenna achieves a large bandwidth for its size. However, since the Q-bandwidth relationship is only valid for antennas with a single resonance, further bandwidth enhancement can be achieved by making the antenna multiresonant.

1. Fundamental Limitations of Electrically Small Antennas

One of the key parameters for electrically small antennas is the radiation quality factor (Q). The Q of an antenna represents the ratio of the energy stored per cycle to the power radiated and is typically defined as

$$Q_{rad} = \frac{2\omega_0 |W_{max}|}{P}$$

(1)

Radiation Q is critical for a singly resonant antenna, because the antenna’s bandwidth is inversely proportional to Q [1]. Thus, a low Q antenna is desirable.

However, the minimum Q has been shown to be constrained by the electrical size of the antenna. In 1948, Chu published his well-known work investigating the fundamental limitations of antennas [2]. He showed that the radiation Q of an antenna has a lower limit determined by the electrical size of a sphere of radius a which circumscribes the antenna [2], [3].
An antenna that approaches Chu’s limit has been sought for decades. It has been taken as a rule of thumb that an antenna that most fully occupies a spherical volume exhibits the lowest $Q$. Foltz and McLean showed mathematically that the minimum $Q$ is achievable with an antenna occupying a spherical volume rather than a dipole or planar structure [4]. In our previous work [5], [6], we described a spherical antenna (TM$_{10}$ antenna) that approaches the stricter limit derived by Thal [7] and is easily matched over a large range of electrical sizes. According to Thal, Chu’s limit is optimistic and in a more realistic scenario, the minimum $Q$ that can be achieved is 1.5 times Chu’s original limit.

In this paper, we address methods of extending the bandwidth of the TM$_{10}$ antenna beyond that predicted by Chu for a singly resonant antenna by exciting multiple resonant modes. While Chu’s limit still applies to the $Q$ of each mode, the inverse relationship between $Q$ and bandwidth no longer holds when resonances are closely spaced [8]. In order to clearly evaluate the individual modes, we will use Characteristic Mode Theory (CMT) to evaluate individual modes for use in the multiresonant antenna.

2. Characteristic Mode Theory

The Theory of Characteristic Modes originated as a result of work by Garbacz and Turpin [9] and was refined soon after by Harrington and Mautz [10], [11]. Characteristic current modes form an orthogonal basis for the current on a metal structure such as an antenna. Thus, they serve as an expansion of the current on the structure. For a more complete review of CMT see the recent article by Cabedo-Fabrés et al. [12].

For the $n^{th}$ mode there is an associated eigenvalue ($\lambda_n$) and eigenvector ($J_n$) which are the solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem

$$[X] J_n = \lambda_n [R] J_n$$

where $[R]$ and $[X]$ are the real and imaginary parts of the Moment Method impedance matrix, respectively.

This eigenvalue problem is solved at every frequency of interest, yielding a full set of eigenmodes at each frequency. The eigenvectors generate the modal current distribution and the eigenvalues determine how capacitive or inductive the mode is and how well it radiates. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors vary with frequency, but the eigenvectors tend to vary slowly, retaining the same general modal pattern.

To solve the eigenvalue problem, we first used FEKO [13] to model the antenna and generate the impedance matrix. Then a Matlab program was used to solve the eigenvalue problem.
problem, organize solutions, and export the results back to FEKO where current
distributions and fields can be plotted.

The total current on the antenna can be represented as a weighted sum of the
eigencurrents. Similarly, the input admittance can be expressed as a summation of the
admittances of each mode. For the case of a gap voltage source on a wire, the input
admittance can be calculated as \[14\]

\[
Y_{in}(\tilde{r}_{feed}) = \sum_{n} \frac{J_n(\tilde{r}_{feed})^2}{1 + \lambda_n^2(1 - j\lambda_n)} \tag{4}
\]

There are two types of characteristic modes: resonant and non-resonant modes. Resonant
modes are capacitive at low frequencies, resonate, and become inductive beyond their
resonance. Non-resonant modes (inductive modes) begin as inductive modes and never
resonate, only ever contributing inductive susceptance to the antenna.

This suggests that resonances \(dX/df > 0\) and antiresonances \(dX/df < 0\) of the entire
structure are caused by fundamentally different phenomena. Resonances are caused by
the resonance of a single dominant characteristic mode while antiresonances are caused
by the interaction of two characteristic modes, one that is capacitive and one that is
inductive (either non-resonant or at a frequency above its resonance).

Because resonances are the result of a single characteristic mode, resonant properties
depend entirely on the mode itself. Resonant conductance is very high for electrically
small antennas due to large currents at the feed, resulting in the small resonant resistance
that is often observed. In the electrically small region, reducing this current and
controlling the antenna’s resonant is difficult. In previous work, we have shown that
because antiresonances result from the combination of two modes, they are often easier to
control than resonances \[15\].
3. A TM$_{10}$ Antenna

The TM$_{10}$ antenna fundamentally operates by exciting the TM$_{10}$ spherical mode, which Thal showed to have the lowest possible Q [7]. The TM$_{10}$ mode can be excited by a surface current distribution of the form

$$J_\theta = \sin(\theta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The antenna structure consists of helical wires coiled along the constant-$\phi$ lines of a sphere which support the current distribution of Eq. 5 [5], [6]. The sphere is bisected by a ground plane along $\theta = \pi / 2$. A conducting trace suspended above the ground plane contacts all of the arms at their base. The trace is fed in the center by a probe from behind the ground plane. Figure 1 shows the structure using four arms.

![Figure 1: A four arm TM$_{10}$ antenna. The pitch, $p$, is measured on the outer radius of the arm coils. The arm coils have radius $r_h$ and their centerline follows a circle of radius $b$ from the center of the structure. The width of the trace is $w$.](image-url)
4. Characteristic modes of the TM\textsubscript{10} antenna

Since we are interested in the behavior of the TM\textsubscript{10} antenna in the electrically small region, the number of significant characteristic modes is small. The superposition of just two modes results in the tunable, low Q antiresonance described in [5], [6].

Both modes are standard resonant characteristic modes as discussed in Section 2 (i.e., they are not special inductive modes). Mode 1 has the smallest eigenvalue over the operating band and provides most of the antenna’s radiation. The mode 1 resonance falls at the same frequency as the resonance of the entire structure. As we expect for an electrically small antenna, the resonant resistance of the mode is quite small and the only way to increase it is to increase the size of the antenna. As with all resonant characteristic modes, the mode is capacitive before the resonance and inductive after the resonance.

To tune out the inductive susceptance of mode 1, mode 2 is used to provide capacitive susceptance, causing an antiresonance. Mode 2 has a higher current along the feed trace than in the arms, so its resonant frequency is more strongly influenced by the substrate properties and feed trace width. Mode 1’s resonance is moved primarily by changing the wire pitch. By adjusting these parameters, the antenna’s antiresonant resistance can be controlled as shown in [15].

5. Multiple resonant behavior of antennas

In order to create multiband behavior, multiple modes are strung together and centered at successive frequencies. The important factors for multiband design become the frequency spacing of the modes and their conductance maxima and minima. The Q of an individual mode no longer has critical importance, although it will affect how far apart in frequency modes can be before VSWR specifications are violated.

Few multiresonant electrically small antennas have been reported. Recently Stuart and Tran designed a multiresonant small antenna with $ka = 0.54$ [16]. The antenna achieved 2:1 VSWR bandwidth approximately equal to the Chu limit with a matching network. Stuart and Best also reported a wideband antenna with $ka = 0.54$ and 1.9 times the impedance bandwidth predicted by Chu’s limit. However, it remains unclear whether the radiation pattern is tolerable and whether a matching network has been included with the design [17]. Best has a recent review of “small” multiresonant antennas [18], but these antennas are the border of the electrically small region with $ka$ values just less than one and may not be comparable to smaller antennas.

In a multiband antenna, in order for the VSWR to remain below a desired value between a resonance and an antiresonance, the ratio of the resonant conductance to the antiresonant conductance must be less than or equal to the square of the desired VSWR in the best case. For example, if the half-power bandwidth ($VSWR = 5.828$) is to extend from a resonance to the following antiresonance, $G_R/G_{AR}$ must be less than 34.0. This of course assumes that we use a matching network to move the system impedance to the geometric mean of the resonant and antiresonant resistances and match out any reactance.
This observation is easily derived from the equations for VSWR. At a resonant point \((Y_{\text{ant}} = G_{\text{ant}})\) then the VSWR can be written

\[
VSWR = \begin{cases} 
\frac{G_C}{G_{\text{ant}}} & G_C > G_{\text{ant}} \\
\frac{G_{\text{ant}}}{G_C} & G_C < G_{\text{ant}}
\end{cases}
\]  

(6)

We then assume that at a resonance, \(G_R > G_C\) and at an antiresonance \(G_C > G_{AR}\) since we desire that the antenna’s impedance encircle the center of the Smith chart for minimum VSWR over the entire bandwidth. If assume the VSWR is equal \(VSWR_{\text{max}}\) at both resonances, it can easily be seen that \(G_R/G_{AR} = VSWR_{\text{max}}^2\).

This resonance-antiresonance conductance ratio (RACR) is useful because it allows us to quickly evaluate an antenna’s multiband potential even when the conductance values are not centered about 20 mS (assuming the design targets a 50 \(\Omega\) feed). If the conductance has a swing greater than the square of the maximum VSWR between resonances and antiresonances, it is clear that it cannot have a VSWR below the desired value at both the resonant and antiresonant frequencies.

6. Low order characteristic modes for multiband behavior

The goal of this study is to create an electrically small antenna with bandwidth beyond that predicted by the Chu limit by matching the antenna at several resonances caused by the interaction of multiple modes. We will focus on antennas with \(ka \approx 0.5\) to be certain the antennas we are working with are truly electrically small.

The most obvious way to create an additional mode in the TM\(_{10}\) antenna is to offset the pitches of two of the helices so two low order, TM\(_{10}\)-like modes appear and resonate at different frequencies. The initial design consists of two arms with pitch \(p_a\) and two arms with pitch \(p_b\), where the arms with the same pitch are opposite each other. As anticipated, this approach leads to two characteristic modes with slightly offset resonant frequencies. In the low frequency mode (mode 1a), the current is highest is the arms with the smaller pitch and in the high frequency mode (mode 1b), the current exists in the arms with the larger pitch. Figure 2 has a schematic showing these modes.

However, while both modes are, for the most part, well excited by the feed location, an anomalous drop in the conductance of mode 1a occurs with this configuration. A typical example of this response can be seen in Figure 3. When the conductance drops to nearly zero in the band of interest, the RACR blows up and multiresonant behavior is not possible.
Figure 2: Schematic representation of low order characteristic modes 1a and 1b. The arms have one of two pitches, $p_a$ or $p_b$, as shown. If $p_a < p_b$, then mode 1a will have a lower resonant frequency. Filled arrows represent currents in the helical wires and unfilled arrows represent currents on the feed trace. Circles represent current nulls.

Figure 3: Feed conductance of a two mode, offset pitch antenna showing anomalous falloff of mode 1a conductance.

From Eq. 4, we know that such a drop in the conductance can either come from a large increase in the modal eigenvalue at that frequency or a sharp drop in the feed point current of the mode. In this case, the mode is near resonance and the eigenvalue is actually decreasing. Thus, there must be a drop in the feed point current. Figure 2a shows the currents of mode 1a. There is a notable current null on the feed trace associated with the inactive arm. As frequency increases, the null is observed to move...
along the trace toward the center until it reaches the feed point and causes the conductance null. A small current mode exists in the two inactive arms and as the frequency changes, the nulls of this mode move quickly. At a particular electrical length, the null passes the feed point causing a conductance null.

To avoid this current null, the symmetry of the structure is broken up by placing the arms with the same pitch adjacent to each other, rather than across from each other. This eliminates the current null and allows both modes 1a and 1b to be excited as seen in Figure 4.

However, as can also be seen from the figure, the RACR is still much too high for multiresonant operation when the modes are far apart (Figure 4a). While the conductance peaks are fundamental to the mode and difficult to change, the antiresonance can often be adjusted to some extent as shown in [15]. If the modes were closer together, their conductance curves might cross at a higher value and result in a higher antiresonance conductance minimum.

Figure 4b shows the conductance response when the pitches \( p_a \) and \( p_b \) are closer together. However, the effect is not as intended; the modes move closer together but mode 1a deteriorates as it moves close to 1b. As the pitches move even closer, mode 1a continues to deteriorate, eventually collapsing into the single TM\(_{10}\)-like mode that appears when the pitches are the same. In order to operate the antenna at multiple resonances, a different set of modes, which have either a lower resonant conductance or a higher antiresonant conductance must be found.
Figure 4: Conductance plots for two mode asymmetric antenna with (a) $p_a = 3.0$ mm, $p_b = 9.5$ mm and (b) $p_a = 3.5$ mm, $p_b = 4.5$ mm. Both designs are on a 0.050” Duroid 6002 substrate and have $b = 21$ mm, $r_H = 2.5$ mm, $w_a = w_b = 2$ mm, and wire diameter of .2 mm.
7. Multiresonant behavior using higher order characteristic modes

Combining the two first order modes to yield a multiresonant structure seems impossible because of the very high RACR that is found. However, higher order modes can also be excited in the structure in the electrically small region. When the pitches are equal, the next highest order mode excited after mode 1 has large currents flowing along the feed traces. This mode, which we call mode 2, is shown in Figure 5.

In [15] we observed that this mode could be moved to adjust the antiresonant conductance between modes 1 and 2 to tune the antenna without an external network. For example, Figure 6 shows modes 1 and 2 when the substrate dielectric constant ($\varepsilon_r$) is changed. Mode 2’s resonance is seen to decrease greatly when $\varepsilon_r$ increases while the Mode 1 resonance hardly moves. As this happens, the minimum conductance increases and the RACR decreases.

As these modes get closer together, they do not degenerate into one as was observed with the low order modes. Because the conductance minimum changes so greatly, the combination of mode 1 and mode 2 can be made to have a much smaller RACR than the two low order modes. To further reduce the RACR, we found that a substrate with large dielectric constant, more helical arms, and wider feed traces should be used. Furthermore, these two modes have very similar radiation patterns which resemble a monopole pattern, so the pattern remains consistent across the band and cross-polarization is very low.

![Figure 5: Schematic illustrating the currents of characteristic mode 2.](image-url)
Figure 6: Conductance plots for higher order mode antenna with $b = 21$ mm, $p = 2.85$ mm, $w = 2$ mm, $r_H = 2.5$ mm and wires with .1 mm diameter. Two different substrates are used a) $\varepsilon_r = 2.94$ and b) $\varepsilon_r = 6$. 
8. Multiresonant antenna with matching network

An 8 arm antenna on 0.050” Duroid 6010 was designed with the following parameters, b = 21 mm, p = 2.0 mm, w = 6 mm, r_H = 2.5 mm, and wire diameter = .6 mm. The antenna will need to be tuned to match well to the system impedance. A simple shunt capacitor connected to a variable system impedance serves as the matching network.

The antenna has a small RACR of approximately 12 as seen in Figure; however it has a large inductive susceptance. The susceptance was matched out with a 43 pF shunt capacitor and attached to a 21 Ω transmission line. The antenna’s impedance after the matching network is attached is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows a VSWR plot of the antenna using this matching network. Centered at approximately 1050 MHz, the antenna has 120 MHz of 2:1 VSWR bandwidth, which is about 11.4%. The antenna’s electrical size, from the bottom of the substrate to the outer radius of the furthest helix, is \( ka = 0.54 \). Using Chu’s limit to estimate the bandwidth of a singly resonant antenna at this electrical size, we find that this antenna’s fractional bandwidth is about 31% larger than that achievable with a single resonance in the ideal case. Compared to the more practical limit derived by Thal [7], our antenna has 96% greater bandwidth than an ideal singly resonant antenna. It is important to note that this does not violate Chu’s fundamental principle, which is a constraint only on the Q of an antenna. Instead we use the fact that the Q-bandwidth relationship no longer holds for closely spaced resonances [8].

9. Conclusion

Our understanding of the characteristic modes of the electrically small TM_{10} antenna has allowed us to identify modes which are candidates for multiresonant operation and eliminate those which are not. As a general design approach the RACR must be kept to a minimum for multiresonant operation. Because of large conductance and large susceptance, if we choose to design a small multiresonant antenna, we must typically be prepared to match to very low resistances.

By superimposing a first order and higher order characteristic mode with a small RACR, an electrically small multiresonant antenna \((ka \approx 0.54)\) was designed with half-power bandwidth greater than that of an ideal singly resonant antenna according to Chu’s limit by 31% and to Thal’s limit by 96%.

In future work, the matching network will be investigated in more detail, especially the effects of losses and more optimal designs for the network. The possibility of further increasing the bandwidth by combining more modes will also be investigated.
Figure 7: Impedance (normalized to $21 \, \Omega$) of multiresonant antenna matched with a 43 pF shunt capacitor.

Figure 8: VSWR of multiresonant antenna connected to a $21 \, \Omega$ transmission line with 43 pF shunt capacitor.
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The measurement of the radiation efficiency of Electrically Small Antenna (ESA) has been of interest for some decades. This paper introduces a new form of measurement technique based on the Wheeler Cap method, that uses electro-optic devices to isolate the ESA from the measurement system. The reflection coefficient can then be measured with the isolated ESA inside the Wheeler Cap and in freespace to determine the antennas efficiency. The measurement system can also be used in the measurement of far-field radiation of an ESA.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important defining characteristic relating to the performance of an ESA is its radiation efficiency. The radiation efficiency is a figure of merit relating to the antenna’s ability to radiate the electromagnetic energy delivered to its input terminal. The accurate measurement of the radiation efficiency of ESA is notoriously difficult and has been the focus of much study since the introduction, by Harold Wheeler, of the now well-known Wheeler Cap method [1]. Subsequently, this method has been investigated [2–4], adapted [5] and improved upon [6, 7]. Alternative methods of measuring the efficiency of ESA is indicative of the level of interest in this area for mobile communication systems and bodyworn antennas [8–15]. This paper discusses the progression of the Wheeler Cap method, the benefits and limitations of each stage of its development and then introduces a modified method which incorporates the use of novel fibre-optic system to attempt overcoming some of the limitations discussed.
II. BACKGROUND

THE measurement of the $Q$ of an ESA is made difficult by the presence of ohmic losses which are often of the same order as the radiation losses. Therefore, it is not possible to accurately determine the $Q$ simply from a measurement of the input impedance of the antenna when the antenna is in an anechoic environment. A method for experimentally determining the radiation $Q$ of ESA was developed by Wheeler [1]. This method has been further investigated by Newman [9] and Pozar [3]. In this method, the antenna is placed in a conducting sphere or hemisphere with the antenna placed on a ground plane. The sphere is known as a “Wheeler Cap” and is used to prevent radiation by ensuring that all the radiated energy is stored in the static field, the measured impedance is then due to conductor and material losses.

A review of literature has revealed that there are nine methods of measuring the radiation efficiency of an ESA, each having its own merits.

- Pattern integration [9]
- $Q$ factor method [9]
- Resistance comparison method [8]
- Reflection method [12, 13]
- Radiometric method [11, 16]
- Random field measurement [10, 17, 18]
- Calorimetric method [15, 19]
- Reverberation chamber method [14, 20]
- Wheeler cap method [1, 7]

The pattern integration method although being the most precise is convoluted, time consuming and difficult to implement in practice at frequencies below $500 \text{MHz}$ [2, 9]. The $Q$ factor and resistance comparison methods assume that the form of current distribution on the antenna remains unchanged when a change is made in the antenna or its surroundings [8, 9]. The reflection method is an extension to the Wheeler Cap method which although being more complicated, takes account of non-simple antenna structures. The radiometric method is based on the principle that a lossy antenna directed at an area of low noise will generate more noise power than a lossless antenna directed at the same area. The loss in the antenna can be seen as a noise source at the ambient temperature. The method is suitable for high-gain antennas with pencil-beam type radiation patterns. The measurement system requires high-quality system components adding to the expense [11]. Furthermore, the
antenna must be impedance matched to the source to avoid increasing system noise [3]. The random field measurement method places the antenna in close proximity to a human body. It is more time consuming than other conventional methods [10, 17, 18]. The calorimetric method is based on the measurement of the power dissipated rather than the power radiated. It is reported to be a low-cost alternative to the pattern integration and a replacement of the Wheeler cap method [15, 19]. However, the measurement procedure is more complicated and the set-up equipment more expensive than the Wheeler cap method. The reverberation chamber method is stated to be a less expensive alternative to the pattern integration method. Mode and platform stirring is used to set-up a multi-path environment inside a metallic chamber. Statistical analysis is then used to determine the radiation efficiency of an antenna. The modes inside the chamber are modulated by a metallic paddle which is rotated at a constant and known velocity. To obtain improved measurement accuracy the antenna under test, also referred to as the platform, is also rotated. The method is based on the premise that the average received power in a reverberation chamber is proportional to the radiation efficiency of the test antenna [20].

The concept of a radiation shield in the form of a conducting shell the size of a radian sphere originates from 1959 [1], in which Wheeler he states that, for an ESA, the radiation shield enables a separate measurement of radiation resistance and loss resistance. This method of measuring the radiation efficiency is now known as the classic Wheeler Cap method [2] and is widely used, as it is easy to implement in practice, requiring only two measurements of the input impedance. The Wheeler Cap method is modelled on an equivalent series RLC circuit, which may not be the case for all antennas such as microstrip antennas [21]. Consequently, a modified Wheeler Cap method was presented [7], which approximates the input impedance of an antenna near resonance with either a series or parallel RLC circuit model.

III. HYBRID FIBRE-OPTIC RF REFLECTION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (HRS)

Antennas that are embedded in compact hosts, such as mobile communication handsets, are generally electrically small making them sensitive to the surrounding environment and vulnerable to detuning which results in loss of signal and poor quality of service. The detuning occurs because the host is in the antenna’s reactive near-field or its radiating near-field, thus modifying
the current distribution on the antenna’s surface. Furthermore, a measurement system placed close to the antenna has the same effect and can act as a parasitic element becoming part of the antenna that can then contribute to the antenna’s far-field radiation pattern, in a constructive or destructive manner [22]. The ground plane of an ESA also tends to be electrically small and plays a vital part in the overall efficiency and impedance bandwidth of the antenna. Interest in quantifying and mitigating ground plane effects has been the subject of recent research [23, 24].

In this paper a novel method is described for isolating the ESA from the measurement system to enable accurate characterisation of the antenna and to examine ground plane effects by measuring the antenna’s efficiency and impedance bandwidth.

The initial challenge is to measure the forward and reverse antenna transfer characteristics without compromising the RF properties of antenna. This is done by effectively isolating the measurement system from the antenna, thus preventing the measurement system from becoming part of the antenna.

The Hybrid Fibre-Optic RF Reflection Measurement System (HRS) and RF to fibre optic system have been developed and characterised to measure the forward and reverse signals while isolating the antenna from the RF components of the measurement system. This system was then used to measure the radiation pattern and reflection coefficient of different types of antennas. The advantage of using this system over conventional measurement systems is that the ESA is isolated from the measurement system.

The HRS and RF over fibre optic system have been integrated into the Wheeler Cap and measurements on several different types of antennas have been undertaken. These types of measurement have not been previously reported in literature. The measurements show that the integration of the measurement system into the Wheeler Cap is possible, providing a new technique for measuring the efficiency of host-embedded antennas.

A. Flow Chart Analysis of the HRS

**Signal** flow network analysis is used to obtain the system’s scattering parameters, [25, 26].

The HRS consists of four modules as shown in Figure 1; each module is a two-port network represented by a block which has two input ports and two

\[1 \text{ The HRS combines the fibre optic data link with the Dual Directional Coupler.} \]
output ports. The ports associated with each module are:

- The Radio Frequency (RF) to Optical module
  - $a_1$ Input incident signal node
  - $a_2$ Output reflected signal node
  - $b_1$ Input reflected signal node
  - $b_2$ Output incident signal node

- The Optical to RF module
  - $a_3$ Input incident signal node
  - $a_4$ Output reflected signal node
  - $b_3$ Input reflected signal node
  - $b_4$ Output incident signal node

- The Dual-Directional Coupler RF (DDC (RF)) module
  - $a_5$ Input incident signal node
  - $a_6$ Output reflected signal node
  - $b_5$ Input reflected signal node
  - $b_6$ Output incident signal node

- The Dual-Directional Coupler A/D converter (DDC (A/D)) module
  - $b_8$ Input incident signal node
  - $a_9$ Output reflected signal node
  - $b_8$ Input reflected signal node
  - $b_9$ Output incident signal node

The source $V_s$, is connected to the RF to Optical module and has a characteristic impedance and reflection coefficient $Z_s$ and $\Gamma_s$, respectively. The antenna is connected to the DDC (RF) module and has a characteristic impedance and reflection coefficient $Z_A$ and $\Gamma_A$, respectively. The DDC (A/D) converts the measured signals received from the DDC (RF) to a digital stream, prepared to be transmitted over an optical fibre. The DDC (A/D) is assumed to be perfectly matched to the DDC (RF) as the paths $a_5$ to $b_8$ and $b_8$ to $a_6$ are optical signals and the paths are isolated from the RF modules. Therefore the DDC (A/D) component is not required to determine the scattering parameters of the HRS. This simplifies the system network, as shown in Figure 2. The optical interface between the RF to Optical module and the Optical to RF module is assumed to be matched by the line impedance $Z_{opt}$. The interface between the Optical to RF module and the DDC (RF) is also assumed to be matched by the line impedance $Z_{rf}$. Referring to the signal flow chart in Figure 3, the scattering parameters for the RF to Optical module, Optical to RF module and the DDC
(RF) module are denoted by $\zeta$, $\rho$ and $\upsilon$, respectively. Two additional nodes, $a_1'$ and $b_1'$, and a number of lossless connections are introduced into the signal flow chart to aid with the mathematical analysis.

The signal flow chart can be reduced by a process of repetitive decomposition to determine the signal delivered to the input of the HRS ($a_1$) as a function the entire network scattering parameters and the input source signal $V_s$. One can assume that the path taken by the optical signal cannot produce RF reflections, therefore $\Gamma_{ROout} = \Gamma_{ORin} = 0$. From these assumptions the input reflection co-
efficient of the HRS is Eqn. 1.

\[ \Gamma_{HRSin} = \frac{b_1}{a_1} = \zeta_{11} + \] 
\[ \frac{\rho_{21}\rho_{12}}{1 - \rho_{22}} \left\{ \frac{v_{11} + \frac{v_{21}v_{12}}{1 - v_{22}\Gamma_A}}{1 - \rho_{22}} \right\} \] 

\[ \zeta_{21}\zeta_{12} \] 

(1)

IV. CHARACTERISATION OF THE HRS

The input port, \( P_{in} \equiv P_1 \), shown in Figure 4, was connected to the HP8645A signal generator\(^2\) and the output port, \( P_{out} \equiv P_2 \), was connected to the input port of an E4404B spectrum analyser. The digital data was transferred to the PC via a fibre-optic cable. The forward and reverse power, and reflection coefficient are each represented by an integer. In theory the HRS is a reciprocal device, however a small amount of asymmetry was found. The ports were chosen to give the best impedance match at the port that is connected to the antenna.

The measurements were done at five discrete frequencies: 250 MHz, 300 MHz, 350 MHz, 400 MHz and 450 MHz. The linearity of the output data to the input power for both the forward and reverse direction were measured at each frequency. The data is used in a lookup table to determine the power travelling into either \( P_1 \) or \( P_2 \). It is important to know the amount of power travelling into both \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \); the power delivered to the antenna can be determined\(^3\) from the power travelling into \( P_1 \) and the reflected power from the antenna can be determined from the power travelling into \( P_2 \).

A network analyser was used to characterise its scattering parameters. At 350 MHz the scattering parameters are: \( S_{11}(-19.8\,dB) (58\Omega) \), \( S_{21}(-0.86\,dB) \), \( S_{21}(-0.86\,dB) \) and \( S_{22}(-23.19\,dB) (52\Omega) \). The HRS has a good match at both ports and an acceptable insertion loss of less than 1 dB.

---

\(^2\) The HP8645A was calibrated to take account of the losses in the cable

\(^3\) The power delivered to the antenna takes into account the insertion loss of the HRS
V. CHARACTERISATION OF THE HRS COMBINED WITH THE FIBRE OPTIC TO RF MODULE.

The HRS and the Fibre Optic to RF Module were both mounted inside a die-cast box to isolate the two modules from external effects and enables the calibration of the combined modules. The HRS was set-up in the normal mode of operation with power being delivered to $P_1$ and received at $P_2$. To characterise the whole measurement system\(^4\) the RF input power to the RF to Fibre-Optic Module and the corresponding RF and digital data form the HRS must be know. The equipment set-up for calibrating $P_1$ is shown in Figure 5. The RF to Fibre Optic Module converts the RF power received at its input port, $P_A$, to an optical signal which is transmitted to the Fibre Optic to RF module, which converts the optical signal to RF before transmitting it to the HRS. The output at $P_2$ of the HRS is measured by the E4404B spectrum analyser and the corresponding numerical values are recorded on a PC. This calibration was also done with the HRS set-up in the reverse mode with power being delivered to $P_2$ and received at $P_1$. The calibrated data were then used in a lookup table.

\(^4\) The whole measurement system includes the HRS, the Fibre-Optic to RF Module and the RF over fibre module.
to determine the measured input and reflected power in $dBm$. The reason for calibrating the HRS in reverse mode was to obtain calibration data for the reflected power from the output port, $P_2$, as this is the port that is connected to the antenna.

The Fibre-Optic to RF Module is operated in saturation to generate the maximum output power of $10 dBm$ at $350 MHz$. The output port of this module is connected directly to the HRS input port, $P_1$. The HRS has a nominal insertion loss of $1.2 dB$, thus $8.8 dBm$ is presented at its output port, $P_2$. This agrees with the scattering parameter measurements of the HRS, which were obtained using the network analyser, and gives a degree of confidence in the calibration process.

![Figure 5. Power linearity calibration set-up for HRS and FO RF module.](image)

**VI. CALIBRATING THE HRS TO MEASURE RETURN LOSS.**

The HRS requires calibration to ensure that the measured reflected power from the antenna, which is received at $P_2$ of the HRS, is calibrated against a know return loss. This was done by measuring the return loss of several calibrated attenuators using the HRS, as shown in Figure 6. The attenuators range from $1 dB$ to $20 dB$, enabling calibration measurements covering the dynamic
range of the HRS. The reflection coefficients of the attenuators are shown in

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6. HRS calibration set-up for Port 1.

Table I. The measured digital data were then used in a lookup table to determine the return loss of an antenna. The calibration was done both with and without the Fibre Optic to RF Module. Therefore, where it is not convenient to use an optical feed to the HRS, calibrated $S_{11}$ measurements can be taken with a RF cable connected directly to the HRS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attenuator</th>
<th>$S_{11}(dB)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>-8.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>-10.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>-11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-15.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>-19.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>-22.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>-41.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

Calibrated $S_{11}$ data for the attenuators, at 350 MHz

The reflection coefficient can be measured to $-22 dB$ when using the HRS alone. This figure deteriorates to $-17 dB$ when the HRS is combined with the Fibre-Optic to RF Module. This is thought to be due to the mismatch between the two modules. The two modules are connected together by a short
wire connection. At this stage no attempt was made to impedance match the connection as the level of measured reflection coefficient is acceptable as it is within the typical reflection coefficient values for electrically small antennas that are at best $-10\,dB$.

VII. THE HRS INTEGRATED INTO AN ANTENNA RADIATION MEASUREMENTS SYSTEM

The HRS was integrated into a measurement system which is used to plot the radiation pattern of an antenna. When measuring the radiation pattern of an ESA, where the impedance match is known to be very poor, most of the RF energy delivered to the antenna is reflected along the outer shielding of the cable, and a small percentage of energy is radiated from the antenna. The reflected energy is then radiated over the length of the cable and is detected by the receive antenna. This adverse effect is eliminated by incorporating the RF over fibre module into the measurement system.

Referring to the measurement system set-up as shown in Figure 7, the RF signal from the signal generator travels through the RF to Fibre Optic Module which converts it into an optical signal. The optical signal is then delivered to the host via a fibre optic cable where the Fibre Optic to RF Module converts it to RF. The function of the HRS module is to measure and transmit the RF signal to the antenna, Transmit (Tx); and measure the reflected RF signal from Tx; convert these RF signals to a digital stream before transmitting them to a Personal Computer (PC) over a fibre-optic data cable. The RF energy radiated from the antenna is received by a calibrated log-periodic antenna, Receive (Rx).

VIII. ANTENNA RADIATION MEASUREMENTS USING THE HRS AND FIBRE OPTIC TO RF MODULE.

Several antennas were measured using the HRS to ensure that the measurements were consistent and not specific to a particular type of antenna. These measurements enable the investigation of cable and ground effects on antenna performance, and how best to mitigated the adverse effects which may arise from the near-field environment. Five antennas were measured:

1. Calibrated dipole
2. Monopole 1 (M1)
3. Monopole 2 (M2)
4. Monopole 3 (M3)
5. Electrically Small Patch (ESP)

Each antenna was measured in the conventional manner with a RF cable connected directly to the antenna and then by using the HRS. In this paper the results from the calibrated dipole and M1 are discussed.

A. Calibrated dipole

The calibrated dipole is used as a reference antenna as it has a well understood radiation pattern. The dipole was tuned to $350\,MHz$ ($S_{11} = -18\,dB$) and the radiation pattern of the vertically polarised dipole was then measured using a far-field antenna range. There are two radiation patterns shown in Figure 8, one for the dipole connected directly to the RF cable and the other for the dipole connected to the HRS. The radiation patterns show that for a well tuned antenna the RF over fibre-optic system is not required as very little RF energy is reflected back to the source. The RF energy reflected along the cable from the dipole is just 1.6% of the RF energy delivered to it. The power delivered to the antenna is $8.5\,dBm$, therefore the reflected power is -0.5$dBm$.

B. Monopole M1

Monopole M1 is a monopole set parallel to a ground-plane. M1 has a reasonable match at $350\,MHz$ of $S_{11} = -12.5\,dB$ and was used to assess the performance of HRS when measuring sidelobe levels.

The radiation plot for M1 is shown in Figure 9; little effect is observed on
the radiation pattern when the antenna is connected to a vertically orientated RF cable or when the HRS is placed behind the ground-plane (HRS unconnected). This is expected as the antenna is tuned to the operating frequency and the HRS module simply becomes part of the ground plane. The RF energy reflected back to the antenna is 5.6%, \((-4dBm)\), of the RF energy delivered to it. Therefore a small amount of this reflected energy will be radiated by the cable. An improvement is seen in the fidelity of the sidelobes when the RF cable is set horizontal to the antenna. This shows that the RF radiation from the cable contributes to the far-field radiation pattern of the antenna and that its influence can be somewhat mitigated by positioning the cable orthogonal to the polarisation of the antenna; in this case the antenna is polarised vertically and the cable horizontally. Further improvement is seen when the HRS is used to isolate the antenna from the RF source. Isolating the antenna in this way significantly reduces systematic measurement error and ensures that the measured far-field radiation pattern is that of the antenna and not the measurement system.

Figure 8. Calibrated dipole polar radiation.
Figure 9. Radiation plot for Monopole 1

IX. INTEGRATING THE HRS AND FIBRE OPTIC TO RF MODULE IN TO THE WHEELER CAP.

In this section the HRS is used to measure the reflection coefficient and efficiency of an ESA. The reason for integrating the HRS and Fibre Optic to RF Module in to the Wheeler Cap is to enable repeatable efficiency measurements of host-embedded antennas and provide a benchmark for antennas developed in the future.

The HRS and Fibre Optic to RF Module are integrated into the Wheeler Cap to determine the efficiency of the antenna.

The integrated set-up is shown in Figure 10. Fibre optic cables are used to interface with the Wheeler Cap. The RF signal is generated from within the Wheeler Cap, thus isolating the Wheeler Cap from the external RF source.

To calculate the efficiency of an ESA both the freespace and shielded complex reflection coefficients must be measured. At this stage only the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is capable of being measured with the HRS.

The $S_{11}$ of M1, was taken in freespace with and without a RF feed-cable.
The feed-cable, which is 61 cm in length, positions the antenna in the centre of the Wheeler Cap; without it the antenna would be placed against the top surface, which would act as a ground plane and possibly give rise to spurious readings. Although the operating frequency is 350 MHz it is beneficial to know what happens to the resonant frequency over a wider bandwidth. Therefore the measurements were taken from 345 MHz to 355 MHz.

Two separate measurements were undertaken and the results compared; one using the Vector Network Analyser (VNA) and the other using the HRS. In both cases, the measurements were undertaken with the antennas in freespace and then placed in the Wheeler Cap. A lookup table is used to calculate the $S_{11}$ measurements from the HRS. A linear gradient calibration factor is used to calibrate the HRS to the specific antenna.

The Fibre Optic to RF Module is used to effectively isolate the antenna from the RF source. The effects of this isolation on the match of the antenna have hitherto not been reported in literature. The HRS is used to measure the reflection coefficient of the antenna, revealing the impact made on the performance of the antenna.

The reflection coefficient measurements for M1 when placed in freespace is shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. The reflection coefficient measurements for M1 when placed in the Wheeler Cap are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

The HRS measures the magnitude of the reflection coefficient, therefore the phase was reconstructed by differentiating the magnitude with respect to frequency. The phase reconstruction error was determined by applying the pro-
cess to the measured VNA reflection coefficient for each antenna. This was then used as the correction factor for the HRS measurements. The reflection coefficient magnitude and reconstructed phase was then used to determine the complex input impedance, $Z_A$, of the antenna. The efficiency of the antenna was then determined by substituting the real part of the impedance from the freespace and Wheeler Cap measurements using Eqn. 2. The efficiency of M1 is shown in Figure 11.

$$
\eta = \frac{R_r}{(R_r + R_l)} = 1 - \frac{R_{cap}}{R_{fs}} \tag{2}
$$

where, $R_r$ is the radiation resistance and $R_l$ is the loss resistance. The real part of the antenna input impedance is the quantity $R_r + R_l$, which can be measured using a VNA.

M1 is a narrow-band resonant antenna, which has a bandwidth of 0.2\%, however, the bandwidth is increased to 0.5\% by isolating the antenna and measuring the $S_{11}$ using the HRS as shown in Figure 12. The polar radiation patterns over a wider bandwidth were not undertaken to establish the effects on radiation pattern. Modes adjacent to the resonant mode are observed using the HRS and requires further investigation. When the antenna is placed in the Wheeler Cap, the influence of the feed-cable is clearly seen. Therefore, when measuring ESA’s it is essential to ensure that the Wheeler Cap is isolated from the measurement system.
Figure 11. Efficiency for antenna M1.
Figure 12. M1: Freespace S11 magnitude.
Figure 13. M1: Freespace S11 phase.
Figure 14. M1: Wheeler cap S11 magnitude.
Figure 15. M1: Wheeler cap S11 phase.
X. Conclusions

These measurements have shown that the HRS can be integrated with the RF over fibre optic measurement system to improve the sensitivity of ESA radiation pattern measurements. The measurements provide a baseline for reflection coefficient measurements of host-embedded antennas using the HRS. The measurement system effectively isolates the antenna from the RF source while enabling the measurement of its reflection coefficient. Consequently, the radiation from the antenna rather than from the RF cable and the antenna is measured. The discrepancy becomes significant when measuring ultra-wideband antennas or narrowband antennas with truncated ground plane.

A new technique for isolating a ESA from the measurement system has been developed and integrated into the Wheeler Cap to characterise the efficiency of ESA and to explore the effects of ground plane on the efficiency of an ESA.

The signal flow through the measurement system has been analysed using flow chart analysis to gain the transfer function of the system and derive its full scattering parameters.

Measurements have been undertaken of the radiation pattern, reflection coefficient and radiation efficiency of several antennas. In this paper the measurements of Monopole 1 have been discussed. These measurements have revealed the importance of isolating the ESA from measurement system for radiation pattern and radiation efficiency measurements.

The radiation pattern measurements show that radiation from the common mode current on the feed cable contributes significantly to the far-field pattern of the antenna. This biases the measurements toward the antenna having a higher gain. Thus the gain of the ESA is dominated by the RF measurement technique used in characterising it. Isolating the ESA from the RF measurement system by using the HRS system reveals these effects and measures the gain of the ESA, which tends to be significantly less than when measured in the conventional manner.
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MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICALLY SMALL ANTENNAS

Suhail Barot, Paul E. Mayes, Paul W. Klock and Jennifer T. Bernhard
Electromagnetics Laboratory, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

ABSTRACT: Measuring and biasing electrically small antennas presents several challenges due to the small impedances and high mismatches of the antennas. When these antennas are fed, however, the mismatch results in currents on the feed cable. These currents radiate, and their effect can be seen in the radiation resistance and radiation pattern. This paper examines the effects of cable radiation on electrically small antennas – specifically center loaded dipoles. We observed cable radiation, and showed that the radiation could be suppressed by use of baluns and ferrites. However our most noteworthy result was that currents on the feed cable diminished without any intervention at the resonant point of the antennas.

INTRODUCTION

Electrically small antennas are those that fit within a sphere having diameter less than half a wavelength at the frequency of operation. This class of antennas is of great interest, given the continual drive to miniaturize communication systems, especially for handheld consumer devices. One of the simplest antenna classes in existence is the linear half-wavelength dipole antenna, and antennas derived from it. This is a balanced antenna class and feeding such antennas is the focus of this paper.

Electrically small antennas can be derived from the half-wavelength dipole by inductive loading. If loads and feeds are placed on the structure consistent with its symmetry, the antenna will remain a balanced structure. The challenge with this technique is the reduction in radiation resistance and bandwidth of the antenna. We have shown several techniques to inductively load linear antennas, and/or combine them to utilize multiple resonances, so as to achieve increased radiation resistances or bandwidths [1].

Coaxial transmission lines are a common unbalanced line used in feeding antennas. However, when feeding balanced lines, we expect that currents to flow onto the shield and radiate. This effect distorts the shape of the radiation pattern and introduces cross-polarization. Additionally, when measuring antennas, the cable radiation makes it difficult to extract the true properties of the antenna. These difficulties are amplified when dealing with electrically small antennas, because the large mismatch with the cable increases shield currents, while the antenna radiation is suppressed due to the small size.

In this study, we examine the effects of feeding symmetric, loaded dipoles with a coaxial transmission line. We seek to better understand the effect of this feed method on the antennas and learn how to reduce the expected cable radiation.
The linear antennas used in the study all have cross sections of 1.25 mm by 1 mm and had two loads placed 5 mm offset from the center of the antenna. The frequency band of interest is 100 MHz to 500 MHz, though smaller bands may be shown for clarity. All results in this paper have been generated using Ansoft HFSS® [2].

**EFFECT OF COAXIAL FEEDS**

In Fig. 1, we simulate a 300 mm dipole, with a simple lumped excitation, and obtain a family of curves for different loads. The unloaded antenna shows the conventional dipole result with the curves moving to the left, and becoming less continuous with loading. This shows the expected reduction in radiation resistance and bandwidth with loading. Also as we move off-resonance, we can see that the more heavily loaded antennas trace out impedance curves further to the outside of the Smith chart.

In Fig. 2, we simulate the same antenna, with the same loads, but fed with a 500 mm coaxial transmission line. We then perform a phase rotation within HFSS to de-embed the transmission line and obtain the impedance at the antenna terminals. The coaxial cable used has outer diameter 2.3 mm, and has characteristic impedance of 50 Ω.

![Fig. 1. 300 mm loaded dipole antenna with lumped port feed.](image)

When the two figures are compared, we see that the curves appear very similar, especially at resonance. In Table 1, we can see a comparison of impedances and resonant frequencies for different cases, from the two simulations. We see very good agreement for all the loaded cases. When off-resonance however, we can see that the cable-fed...
simulations reflect less power back to the source, probably due to radiation by the feed cable. This suggests that cable radiation is being suppressed at resonance.

![Figure 2](image)

**Fig. 2.** 300 mm loaded dipole antenna with coaxial transmission line feed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>Lumped port feed</th>
<th>Coaxial line feed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency of Resonance</td>
<td>Resistance at Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unloaded</td>
<td>471 MHz</td>
<td>70.17 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 nH</td>
<td>301 MHz</td>
<td>22.02 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192 nH</td>
<td>237 MHz</td>
<td>11.77 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384 nH</td>
<td>178 MHz</td>
<td>6.86 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Frequency and Resistance comparison for 300mm loaded dipole antenna having a lumped port feed vs. a coaxial feed

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show results for simulations of a 150 mm antenna configured equivalently to the above. The same off-resonance radiation from the cable simulation is seen. However, the curves again match up well at resonance, as displayed in Table 2. As the antenna is smaller, it radiates less, and the effects of the cable are more pronounced.
The unloaded case can barely be made out, as it does not resonate over the band simulated.

Fig. 3. 150 mm loaded dipole antenna with lumped port feed.

Fig. 4. 150 mm loaded dipole antenna with coaxial transmission line feed.
Table 2. Frequency and Resistance comparison for 150 mm loaded dipole antenna having lumped port vs. coaxial feeds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>Lumped port feed</th>
<th>Coaxial line feed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency of Resonance</td>
<td>Resistance at Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96 nH</td>
<td>450 MHz</td>
<td>12.80 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192 nH</td>
<td>337 MHz</td>
<td>7.23 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384 nH</td>
<td>245 MHz</td>
<td>3.34 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DETAILED CASE STUDY

We now focus in on the case of the 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading. In Fig. 5, impedances for both the lumped feed case and the transmission line case are displayed on the same chart. We can clearly see that the impedance trace for the antenna with the coaxial feed is squeezed toward the center when off-resonance. Fig. 6 displays the same information, in the form of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient. This shows the effect of cable radiation, reducing the power reflected back to the source, when off-resonance.

Fig. 5. 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading, showing effects of off-resonance cable radiation. Inset figure shows antenna feed structure.
Fig. 6. 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading, showing effects of off-resonance cable radiation vs. frequency.

In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, we show the radiation patterns of the antenna at 246 MHz (resonance) and 300 MHz (off-resonance), in the plane containing the antenna, and perpendicular to the cable. The cable and antenna both sustain linear currents and produce dipole patterns, but are perpendicular to each other. Thus we can attribute the electric field component in the plane to the antenna and the perpendicular component to the cable. We can see that the antenna dominates at resonance but that the cable radiates much more strongly off-resonance.

Fig. 7. Radiation Pattern for 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading, at 246 MHz (resonance).
Since the current suppression at resonance was unexpected, we were concerned that it might be a quirk of the simulator, caused by some strange interaction between the cable and the problem boundary. This was tested in Fig. 9 by taking the lumped port feed case and adding a large solid metal artifact to act as a dummy cable.
What we see is that while the presence of the artifact introduces off-resonance loops in the impedance plot, the resonant behavior completely follows the simple lumped feed case. The resonant frequency is shifted by only 1 MHz. This suggests that the artifact (or feed cable) does not carry significant current at resonance.

A common technique used in suppressing cable radiation is the use of a ferrite choke - a hollow cylinder of a high permeability material slipped over the feed cable, that acts as an inductive load, to decrease current flowing on the feed cable. We performed such a simulation with a 2 cm length choke having a $\mu_r = 125$, placed 1 cm from the antenna terminals. The results, shown in Fig. 10, are that the choke is effective at suppressing cable radiation, but has no effect at resonance. This appears to confirm the hypothesis of having no feed cable current at resonance, leaving nothing to be suppressed by the choke.

Fig. 10. 150mm antenna with 384 nH loading, showing effects of a ferrite choke.

**CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS**

To better understand this behavior, we examine the current distributions in Fig. 11-14. In these figures, we see the currents on the antenna and a small portion of the feed cable, at four frequencies – 150 MHz, 200 MHz, 250 MHz and 300 MHz. The currents on the antenna cable are displayed on a log scale. Please see the electronic version of this paper for color plots, which are easier to interpret.
Fig. 11. Current distribution of 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading for \( f = 200 \) MHz.

Fig. 12. Current distribution of 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading for \( f = 250 \) MHz (resonance).
Fig. 13. Current distribution of 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading for $f = 300$ MHz.

Fig. 14. Current distribution of 150 mm antenna with 384 nH loading for $f = 350$ MHz.
What we notice is that the current distribution on the antenna is generally unbalanced, despite the symmetric structure of the antenna. This is because of the presence of the cable, which unbalances the system. Thus the arm connected to the center conductor has more current than the arm connected to cable shield, resulting in balancing currents flowing onto the shield. However, the currents on both arms at resonance are equivalent. This means that currents do not need to flow onto the shield, and we see that the shield currents are sub-dominant to the arm currents in this case. This gives us the results seen in the Smith charts.

CONCLUSION

We see that when feeding and measuring electrically small symmetric linear antennas at resonance, we can use a simple coaxial feed, without suffering ill-effects. While narrow-band in nature, this cable radiation suppression effect appears to be sufficient to avoid the use of baluns and chokes over the operating band. Given that those devices would add to the antennas electrical size, this is helpful in simplifying and miniaturizing the antennas system. More work is needed to explore this effect in asymmetric linear antennas, and with other unbalanced transmission lines.
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Abstract: Loading with inductive reactances has long been used as a method to produce a series resonance in short lengths of linear conductor, and thus to produce a small antenna. However, problems occur with conventional methods of using this idea. Sometimes, it is difficult to transfer power from a short element to a practical line or load because of the relatively small value of real input impedance at resonance. Even though the short antenna may have a small value (difficult to match) real impedance when fed at its center, the impedance can be increased to a practical value by feeding the resonator at a point closer to the end. Inductors near the end of a resonator can also be used to increase the real part of the input impedance by maintaining near-constant current over an appreciable part of the element length.

Although the above procedures can be used to produce a reasonable match to a shortened linear radiator, the input impedance may change rapidly with frequency so that the operating bandwidth will be small. The introduction of complexity into the element so that multiple resonances are made to occur provides a way to increase the bandwidth of operation.

1. Introduction

Many electronic devices are getting smaller, why not antennas? There are several problems that remain to be solved before we can say that antennas have been reduced in size in a manner similar to that which has occurred with many other electronic devices. The argument is often made that antennas that are small compared to the wavelength will be so small that they will not radiate. What this really means is that the input resistance at resonance of such a small antenna is likely to be small compared to the characteristic resistance of conventional transmission lines, or small compared to the resistance of the generator that is producing the signal to be radiated. While this proposition is generally correct, it ignores the fact that there are ways of solving the impedance-matching problem. When the system has been designed so that all of the power available has been delivered to the antenna, then the best has been achieved. The job of “impedance matching” is to make sure that the impedance at the antenna terminals is equal to the complex conjugate of the impedance seen in the connecting circuitry.

For years it has been recognized that the problem of achieving impedance match in a small antenna is simplified by operating the antenna and accompanying matching circuitry as a resonant device near the frequency of resonance. There are many examples of resonant antennas that have values of input impedance that depend upon the location of the point of connection. This point is a matter of choice and therefore becomes a
matter for design. The frequency of resonance is not greatly affected by changing the location of the feed, but the value of the impedance may be quite different.

As usual, Mother Nature may be expected to extract some compensation for her willingness to cooperate to some extent in the design of small antennas. While the solution of the impedance-matching problem may be possible, it does not follow that it is necessarily easy or without cost. For example, the level of the input resistance of an antenna depends not only upon the radiation from the antenna, but also upon the conversion of the input power into other forms such as heat. A small antenna must be carefully designed so that the power lost in conversion to heat is kept small. Otherwise, the efficiency of the small antenna will be reduced, an undesirable effect. Another consequence of making the antenna small is the rapid variation with frequency of the amount of energy that is stored in the immediate vicinity of the antenna. A popular way of evaluating this effect is to define a bandwidth at which the antenna reactance (due to the stored energy) is equal to or less than the antenna resistance (due to irretrievable energy conversion). While there are ways of minimizing the power lost in heat, a much bigger improvement in bandwidth can be achieved by making the system resonant at more than one frequency, carefully selected with respect to one another. The achievement of wide match bandwidth has been the principal focus of preceding papers in this series.

Much time and effort has gone into the solution of the problem of making small antennas and this effort is continuing. In this, and preceding papers in this series, [1], [2], we are trying to discuss some of the recent work that seems to be pointing the way to achieving practical results.

2. Self-matched, tuned radiating resonators

The case of a linear antenna element is one of the simplest examples that can be used to introduce the idea of matching a small antenna. Suppose we first make the antenna resonant at a length that is smaller than usual. That is to say, the antenna is resonant at a frequency for which the wavelength is much less than the length of the element. This can be done by adding inductive elements distributed along the axis of the conductor that forms the radiator. In the past, this has often been done by placing the inductive element near the feed point, near the base of a monopole version of the element. The argument can be made that the frequency of resonance will indeed be reduced by so placing an inductor, since the impedance of the antenna element itself will be capacitive when the element is less than one quarter wavelength in length. Although the presence of the inductor near the base, in series with the feed point, will shift the resonant frequency down, as desired, it does not counter the tendency of the resistance observed at the feed point to decrease in magnitude as the element length is reduced. However, it is also well known that the input impedance observed at the feed point of a linear (straight-wire) antenna can be made to assume almost any value simply by changing the location of the feed point. This result is observed to occur regardless of the value of the resonant frequency. The resonant frequency is determined by the size of any loading inductors and the length of the wire and is not greatly changed by changing the location of the feed point.
3. **Center-fed blade dipole**

The validity of the above statements is readily established by observing the computed (or measured) values of the input impedance under the presumed conditions. Figure 1 shows the input impedance as it is calculated for a blade antenna by the computer code LFMoM (low-frequency method of moments) [3]. Figure 1 is a plot of the computed current along the axis at a frequency that is near resonance. Note that the tip-to-tip length of the blade is 15 cm, which is one-half wavelength at 1 GHz. However, the resonant frequency (Fig. 2) is only approximately 490 MHz when a 19.1.8 nH inductor is placed on the same central patch as the source. Whereas the axial current would be expected to be sinusoidal on an unloaded element, the computed axial current at resonance is observed to be more nearly triangular. This is a consequence of the reduced length of the element, the sinusoidal function being nearly linear when observed at the necessarily small arguments that locate points on the small antenna.

4. **Off-center inductances, off-center fed blade dipole**

Now let us suppose that the load inductors are moved from the center (feed point) of the antenna to patches that are near the ends [4]. Figure 3 shows the axial current on the dipole when lumped inductors are placed on the fourth patch from each end of an antenna that is 21 cm in length (z from -9.375 to 6.375 cm). The feed point on this antenna is located at the center of the sixth patch from the upper end (z = 4.875 cm). By comparing Figs. 1 and 3, it is apparent that the current moment is greater for the latter case. Not only does the increased current moment produce a larger value for the input resistance at resonance, but the resistance at resonance can be altered by changing the parameters of the antenna. Figure 4 shows the computed input impedance for the set of parameters that are given in the figure. Figure 5 shows how the input resistance at resonance for an antenna with the same geometric parameters can be made to pass through the center of the chart, the point of perfect match to the attached cable, by changing the value of the inductors.

Similar results can be obtained for other antennas. Figure 6 shows the computed input impedance for two antennas, one of full length and the other loaded with a central inductor. Figure 7 shows the computed current distribution near resonance for this linear (blade) antenna. Figures 8 and 9 show the results for the same length of conductor but the resonance has been lowered by a greater amount by applying the loads near the ends. The center load is appropriate for light values of loading whereas the location of the source on the sloping part of the current distribution works for more heavily loaded cases.

5. **Conclusions and future work**

The results described here all apply to linear elements that have a pair of terminals. The input impedance shows the characteristics of a series resonance. As such, several such circuits with appropriate different values of resonance can be used in parallel to increase the match bandwidth of the antenna [5]. It has already been shown that direct connection of particular series resonators will produce multi-band response whereas reversal of the
leads will result in wideband response. It is planned to compute, and also to build and test, several examples.

Figures

Figure 1. Computed values of the near-resonance current along the axis of a blade dipole that is loaded (in the same central patch as the source) with a 191.8 nH inductor.
Computed Input Impedance of Loaded Blade Dipole
Length=15 cm, Width=0.125 cm, Center Inductance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq(MHz)</th>
<th>Ind(nH)</th>
<th>R(ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>900(10^100)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380(10^780)</td>
<td>191.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300(10^500)</td>
<td>382.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400(10^700)</td>
<td>101.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Computed input impedance for center-loaded blade dipoles showing the effect of various loads.

Figure 3. Computed current distribution on a blade dipole of 21 cm length that is loaded near each end and fed at the sixth patch from the upper end. In this case the source is located between the two loads.
Computed Input Impedance of Rectangular Blade Antenna
Length=21 cm, Width=0.125 cm, Feed: z=3.375 cm
Choke: z1=-9.375 cm, Chokeu: z3=6.375 cm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq (MHz)</th>
<th>L1 (ohms)</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>297 MHz</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Computed input impedance of blade dipole with two series inductors near the ends of the dipole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq (MHz)</th>
<th>L1 (nH)</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>151.3 MHz</td>
<td>2,866</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,389</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 but with inductors adjusted to produce almost perfect match at resonance.
Computed Input Impedance of a Rectangular, Blade Antenna
Length=21.75 cm, Width=0.125 cm, Center-Fed
Chokel:z1=-8.25 cm, Chokeu:z2=+8.25 cm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq(MHz)</th>
<th>Res(est)</th>
<th>X1</th>
<th>X2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600(10)800</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350(.5)450</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Case of lightly loaded, center-fed blade dipole compared to case where no load is present.

Figure 7. Current distribution computed near resonance for a center-fed blade dipole that is 21.75 cm long, 0.175 cm wide, loaded with inductors at fourth patch from left end (slight asymmetry is due to error in number of patches on right).
Computed Input Impedance of Rectangular Blade Antenna
Length=21.75 cm, Width=0.125 cm, Feed: z=9.75 cm
Chokel:z1=−8.25 cm, Chokeu:z2=8.25 cm

Figure 8. Computed input impedance of more heavily loaded blade dipole where resonant frequency has been lowered to just under 250 MHz and yet input impedance is still within the SWR=2.0 circle. (This is an example of the source being between a choke and the end.)

Figure 9. Current distribution computed near resonance for a blade dipole where the source is located between a choke (load) and the end of the dipole.
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Low-Profile Monopole Antenna with Integrated EBG Reflector and Director

Ivor L. Morrow and Ryan W. Davies
Department of Informatics and Sensors,
Cranfield University, SN6 8LA, UK

This paper presents a wire monopole antenna integrated with electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) surfaces that enhance the realized gain of the monopole to 15 dBi. The antenna is sandwiched between an electromagnetic band-gap superstrate that behaves as a frequency selective surface (FSS) and a Sievenpiper type high impedance substrate. The substrate and superstrate wave reflection and transmission phase properties permit very close integration of the monopole antenna while each surface provides a reflective and directive radiated gain, respectively. Integration of the EBG superstrate and substrate with the monopole antenna is examined and design trade-offs in operating frequency, bandwidth and realized gain are evaluated using numerical calculations. Measurements on constructed EBG surfaces and EBG surfaces integrated with the antenna demonstrate good agreement with calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen an upsurge of interest in the properties and application of radio frequency electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) surfaces. EBG surfaces are periodic metallic, dielectric or metallo-dielectric arrangements and resemble electrically small frequency selec-
tive surfaces (FSS) and volumes. These structures, like FSSs may block or allow the passage of electromagnetic radiation or guided waves [1]. The reflection phase in a perfect electric conductor (PEC) exhibits a frequency invariant $\pi$ phase change close to the surface while an EBG surface may behave like a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) with a reflection phase varying from $\pi$ to $-\pi$ with changing frequency [2].

Much research effort has focussed on using EBGs with small antennas to enhance their radiation or impedance matched properties. Various antenna, such as patch, wire and non-resonant antennas have used EBG substrates to reduce their electrical thickness [3] [4] and eliminate surfaces waves or reject multi-path propagation [1] [5]. EBGs have also been used as superstrates to antenna providing increased radiation efficiency and gain [6] [7] [8] [9].

In this paper we present a probe monopole antenna integrated with different EBG host surfaces to form a small box enclosure with a high gain radiating aperture. The floor and walls of the box consist of via-less Sievenpiper type high impedance surfaces. The wire antenna is flush mounted adjacent to the floor thus increasing its radiation efficiency and directivity. Via-less Sievenpiper scattering element were chosen to facilitate printed fabrication and compactness; since for a given frequency a smaller element size and periodicity is possible [10] [11] [12].

On the cover face of the box an EBG superstrate was used which we call the Filter-Antenna-Filter (FAF). The FAF has spectral and polarization filtering performance similar to a multiple stacked FSS [13]. A drawback with conventional multi-layer FSSs is that a separation of $\lambda/4$ is required between adjacent layers resulting in an electrically thick radome. Also deleterious coupling between the antenna and radome (FSSs) effects antenna impedance and restricts antenna proximity in an installation [14] [15]. On the other hand, the FAF are composed of thin multi-layers, ($\approx \lambda/6$) and have an EBG reflective wave phase [16] property
near the surface. Antenna radome coupling is ameliorated and close integration is feasible.

This paper describes the design and analysis of the FAF and its performance is compared with EBG and conventional FSS surfaces. An investigation of element size, geometry and periodicity effects on frequency, bandwidth and wave reflective and transmissive phase is undertaken. Various integration issues and design trade-offs are critically discussed when assembling the FAF superstrate, integrating the radiating antenna and via-less Sievenpiper reflector surfaces. The EBG host antenna is constructed and measurements of input impedance, radiation pattern and realized gain confirm the antenna properties.

II. ASSEMBLING THE FILTER-ANTENNA-FILTER (FAF)

Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry and dimensions of a unit cell of the FAF composed of planar dipole and slot arrays. The electromagnetic transmission response for individual layers and the stacked FAF was calculated using the full-wave commercial simulation software CST [17]. Fig. 2 show the results of simulations for transmission versus frequency at normal
incidence on the (i) dipole array, (ii) the slot array, (iii) double layer slot array and (iv) the assembled FAF. As expected the single layer slot and dipole arrays have complementary band-pass and band-stop responses. The double layer slot array makes the band-pass more narrowbanded. Insertion of the dipole array between the double layer slot array causes the principal transmission mode to lower in frequency. The mode is supported in the band-stop of the double layer slot filter and may be thought of as a defect mode similar to that introduced in the band-stop of a photonic crystal [18] [19]. The transmission mode at 20 GHz (Fig 2) is also propagating within the band-gap and would also normally exist in transmission through the single dipole array.

A study was undertaken using CST [17] to understand how geometric dimensions such as dipole length and width and slot length and width effected the plane wave transmission
through the FAF. The focus of the numerical experiments were on the two modes supported over the frequency of the forbidden band-gap. An element of the FAF was simulated in a waveguide unit cell with periodic boundary conditions applied. The geometry and dimensions of the FAF is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of printed copper dipoles or etched slots on a substrate of dielectric constant $\epsilon_r = 3.5$ with array periodicity $p = 10$ mm and dielectric layer separations $h = 3.1$ mm and $h_2 = 1.55$ mm.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the results of the power transmission simulations from 2-20 GHz. The slot and patch dimensions of the FAF are of fractional wavelength 6 mm ($\lambda/10$) of the transmission mode, at 5 GHz. The resonant frequency of this mode is controlled by the effective dipole length $\lambda_e = \lambda_o/\sqrt{\epsilon_r}$. Larger dipole and slot width increases the bandwidth and causes some lowering of the resonant frequency. A second higher order mode can be made to resonate around 12 GHz. The modal frequency is entirely dependent on the slots length; dipole length or width has little, or no, effect. However, dipole width does determine the third order modal frequency. From Fig. 3 the second and third order modes are made to be nearly co-incident in frequency when the dipole width is reduced to 1 mm.

A. **FAF Design and Measured Results**

A FAF was constructed with dimensions chosen using the following data from the parametric study ($P = 10$mm SW = 2mm, SL = 9mm, DW = 4mm, DL = 9mm). A planar metallic patch array was prepared by CNC milling of Taconic circuit board of dielectric constant $\epsilon_r = 3.5$. The FAF constructed was a relatively small planar sample of 6 x 8 periods. The FAF transmission response was measured in a free-space frequency selective surface test rig. Complex power transmission was recorded in both linear planes of polarization on boresight and over a range of incident angles.

Fig. 5 shows the measured and simulated transmission response versus frequency for
Figure 3. Simulated transmission response of the FAF for vertical polarized field and variation of dipole dimensions; (a) FAF with dipole width varied $DW$ ($SL = 9\, mm$, $SW = 4\, mm$, $DL = 9\, mm$), (b) FAF with dipole length varied $DL$ ($SL = 9\, mm$, $SW = 4\, mm$, $DW = 4\, mm$).
Figure 4. Simulated transmission response of FAF for vertical polarized field and variation of slot dimensions; (a) Simulation of FAF with slot width varied $SW$ ($SH = 4\text{mm}, DW = 4\text{mm}, DL = 9\text{mm}$), (b) Simulation of FAF with slot height varied $SH$ ($SW = 9\text{mm}, DW = 4\text{mm}, DL = 9\text{mm}$).
a plane wave normal incidence and electric field polarized perpendicular to the slot, (i.e. TM polarized). Measured and computed results compare well but some losses are present in both the simulated and measured transmission mode. The small loss in the simulated result is attributed to the dielectric loss tangent of the Taconic circuit board (specified as \( \tan \delta = 0.0025 \) at 10 GHz). The higher losses in the measured result are experimental in origin and due to lateral wave leakage from the sample in the test rig.

Fig. 6 shows the measured power transmission of the FAF at various angles in both the TE (see Fig. 1 co-ordinate frame) and TM planes of polarization. Note the FAF here spatially filters in one polarization only since the configuration of dipole and slot is single linearly polarized [20]. Inspection of Fig. 6 shows the first transmission mode at 5 GHz.
is stable with respect to angle of incidence and is narrow bandpass ($\approx 5\% \text{ 3dB BW}$). The transmission response in the TM plane of polarization has marginally wider bandwidth than the TE. This response is similar to that reported with conventional resonant bandpass FSSs [13].

The second higher order mode of the FAF shown in Fig. 6 at 10.5 GHz is broader band (approx 7.5\% 3dB BW) and the resonance is unstable w.r.t angle of incidence in both TM and TE planes. The transmission frequency decreases with increased grazing angle in the TM plane and behaves conversely in the TE plane. The transmission window around 10.5 GHz and its narrow angular dependence make it attractive for enhancing the directionality of an isotropic source.

B. Integration of FAF Superstrate and Monopole Antenna

A prototype monopole antenna was located below the FAF superstrate and its length tuned to the frequency of the mode identified previously for directivity enhancement. The principal H-plane radiation pattern of the integrated monopole and FAF was measured in the anechoic chamber and compared with an identical isolated monopole†. The field patterns were measured with the FAF at increasing distances $d = 10$ mm and $d = 20$ mm below the monopole. It was found that the proximity of the FAF had little effect on the monopole impedance. However, the radiated field pattern increased directivity with increasing $d$, as shown in Fig. 7. At horizontal some field leakage is apparent where a gap exists between the FAF and monopole and this was also seen in simulations. Field patterns were normalized for comparison and the measured realized gains for the integrated FAF and monopole are 7 dB and 7.5 dB at $d= 10$ mm and $d = 20$ mm respectively. This is 3 dB more gain than for the isolated monopole. Optimum gain occurred at 10.5 GHz with an antenna-FAF spacing

† All antennas were measured in the receive mode and reciprocity is assumed.
Figure 6. Measured transmission through FAF at various angles of incidence. (a) Angular variation in TM plane of incidence, (b) Angular variation in TE plane of incidence.
of 20 mm. Some field pattern ripples are also present and this is attributed to fields creeping around the edges of the FAF structure.

Figure 7. H-plane patterns of monopole antenna in anechoic chamber without and with an FAF superstrate placed in front of the antenna at distances $h = 10\text{mm}$ and $20\text{mm}$.

III. COMPACT HIGH GAIN ANTENNA DESIGN

A. Design of EBG Reflector Surfaces

To further increase the radiated gain of the monopole antenna an EBG Sievenpiper surface was designed and integrated with the FAF and monopole antenna. The reflection phase properties of the EBG reflector allows the antenna to be placed near its surface thus retaining a thin planar structure while enhancing the impedance match of the source/antenna [2][21].

Via-less square patch EBG elements were used but it is noted that other geometric shapes can be used and provide more bandwidth. The EBG consisted of a 4x4 array of
Figure 8. Return loss and reflection phase for various EBG periodicity; (a) Insertion loss of antenna near EBG surface with varying P = periodicity, (b) Reflection phase of EBG surfaces with varying P = periodicity.
elements which is relatively small in contrast to other EBG reflector surfaces reported in the literature.

The EBG substrate consisted of 1.55mm thick Taconic circuit board of dielectric constant $\epsilon_r = 3.5$. The design goal was to obtain a monopole antenna insertion loss of $S_{11} \leq 10$ dB over the transmission mode with the EBG reflector integrated. The metal patch size was fixed at 4 mm square and the array periodicity was initially set to 4.5 mm. The EBG reflector in close proximity to the monopole (1 mm) did not effect antenna impedance match but it did perturb the resonance frequency. The monopole length was shortened from 7.50 mm to 5.55 mm to maintain resonance at 10.5 GHz. Parametric simulations shown in Fig 8 examined the effect on monopole input impedance and the reflection phase of the EBG array while varying the periodicity from 4.5 to 5.5 mm in steps of 0.25 mm. The insertion loss of the monopole was found to be sensitive to small changes in array periodicity. Increasing the array periodicity results in a reflection phase response higher in frequency and of more gradual slope. The region $90^\circ \pm 45^\circ$ is marked on the reflection phase graph and the frequency range for each array periodicity that lies within this region corresponds with a monopole insertion loss $\leq -10$ dB.

Fig. 9(a) illustrates the monopole/reflector configurations and Fig. 9(b) shows the EBG simulated and measured input impedance results. For comparison the input impedance of a monopole antenna with a metallic reflector at the ideal distance of $\lambda/4$ ($h = 7.5mm$) is also shown.

The measured and simulated results for monopole integrated with the EBG reflector demonstrated good insertion loss from 9-12 GHz. The results suggest that good phase reflection properties are achievable even with a small $4 \times 4$ element reflector. The broadband frequency response of the monopole does allow for further fine-tuning if required.
Figure 9. (a) Monopole design with layout of ground plane and reflector; $L = 5.5mm$ and $h$ is varied for different designs depending on the use of EBGs or PECs. (b) Simulated and measured return loss of monopole antenna $L = 5.5mm$ with PEC reflector $h = 7.5mm$ and EBG reflector $h = 1mm$. 

- Measured + EBG $h = 1mm$
- Measured + PEC $h = 7.5mm$
- Simulated + EBG $h = 1mm$
- Simulated + PEC $h = 7.5mm$
Figure 10. (a) Schematic diagram of FAF superstrate, monopole and EBG substrate, (b) Optimum EBG reflector dimensions $L = 4\text{mm}$ $P = 4.85\text{mm}$ ($K =$ propagation direction).

B. Integrated FAF Superstrate and EBG Reflector with Antenna

The monopole was sandwiched between the FAF and EBG reflector as shown in Fig. 10(a). The antenna was positioned 2.5 mm from the EBG reflector and 4 mm from the FAF. Fig. 10(b) shows the final optimum via-less EBG geometry and periodicity.

One drawback with the configuration is unwanted radiation spill from the open sides of the parallel structure. To eliminate this problem the three open sides are closed with EBG reflector walls to form a small box. The remaining open face forms a radiating aperture that can be covered by the FAF superstrate. Similar dimension via-less EBG elements are used for the box sides and top. Fig. 11 illustrates the monopole antenna encapsulated in EBG materials.

The effect of the side walls was to introduce some loss in antenna gain and the length of
the monopole had to be re-tuned. Simulations indicated that without the FAF cover a 12.8 dB gain is achieved at 10.5 GHz.

Figure 11. Schematic of monopole antenna with EBG reflectors located on the back, sides and top faces. The FAF superstrate is located on the front face $h_1 = 2.5\,\text{mm}$, $h_2 = 4\,\text{mm}$, $h_3 = 3.1\,\text{mm}$, $m = 5.5$, $L = 20\,\text{mm}$

To further increase the antenna gain the FAF cover was placed over the aperture. Measured and simulated insertion loss results for the antenna (i) with and (ii) without the FAF superstrate are shown in Fig. 12. The measured and simulated $S_{11}$ of the antenna with an open aperture has a -10 dB bandwidth of 3.5 GHz simulated and $>4$ GHz measured. When the FAF is inserted in the aperture the mode at 10.5 GHz is, as expected, still present. The antenna is well matched with a -15 dB insertion loss but the bandwidth has considerably narrowed.

The final constructed FAF superstrate contained 3 x 2 array of elements and the dimensions of the box were 30 mm x 20 mm with a depth of 10 mm. The normalized simulated and measured field patterns of the encapsulated monopole antenna without FAF superstrate and with FAF superstrate, are shown in Fig. 13. It is seen that the ripples in the field pattern have been alleviated. The antenna radiation efficiency of the radiating box at 10.5
GHz was simulated using CST and found to be $\geq 98\%$ and measured experimentally using the Wheeler cap technique to be $\geq 95 \pm 2\%$. The simulated and measured antenna gain results are summarized in Table I. The FAF superstrate has increased the antenna gain by 3 dB and the EBG reflector by about 9.0 dB.

![Simulated and measured insertion loss of monopole antenna encapsulated in EBG and (i) with FAF superstrate and (ii) without FAF superstrate.](image)

**Figure 12.** Simulated and measured insertion loss of monopole antenna encapsulated in EBG and (i) with FAF superstrate and (ii) without FAF superstrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simulated Gain [dB]</th>
<th>Measured Gain [dB] $\pm 0.5$ dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mpole</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpole + FAF</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpole + Enclosed EBG</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mpole + Enclosed EBG + FAF</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

Comparison of Gains for EBG Encapsulated Monopole Antennas at 10.5 GHz. (Mpole = Monopole, EBG = via-less Sievenpiper reflector, FAF = Filter antenna filter superstrate.)
Figure 13. Simulated and measured H plane patterns of EBG enclosed antenna at 10.5 GHz (a) without FAF superstrate, (b) with FAF superstrate.


IV. Conclusion

A new form of high gain conformal antenna consisting of a monopole antenna encapsulated with EBG superstrate and substrate has been described. Results from computer simulation and measurement have been presented that demonstrate its performance and identify the important design parameters. A novel EBG superstrate called the FAF (filter-antenna-filter) was used to provide an electrically thin planar director to the antenna. Computer simulations and laboratory measurements were used to examine the design trade-offs in antenna impedance, bandwidth, radiation pattern and gain. The antenna realized gain has been significantly improved. At resonance the EBG substrate and walls increase measured antenna gain from 3.5 dB to 12.6 dB and the FAF further increases the gain to 15.1 dB. This is close to but does not exceed the maximum gain of 18.3 dB for an aperture antenna of equivalent radiating area.
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Abstract: Multi-octave bandwidth antennas are used in systems ranging from communication and electronic warfare to interferometers, radiometers, etc. Fabrication of front-ends that can operate consistently at frequencies ranging from Ku- to W-band will allow for the development of advanced broadband military and commercial systems. Planar log-periodic antennas belong to the class of frequency independent radiators with bandwidths that depend on the overall size of the aperture and the finesse of the feed region. In this paper, the development of a planar log-periodic antenna with an integrated feed is studied using two different transmission line technologies. Specifically, a log-periodic designed on a dielectric substrate with an integrated microstrip line impedance transformer is compared to an air-loaded embodiment fed with an integrated micro-coaxial impedance transformer. The two structures are contrasted to develop theoretical and practical foundations that will guide their future development, and be used throughout the millimeter and sub-millimeter wave frequencies.

1. Introduction

Frequency independent planar log-periodic antennas were first introduced by DuHamel and Isbell in 1957 [1]. It is shown that they can achieve multiple decade bandwidths with logarithmically periodic performance characteristics. The bandwidth of operation is limited by the dimensions of the radiator. Specifically, the lowest frequency of operation is determined by the overall footprint size while the highest frequency of operation is limited to the finite size and precision of the feed region. Log-periodics have been used in communications, electronic warfare systems, remote sensing, radio astronomy, and many other applications up to Ku-band. Broadband front-ends operating up to W-band can take advantage of higher seldom used frequency bands and thus play a major role in the development of new systems for military and commercial users.

Over the past two decades, log-periodics have been demonstrated up to terahertz frequencies [2]. However, antennas fabricated for terahertz applications use bolometers and/or diodes to detect RF power and convert it to a DC current. It is, however, often desirable to have directly RF fed antennas particularly when the signal being received or transmitted is encoded with meaningful information. The characteristics and technology of the transmission lines chosen have detrimental effects on the performance of the RF
front-end at high frequencies. Losses, coupling, dispersion, radiation, the ability to integrate multiple components, and manufacturability are only a few important issues that must be considered.

In this paper, two transmission line technology candidates able to fabricate wideband Ku-to W-band log-periodic antennas are studied and compared. Microstrip is a well known and widely used planar transmission line that can be fabricated on a variety of different dielectrics with different dielectric constants. The upper frequency is determined by the structural parameters including trace and dielectric dimensions. Surface and higher order modes can severely degrade performance and should be avoided. The other technology is the recently introduced surface micromachined process [3] which allows for an antenna to be integrated with a micro-coaxial transmission line. These lines have low loss and dispersion and have been shown to operate in excess of 450GHz without overmoding [4]. The findings presented here will enable better understanding of the limitations of the two technologies and their future use for wideband millimeter and sub-millimeter wave front ends.

2. Microstrip Feed Line Design Considerations

Microstrip transmission lines can be used to cover a broad range of frequencies. Care must be taken due to the fact that these lines are quasi-TEM and dispersive. A theoretical study on how the impedance of the lines change as a function of frequency was performed to better understand the effects of dispersion. Three dielectric constants ($\varepsilon_r = 12.9, 6.5, \text{ and } 2.2$) and three different substrate thicknesses ($t = 0.010"$, $0.004"$, and $0.002"$) are selected. The lowest and highest characteristic impedances studied are $50\,\Omega$ and $104\,\Omega$, respectively. These values are chosen because they represent the highest and lowest impedances required to match a $160\,\Omega$ load to a $50\,\Omega$ system. With $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$, the nominal impedance of the self-complementary antenna is approximately $160\,\Omega$.

Obtained results are shown in Table 1. The data includes the computed line width needed to realize the desired impedance at the specified frequency for different dielectric constants and dielectric thicknesses. As seen, the frequency increase from 18 to 110GHz for the 10mil substrate has a profound effect. This effect magnifies when a high dielectric constant material is used clearly indicating that substrates with a thickness of 10mil would perform inadequately for this frequency range. Another point of interest is that low dielectric constant materials with thin substrate thicknesses are shown to have small variations in the change of the line widths.

The substrate chosen to be best suited for this application was RT/duroid 5880. This substrate has a dielectric constant of 2.2, a loss tangent measured at 10GHz of 0.0009, and W-band components have already been demonstrated for 5mil thicknesses [5]. A 5-step impedance transformer was designed to match $160\,\Omega$ to $50\,\Omega$ and operate from 18 to 110 GHz. The values of the impedances used in the transformer are $104\,\Omega$, $89\,\Omega$, $75\,\Omega$, $63\,\Omega$, and $55\,\Omega$. The layout of the transformer is shown in Fig 1. The full-wave design was
carried out using Ansoft's HFSS and it is compared to a design created in CST's Microwave Studio. The higher order mode of the 50Ω line will occur above 200GHz and surface modes are excited at higher frequencies. The impedance transformer simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Microstrip layout of impedance transformer (dimensions in millimeters).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε&lt;sub&gt;r&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>10 mil</th>
<th>4 mil</th>
<th>2 mil</th>
<th>10 mil</th>
<th>4 mil</th>
<th>2 mil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>18 GHz</td>
<td>16.52</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>2.963</td>
<td>186.8</td>
<td>73.73</td>
<td>36.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>110 GHz</td>
<td>78.72</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>326.3</td>
<td>83.06</td>
<td>37.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>18 GHz</td>
<td>58.07</td>
<td>22.74</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>357.3</td>
<td>142.0</td>
<td>70.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>110 GHz</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td>24.26</td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>478.4</td>
<td>149.8</td>
<td>71.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>18 GHz</td>
<td>206.7</td>
<td>81.97</td>
<td>40.58</td>
<td>783.2</td>
<td>312.4</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>110 GHz</td>
<td>254.9</td>
<td>83.92</td>
<td>40.41</td>
<td>895.8</td>
<td>318.9</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Variation in the line width required to achieve 104Ω and 50Ω lines on different dielectric materials and dielectric thicknesses (dimensions in micrometers).

Fig. 2. Computed S-parameters of the designed transformer.
3. Rectangular Micro-Coaxial Feed Line Design Considerations

PolyStrata™ is a photolithographic process that is able to produce micro-coaxial transmission lines that operate up to sub-millimeter wave frequencies [4]. These transmission lines have ultra-low loss, cross-talk, and dispersion [6]. The process allows for the realization of extremely small features that are essential to the high frequency performance of frequency independent antennas. Because the PolyStrata™ process can produce micron-sized components, it is ideal for the fabrication of an extremely small feed region of the antenna.

A five step impedance transformer using the same impedances as the microstrip transformer in the previous section was designed using rectangular micro-coaxial (recta-coax) lines. The cross-sections corresponding to the impedances required of the recta-coax lines were computed using HFSS. The results are compared to those of the microstrip impedance transformer, and are shown in Fig. 3. In both cases, the transformers are matching 50Ω to 160Ω. As seen, the recta-coax line has loss similar to that of the microstrip line.

Fig. 3. HFSS simulation comparing the microstrip and recta-coax transformers.

The realizations of higher impedance lines require that the top half of the recta-coax line is removed. By doing this, the capacitance of the line is decreased which increases the characteristic impedance of the line. In general, higher impedance lines can be made by making the inner conductor thinner, however, the choice of strata heights and aspect ratio are limiting factors. The design in this paper has a strata configuration that was predetermined by the foundry. The strata stack-up from the silicon wafer up used in the transformer design is \{50, 120, 20, 100, 50, 50, 100, 50, 125\} μm, respectively. These dimensions correspond to the overall height of the recta-coax line of 665 μm. The inner
conductor of the coax is on layers 5 and 6, which are each 50μm thick. The strata configuration is shown in Fig 4. Strata 1 is the bottom and strata 9 is the top of the coaxial line. Strata 2 to 8 are used to construct the outer wall and form the interior of the line. Strata 5 and 6 are used to construct the inner conductor of the line.

![Fig. 4. The stack up of the recta-coax line with the heights of the layers from 1 to 9 being \{50, 120, 20, 100, 50, 50, 100, 50, 125\}μm, respectively. Layers 5 and 6 are used to construct the inner conductor of the line.]

4. Log-Periodic Antenna Design

A planar log-periodic antenna with curved teeth is designed to operate from 18 to 110GHz. The angles that describe the antenna geometry are shown in Fig. 5. The antenna is designed to be self complimentary with \(\alpha = 45^\circ\), \(\beta = 135^\circ\), and \(\chi = \tau\). A slot configuration is chosen to enable the release from the wafer. The large \(\alpha\) angle is used to allow for the feed line to enter the center of the antenna.

![Fig. 5. Layout of the 10-50 GHz recta-coax antenna and the associated parameters.](image-url)
Two prototypes of this antenna have been fabricated to validate the computational models. The first is a microstrip antenna with integrated band rejection at 6GHz operating from 1.8 to 11GHz [7]. This antenna was simulated on a 0.508mm thick RT/Duroid 6002 substrate. A four step microstrip impedance transformer is integrated onto the back side of the antenna. The impedances of the transformer are 126Ω, 104Ω, 86Ω, and 61Ω, respectively. The microstrip feed line is fed from the outside of the antenna, using the metallization of the aperture as the ground plane. A via is used to connect the feed line to the antenna aperture.

This prototype has the ninth tooth removed from the center to achieve band rejection. The measured VSWR of the antenna in the pass bands is below 2.0:1. The measured VSWR at the rejection frequency is greater than 13:1. The simulated co-polarized and cross-polarized realized gain is compared to the measured data and is shown in Fig. 6., along with a photo of the front side of the radiator. Excellent agreement is shown between the measured and simulated data. The broadside gain is shown to be stable in the pass bands of the antenna.

The second article is fabricated in the PolyStrata™ process and operates from 10 to 50GHz. This antenna uses a three cascaded quarter wavelength lines, at 30 GHz. The impedances used in this transformer are 108Ω, 86Ω, and 60Ω. The upper limit of the realizable impedances that can be manufactured is set by the fabrication process. For this fabrication run, the design was limited to a maximum impedance of 108Ω. The simulated and measured VSWR of this antenna are also shown in Fig. 7. As seen, there is excellent agreement between computational model and measured data. Good performance is obtained for both test cases.
An 18 to 110GHz log-periodic antenna in free-space is designed and simulated using FEKO. The first antenna simulated had an edge length of the mesh specified to be 250μm. This simulation lead to an interesting result when the antenna pattern was studied at 102GHz. Based on previous simulations and measurement results, the pattern shown at 102GHz looked like a computational error rather than the physical pattern. Shown in Fig 8. is the 3-dimensional far-field plot. Notice how the field looks extremely deformed at 102GHz when compared to the field pattern at 18GHz.

To get a better understanding of what exactly happened in this simulation, the current distribution on the radiator was analyzed to see if there was anything irregular in regards to the structure. As shown in Fig. 9, the current distribution is plotted near the feed region of the antenna. The high current density, shown to be red, is the radiation region at 102GHz. It can be seen that the mesh is set to be smaller in the feed region of the antenna. After this region is passed, the mesh makes some triangles that are very narrow
and long. These have an undesirable aspect ratio and can lead to inaccuracies in the model. The log-periodic antenna is a symmetric device, and there is a large discrepancy between the two arms of the antenna in terms of meshing symmetry which could lessen the accuracy of the solution.

The antenna was meshed with a specified length of 200μm to allow for smaller triangles to fit in the regions where the triangle with the high aspect ratios were found. The model was ran at 102GHz to see if this change would correct the performance of the antenna at that frequency. Shown in Fig. 9 is the modified mesh and current distribution due to changes in mesh size. The current distribution shows that the antenna is radiating in the same region of the antenna at 102GHz as expected. Also, the antenna pattern is compared to the pattern at 18GHz and a great degree of pattern stability is observed, as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Current distribution and the mesh with an edge length of 250μm (left) and 200μm (right).

Fig. 10. Far-field antenna patterns at 18GHz (left) and 102GHz (right) with an edge length of 200μm.
The stability of a CEM solution can often be described by the matrix condition number. A desired condition number for a system matrix is 1, and it is shown that it typically increases as the rank of the matrix increases. The condition number is negatively affected by a poor discretization which could also lead to inaccurate results. Note that the size of the system matrix is dependent on the discretization of the problem. The condition numbers for 250μm and 200μm discretizations, inherent to the internal method of moment formulation within FEKO, were found to be 44,587 and 27,734, respectively. As discussed, the condition number of a matrix typically increases as the size of the matrix increases. Since the mesh segment length was decreased, one would expect that the solution matrix would become more unstable, or become larger. This was not the case. The finer mesh resulted in a higher degree of mesh symmetry. A higher degree of symmetry in the segmentation of the model resulted in a more accurate solution. For this problem, the condition number of 27,734 resulted in a solution that was expected. This number seems high in relationship to the ideal condition number. However, an example discussed by Garg describes a study that resulted in a stable solution even when the condition number of the matrix was on the order of 10^8 [8]. In this case, it appears that a condition number of 27,734 produces the expected result, whereas a value such as 44,587 produces a non-physical result.

5. Discussion

There are trade-offs to consider when deciding which process to use. For microstrip, the first design constraint is the excitation of higher order modes. If impedances lower than 50Ω are desired, which may be required if a filter or multiplexer were to be integrated with the feed line, the cut-off frequency for higher order modes will reduce [9]. Secondly, the ability to precisely manufacture small lines and line gaps is crucial for the proper performance at millimeter waves. For the antenna designed on a dielectric of 2.2, the smallest tooth of the antenna has a width of approximately 2.3mils. Tight tolerances must be enforced to ensure that the structure of the antenna remains self-complimentary.

The tolerances of the PolyStrata™ technology allow for very delicate structures to be fabricated. Shown in Fig. 11 and 12 are the fabricated 18 to 110GHz log-periodic antenna with an integrated impedance transformer. The structure shown has features on the order of 50μm, such as the feed gap in the center of the SEM. The coaxial line feeding the center of the antenna has the upper half of the outer conductor removed to decrease the capacitance of the line, similar to the 10 to 50GHz prototype. The post that is connecting the antenna to the recta-coax feeder line has a diameter of 130μm. The 250μm long gaps in the outer conductor are used to allow the photoresist to exit the coaxial line. It is seen that these holes have little effect on the performance of the line.

These TEM lines can also achieve low impedances useful in filter design. The process allows for filters to be fabricated directly on the antenna aperture. Other types of devices such as diplexers, hybrids, and power dividers can be monolithically integrated in this
process. This allows for the complete integration of arrays and feed lines into one process. The capability of achieving low impedance lines for beamformers is a fundamental problem for microstrip antenna realizations with integrated feed lines that operate at, or above, 110GHz. Fig. 12 shows an integrated filter with one shorted stub on a planar log-periodic antenna in this process.

Fig. 11. Fabricated 18-110GHz recta-coax log-periodic. SEMs are of the feed region.

Fig 12. Photograph of a recta-coax log-periodic with integrated filter.

A log-periodic antenna is shown to perform well computationally when designed on a microstrip substrate or using the PolyStrata™ process, and the results are shown in Fig. 13, 14, and 15. The co- and cross-polarized gains are very similar in both cases. The gain also follows very closely to the simulations of the 1.8 to 11GHz prototypes shown in Fig. 3. The VSWR of both antennas are very similar, both being less than 2.0:1 through the pass band. Both realizations show that they would operate effectively up to 110 GHz. The PolyStrata™ antennas have the added benefit of being TEM and able to be manufactured to have lower impedances at higher frequencies than that of the microstrip lines, whereas the microstrip antenna has a smaller overall footprint due to the dielectric loading. Additionally, the recta-coax antennas can be more easily scaled to operate at higher frequencies. The fabrication cost between the two technologies are comparable for high quantities.
Fig 13. Broadside gains for two log-periodic antenna realizations.

Fig 14. VSWR for two log-periodic antenna realizations. Shown in the inset is a photograph of the fabricated 18-110GHz recta-coax antenna.

Fig 15. Radiation patterns at 30GHz and 110GHz for the recta-coax antenna (left) and microstrip (right).
7. Conclusions

Microstrip realizations of antennas operating up to W-band with integrated feed lines are feasible using thin dielectrics with low dielectric constants. Miniature recta-coaxial line and microstrip line impedance transformers are shown to operate with similar performance from 18 to 110GHz. Mesh symmetry is shown to be an important factor on the accuracy of the simulations. Two antennas were simulated using the different technologies and similar far-field performance and input impedance was shown. Recta-coax lines have the advantages of easier scaling to submillimeter-wave frequencies and the ability to achieve lower impedance values which are of use for any integration with feed networks.
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Abstract

In this paper, a practical method for decoupling small-form two- and four-element antenna arrays is discussed. This method is generic in the sense that it works on any types of antenna elements as long as they are identical and symmetrically arranged. The basic principle is to use a passive multi-port network to separate out various orthogonal radiation modes of a highly-coupled array for transmission and reception. In other words, the array as a whole, rather than each element, is treated as a single radiation entity. As these mutually orthogonal modes are uncorrelated and have no real energy exchange among them, the network ports corresponding to these modes are well isolated from each other. Therefore, problems associated with impedance matching and signal correlation due to close spacing of elements in traditional compact arrays can be avoided completely. Practical implementation issues of the mode decoupling networks for two- and four-element cases are the major concerns of this work. In addition, experimental prototype arrays with approximately 0.1λ element-to-element separation have been fabricated and tested to demonstrate the practicability of the method. Measurement results obtained are in good agreement with expectations, showing promising potential of the proposed mode-based decoupling approach for miniaturized arrays in handheld terminals.

1.0 Introduction

In recent years, miniaturization techniques for antenna arrays have drawn a great amount of attention owing to the ever-increasing interest in the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication architecture [1], which promises significant improvements on both capacity and diversity, for compact handheld terminals. At the same time, traditional smart antenna systems are continuing in demand of array modules with lower costs in smaller and lighter formats. However, the major limitation for conventional arrays used in these systems of multi-antenna architecture is that the element spacing is usually around 0.5λ to avoid mutual coupling. Hence, there is a
serious size concern which prevents these systems from being implemented in nowadays small-size handheld devices with wireless communication capability.

Traditionally, the design of compact antenna arrays is complicated due to the fact that array elements are not independent of each other. Instead, they interact electromagnetically through what is called mutual coupling. In fact, under strong coupling environment, elements in a closely-spaced array can sometimes be dramatically different from their isolated counterparts in terms of operating frequency, bandwidth, and radiation pattern. A considerable amount of research has been devoted in the past to study the impacts of mutual coupling on multi-antenna systems, especially for MIMO-based systems [2,3]. In general, it is found that the resulting impacts can be undesirable, such as reduction in capacity due to signal correlation or in gain due to impedance mismatch.

To overcome this problem, researchers have proposed different approaches [4]-[6] to decouple closely-spaced arrays. Recently, a mode-based technique [7]-[9] has been proposed for both beamforming and MIMO applications. The major advantage of this particular technique is that both wideband and element-independent decoupling can potentially be achieved. This paper focuses on mode-based decoupling for compact arrays with only two or four elements. Specifically, practical implementation issues for the mode decomposition networks (MDNs) using two typical package technologies are discussed. While presenting the basic theoretical background, experimental results from fabricated prototypes are also presented to demonstrate the practical aspects of the approach.

2.0 Theory

2.1 Orthogonal Radiation Modes

In essence, the number of orthogonal radiation modes associated with an antenna array equals to its number of radiation elements. Any radiation patterns originated from the array can be represented by linear combinations of these modes with different complex-valued weights. To understand this concept mathematically, conventional multi-port circuit analysis can be used. Without loss of generality, a four-element circular array with identical elements is considered. The scattering matrix of this array has the form of

$$S_a = \begin{pmatrix} S_{11} & S_{12} & S_{13} & S_{12} \\
S_{12} & S_{11} & S_{12} & S_{13} \\
S_{13} & S_{12} & S_{11} & S_{12} \\
S_{12} & S_{13} & S_{12} & S_{11} \end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{with } b = S_a a$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \(a\) and \(b\) are vectors of power waves going into and coming out from the antenna ports. By performing the eigenvalue decomposition on the matrix, it can be written as
\[ S_a = XDX^{-1} \]  

(2)

where \( D \) is a diagonal matrix containing all eigenvalues of \( S_a \), \( X \) is an orthonormal matrix consisting of the corresponding eigenvectors and \( X^{-1} \) is the matrix inverse of \( X \). Due to the unique symmetry of \( S_a \), the orthonormal matrix is real and is given by

\[
X = \begin{pmatrix}
+1/2 & -1/2 & -1/2 & +1/2 \\
+1/2 & -1/2 & +1/2 & -1/2 \\
+1/2 & +1/2 & -1/2 & -1/2 \\
+1/2 & +1/2 & +1/2 & +1/2
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{and } X^{-1} = X^T. \]  

(3)

Now, if we define a new in-coming power wave vector as \( a_{\text{new}} = X^Ta \), and a new outgoing power wave vector as \( b_{\text{new}} = X^Tb \), we can rewrite (1) as

\[ b_{\text{new}} = Da_{\text{new}}. \]  

(4)

According to (4), it is seen that the array is decoupled in the sense that the four newly defined excitation modes, or eigenmodes (given by \( a_{\text{new}} = (1, 0, 0, 0)^T \), \( a_{\text{new}} = (0, 1, 0, 0)^T \), \( a_{\text{new}} = (0, 0, 1, 0)^T \) and \( a_{\text{new}} = (0, 0, 0, 1)^T \)), do not interfere with each other because of the diagonal feature of \( D \). This is also true for their radiation patterns.

2.2 Mode Decomposition Networks

From the previous analysis, it is clear that we can “diagonalize” an array by having a passive multi-port network which plays the same role as that of \( X \). For two-element symmetrical arrays, it can be achieved by simply using a single 180-degree coupler. When the two antennas are connected to its IN and ISO ports, the even- and odd-mode can then be accessed through its \( \Sigma \) and \( \Delta \) ports. Since the two ports are well isolated, independent matching to each mode becomes possible. For four-element arrays, four 180-degree couplers connecting in the way shown in Fig. 1 is required. It should be mentioned that there are more than one way to construct the so called mode decomposition networks (MDNs). As an example, Fig. 3b shows an alternative configuration for the four-element case. Here, 90-degree couplers (branch-line or coupled-line) with additional transmission lines are used. The advantage for this specific arrangement is the possibility of uniplanar or miniaturized realization.

Viability of this mode-based technique depends heavily on the correct implementation of MDNs. Various packaging technologies are available for this purpose including multilayered printed circuit board (PCB) and low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC). Traditional multilayered PCBs have the low cost advantage due to the use of FR4 as their substrate material. Even though they are relatively lossy at radio frequency (RF) and their vertical layering configuration is generally less flexible, they are nevertheless a good choice for realization of MDNs for applications at the lower-end RF spectrum. On the other hand, LTCC can be used to obtain better loss performance and
further miniaturized in size. There are already many successful examples of using this technology to completely integrate a RF front-end into a single and yet small-size volume of substrate. Thanks to the flexible multilayer architecture of LTCC, various innovative passive structures and compact integration of many components become possible. Figs. 2a and 3a show examples of PCB-based and LTCC-based MDN designs respectively.

### 3.0 Design Examples and Results

#### 3.1 A Scanning Array Module

A compact electronically scanning array based on the proposed technique has been designed. It operates at 2.4 GHz and is suitable for WLAN applications. The prototype consists of four λ/4 monopole antennas with 0.1λ spacing. Moreover, the MDN and matching networks are fabricated on a two-layer PCB with the monopoles soldered on it separately. Fig. 2a depicts its layout and the actual prototype mounted on a 128 mm × 128 mm ground plane. It is seen that the MDN is implemented by four 90-degree hybrids to facilitate for a uniplanar implementation since no cross-over is needed. However, in order to provide the missing 90-degree phase-shift, each hybrid requires a 90-degree transmission-line connected at one of its ports.

From the measured results, a 13-dB return loss for each of the signal ports (except Port 3 which is not used) and a 16-dB port-to-port isolation at the operating frequency has been obtained. Hence, the orthogonal modes of this four-monopole array can be independently accessed. By combining these modes with suitable power weightings, a high-gain pattern with full 360-degree scanning capability can be achieved. Fig. 2b shows the measured high-gain (5 dBi) pattern scanned from φ = 90° to φ = 180° in four steps. Details of the module can be found on [9].

To reduce the size of the MDN, a modified LTCC version has been designed. In this version, coupled-line couplers instead of branch-line couplers are used. Its schematic and metal printings on different LTCC substrate layers are depicted on Figs. 3a and 3b. The overall size is 6.1 mm × 6.1 mm, a significant size reduction as compared with the uniplanar counterpart. Notice, however, that the 180-degree transmission-line (as shown in the schematic) is not implemented in this case as balanced-type antennas are intended to be used. Furthermore, integrated matching networks are also deliberately left out so that flexible external matching can be done. Nevertheless, all these components can be easily integrated into the substrate by simply adding only two to three more layers without increasing its size. From the full-wave simulation results shown in Fig. 3c, it is seen that the amplitude balance between every pair of antenna ports is within 1 dB and the isolation between every pair of signal ports is more than 15 dB.
3.2 A Low-profile MIMO Module

Another potential application of the technique is in low-profile MIMO arrays for Digital Video Broadcasting – Handheld (DVB-H) terminals. DVB-H operating frequency is allocated at the UHF band from 470 MHz (channel 21) to 862 MHz (channel 69) but is usually limited to 702 MHz (channel 49) for interoperability consideration with GSM-900 systems. Nevertheless, the relative operating bandwidth required for this radio is about 40% which makes the use of antenna-specific decoupling techniques very difficult if not impossible.

Since wideband 180-degree couplers are available, MDNs covering the whole DVB-H band are possible. Fig. 4 shows an example of such wideband couplers. This particular configuration is similar to the traditional rat-race ring but with the 270-degree transmission-line section being replaced by a diagonally shorted coupled-line pair. However, the required level of coupling is usually too strong for a single pair of edge-coupled microstrips to achieve. Therefore, a multi-line coupling configuration should be used (see Fig. 4). With this specific design, a wideband MDN for four-element arrays can be realized by following the schematic shown in Fig.1. In order to have the network fitted on a PCB of size 50 mm × 110 mm (a typical size for handheld terminals), multilayer PCB technology is used. Fig. 5 depicts the PCB layout design consisting of six printed metal layers. Whereas layers 2, 4, and 6 serve as RF grounds and are completely filled with metal, the four couplers are implemented on layers 3 and 5 in stripline format for good isolation. Buried vias are then used to connect these couplers together. From the measured results shown in Fig. 6, it is seen that an isolation of more than approximately 20 dB over the whole DVB-H band is achieved between any two signal ports when all antenna ports are terminated by 50-Ω loads.

To form a complete MIMO array, four spiral antennas suspending by 12-mm thick foam below layer 6 are connected to the MDN. At the same time, lumped matching components are used on the top side (layer 1) to individually match the four orthogonal modes associated with the array. The fabricated prototype is shown in Fig. 7 and its measured s-parameter is shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that an isolation of more than 15 dB is achieved between any pair of signal ports over 410 MHz to 702 MHz. Without the MDN, coupling among any two antennas would be much stronger. However, as fixed matching networks (matched at 610 MHz) are used in this work, the 10-dB return loss bandwidth for each mode cannot cover the whole DVB-H band. Therefore, tunable matching will be required for the future versions of the module. It should also be mentioned that the isolation is generally poor around the matched frequency because of the undesired phase-shifts from the via-hole connections inside the PCB. In addition, the four hand-made antenna elements are not completely identical.
5.0 Conclusion

A practical mode-based decoupling approach for compact arrays has been demonstrated. In this approach, orthogonal radiation modes, or eigenmodes, of highly-coupled arrays are utilized as independent radiation mechanisms to avoid mutual coupling and correlation. Comparing with traditional arrays, mode-based arrays can be much smaller in size and be more readily integrated into miniaturized handheld terminals. Two example applications, namely, 2.4-GHz pattern scanning and DVB-H MIMO modules have been designed using either multilayer PCB or LTCC packaging technologies. The corresponding PCB-based prototypes have been fabricated and tested. Measured results indicate that at least 15-dB port-to-port isolation has been achieved even for an element-to-element separation of less than 0.1λ. These results suggest the practicability of the technique.
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Fig. 1. A mode decomposition network for four-element arrays.

Fig. 2. A 2.4-GHz electronically scanning array module (a) layout; and its (b) measured scanning gain patterns.
Fig. 3. A miniaturized 2.4-GHz LTCC-based MDN (a) layout and (b) schematic; and its (c) full-wave simulated scattering parameters.
Fig. 4. A wideband 180-degree hybrid ring and a multi-line coupling section.

Fig. 5. The PCB layout of a wideband MDN for DVB-H applications.
Fig. 6. Measured scattering parameters for the DVB-H band MDN with 50-Ω terminations at the antenna ports.
Fig. 7. The fabricated prototype DVB-H MIMO array module.

Fig. 8. Measured scattering parameters for the complete DVB-H MIMO array with fixed matching at 610 MHz.
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This paper introduces the Banyan Tree Antenna (BTA) array which offers wide-band, wide-scan operation with modular, low-cost fabrication and assembly. More importantly, the new array is directly fed by unbalanced transmission lines (via standard RF interfaces), eliminating the use of external baluns or hybrids. At the present development stage, the array has demonstrated approximately two octaves of bandwidth in infinite array simulations for both single- and dual-polarized arrangements. BTA array elements are made of two flared conducting fins that are not connected to neighboring array elements, similar to bunny-ear or balanced antipodal Vivaldi antenna (BAVA) designs. When fed with unbalanced feeds, such two-conductor designs are known to develop severe mid-band impedance anomalies due to a common (monopole) mode. The key advantage of BTA over these designs is the elimination of that common mode through the use of shorting posts at each element fin. This enables performance similar to balanced fed modular designs, but without external baluns.

1. Introduction

Wideband phased arrays will be the central RF-front-end component in future multi-functional communications/sensing/countermeasure systems. In such systems multiple antennas are replaced by one or two phased array systems each with stringent electrical and manufacturing specifications. Typical array electrical specifications require:

• wideband and wide-scan performance,
• multi-beam ability,
• polarization agility.

while manufacturing/maintenance specifications require:

• low cost and frequency-scalable fabrication,
• modular assembly,
• direct connection to standard RF interfaces, and
• low profile.

Over the years, a lot research effort has focused on meeting both electrical and manufacturing requirements with various levels of success.

Some designs, like the tapered slot (Vivaldi) arrays [1],[2], have successfully met all electrical requirements, but are relatively expensive to build in dual-polarized arrangements or at higher frequencies due to their non-modular, vertically-integrated
fabrication. In addition, wideband Vivaldi arrays use long end-fire elements that increase weight and size and can degrade polarization purity (at D-plane scans) and scattering signature (at grazing angles). Various other Vivaldi-like designs such as the body-of-revolution (BOR) Vivaldi arrays [3] have been proposed that eliminate the need for connected fins but, as shown in their publication, a machined back-plate that spans the entire array is needed.

In search of modular and low-profile arrays Elsallal and Schaubert [4, 5], and later Otter et al. [6], used the Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna (AVA) [7] and Balanced Antipodal Vivaldi Antenna (BAVA) [8] as array elements. These designs, under appropriate feeding conditions, can achieve multi-octave bandwidths, and are modular and low-profile. Elsallal showed that a naive arrangement of BAVA elements in a two-dimensional array led to severe mid-band impedance anomalies due to the development of a common-mode. In the same work, a novel technique based on the mirroring of every other element in both E and H planes was proposed to eliminate the common-mode [9]. The Doubly-Mirrored BAVA (Dm-BAVA) has demonstrated bandwidths up to 5:1, and is modular and low profile, but it requires a non-trivial feeding mechanism. Namely, to recover the proper aperture-field distribution, mirrored elements must be fed 180° out-of-phase. For narrowband designs this is easily done, but in a wideband setting it is equivalent to using external wideband baluns or hybrids, thus limiting the array’s ability to directly connect to standard RF-interfaces.

Along the same lines, Lee et al. [10] proposed a bunny ear element to design modular wideband arrays. The element consists of a dielectric slab with a tapered slotline printed on each side that transitions from a narrow slot at the ground plane to a wide slot at the radiating aperture. The ground plane of the slotline is shaped into fins, with a narrow fin at the ground plane and a wide fin at the aperture. The element achieves wide bandwidth, and is low profile and modular, but it also requires a balun at the base of the element.

Several other low-profile wideband array technologies i.e. Current Sheet Array (CSA) [11] and Fragmented Aperture Array (FAA) [12], have proposed the use of planar printed elements. Although wideband, both of these designs are not modular and require elaborate feeding mechanisms that involve feed organizers and external baluns.

The insistence on eliminating external baluns is not merely a matter of taste. In practice, external baluns have inherent phase and amplitude imbalances and finite common-mode rejection ratios (CMRR) [13] that can weakly excite the catastrophic common-mode in the array. In addition, passive baluns with more than 4:1 bandwidth, although bidirectional, are large, leading to increased array profile, and have high insertion loss. On the contrary, active baluns are small, wideband and have gain, but are limited to receive-only arrays due to power handling and thermal sensitivity considerations [13].

From the above discussion it is apparent that, to date, no array technology has met both electrical and manufacturing specifications for multi-functional arrays. The present paper
introduces the Banyan Tree Antenna (BTA) array that meets all electrical and manufacturing specifications for bandwidths up to two octaves. The BTA array is made of elements that have two distinct tapered fins that are not connected to neighboring elements, thus leading to modular construction. Unlike bunny-ear or BAVA arrays, the BTA array eliminates the mid-band common-mode by modifying the element topology, through the addition of shorting posts at each fin. These posts shift the common-mode out-of-band, without significantly affecting the in-band performance. BTA arrays are low-profile (approximately half-wavelength at the highest frequency), can be manufactured with various low-cost technologies (e.g. printed circuit board etching), and are directly connected to standard RF-interfaces (SMA, GPO, GPPO, etc) or unbalanced transmission lines. BTA arrays have demonstrated in simulations approximately 4:1 bandwidths in both single- and dual-polarized arrangements, with good scanning performance out to 45-degrees in all planes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will identify and study the problem of the common-mode on arrays that use elements with more than two conductors in a unit cell. Section 3 describes the BTA array topology. In section 4, the means of controlling the common-mode on-set in BTA arrays is given. Sections 5 through 7 document the impedance performance of various BTA embodiments in single- and dual-polarized arrangements, for broadside and scan excitation. The paper concludes in section 8.

2. The Common-Mode Problem

Consider the element shown in Figure 1(A), which consists of two vertical dipole-like fins. The fins are fed unbalanced, with one fin excited by a signal source below the ground plane and the other fin connected to ground (note: parameters are identical to the element described in Figures 3 and 4, except without the shorting posts). These elements behave similarly to a BAVA or AVA element, exhibiting end-fire radiation and wideband impedance behavior when used as large isolated elements, but are also plagued by severe bandwidth-limiting impedance anomalies when arranged in planar rectangular grid arrays. This particular element shows good performance over two separated frequency bands, the first from 1.7GHz and 5GHz and again from 6.8GHz and 8GHz, shown in Figure 1(A). While dual band applications do exist, this element is not useful for true wideband systems. Studies of the fields and currents on the structure reveal differential current modes on the fins throughout both operating bands, and strong common mode (monopole) currents at frequencies in between the operating bands which cause the VSWR anomaly.

In recent years, Elsallal [9] has found that by mirroring the elements and properly phasing them, as shown in Figure 1(B), the common mode anomaly can be suppressed and moved completely out of the operating band. This method has very good VSWR performance, achieving a large continuous bandwidth from below 2GHz to over 8GHz.
and is modular, low-profile construction, but requires an external balun/hybrid in the feed network.

Further study of this problem has led to the development of the Banyan Tree Antenna, shown in Figure 1(C), where the elements are no longer mirrored but now include additional vertical metal posts shorting each of the fins to the ground plane. The shorting posts allow the frequency of the common mode to be controlled, as discussed in section 5, and can be used to increase the common mode frequency sufficiently to move it out of the operating band. This configuration shows good VSWR performance from 2GHz up through 8GHz of continuous bandwidth. While this topology attains bandwidth slightly less than the mirrored configuration, there is no balun or hybrid required to feed the elements, thus making this solution robust and economical.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** – Methods of controlling the common mode anomaly in planar arrays of tapered fin elements. Comparison of infinite planar array VSWR (broadside beam) of single-polarized, planar arrays for (A) exponentially flared element, (B) mirrored exponentially flared elements and (C) the Banyan Tree Antenna. (Design parameters are kept the same in all three cases).

### 3. Banyan Tree Antenna (BTA) Topology

The Banyan Tree Antenna array, shown in a modular single-polarized arrangement in Figure 2, is an array of vertically integrated fins which flare from a narrow feed line at the ground plane to arms with exponential tapers on the interior and exterior edges with taper rates $R_i$ and $R_o$, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. The fins are approximately $\lambda/4$...
in height at the middle of the operating band. Two feed lines extend from the ground plane to the tapered arms, with one line connected directly to ground and the other excited directly with an unbalanced generator or transmission line, for example, the inner conductor of a coaxial probe. The tapered fins act as an impedance transformer to match the high impedance presented at the top of the array’s flared arms to the 50Ω RF interface at the ground plane. In addition to the tapered fins, metal posts of width $W_s$ are placed a distance $d$ from the feed stem connecting each of the fins directly to the ground plane. These shorts are critical to the array’s wideband operation, and resemble the root system of its namesake, the Banyan tree. Spacing in the E and H-plane of the array is chosen to be less than $\lambda/2$ at the highest frequency in the operating band to avoid grating lobes, and the element width is typically close to the element spacing. This allows the capacitive coupling between elements to be large, which is one of the tuning mechanisms that allows for high bandwidth operation.

**Figure 2** - Single-polarized Banyan Tree Antenna array. Modular BTA elements are directly connected to unbalanced transmission lines.
Figure 3 - Banyan Tree Antenna element. (A) Element side view along with the geometrical design parameters used in this study, (B) element isometric view.

4. Control of the Common Mode in BTA

The shorting posts of the Banyan Tree Antenna allow control over the frequency at which the common mode anomaly occurs through the location of the shorting posts. The single-polarized element shown in Figure 3 is placed in an infinite planar array and the effect of the shorting posts is investigated. The solid curve in Figure 4(A) shows the broadside active VSWR of the baseline structure without shorting posts. In this geometry a catastrophic anomaly appears at 5.6GHz, leading to reduced bandwidth.

Figure 4 – Shorting post position effects on the broadside operation of the single-polarized Banyan Tree Antenna. (A) Effects on VSWR and (B) effects on the input resistance. Geometric parameters: $W_f = 1.6\text{mm}$, $W_s = 0.25\text{mm}$, $H_f = 8\text{mm}$, $R_i = 0.1\text{mm}^{-1}$, $R_o = -0.33\text{mm}^{-1}$, $W = 19.5\text{mm}$, $H = 21.25\text{mm}$, $g = 0.6\text{mm}$, $t = 2\text{mm}$, $D_x = 1.5\text{cm}$, $D_y = 2\text{cm}$. $Z_o = 50\Omega$, $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$ (Rogers RT/Duroid 5880)
Figure 4(B) shows that this VSWR anomaly corresponds to a resonance with zero resistance, caused by the common mode (monopole mode) that forms on the fins. Previous studies by Elsallal [9] showed that the anomaly frequency was sensitive to the unit cell size, where smaller unit cell sizes showed an increase in anomaly frequency, and therefore the separation between the vertical feed stems dictates the frequency of the anomaly. This observation has led us to study in detail the fields in the array unit cell. At approximately the frequency where the common mode appears, an approximately cosine half wave variation in the \( E_z \) component (\( z \) is normal to ground plane) between the narrow feed stems. This half wavelength variation corresponds approximately to the frequency of the common mode anomaly. To suppress this vertical field dominated mode, the shorting posts were added to the fin topology. In the Banyan Tree Antenna, the shorting posts are similar to mode-suppression vias used in circuit board design, where the vias are strategically placed to move resonances of the geometry out of the operating band of interest. In this case, the shorting posts decrease the length of the half wave variation by forcing the \( E_z \) fields to go to zero, thereby increasing the frequency at which the common mode occurs.

The placement of the shorts very close to the feed stems, shown by the \( d = 2 \text{mm} \) curve, moves the anomaly frequency to above 6GHz. Moving the shorting posts further away (increasing \( d \)) from the feed stems moves the anomaly to higher frequencies. Finally, at \( d = 5.5 \text{mm} \), the anomaly is moved completely out of the operating band. The shorting posts alter the impedance at the low end of the frequency band, with the impact on the lowest usable frequency becoming more substantial with increased shorting post spacing \( d \), which indicates that \( d \) should be tuned to the minimum separation required to move the common mode frequency out of band.

5. Single-Polarized BTA Array Performance

The predicted broadside active VSWR performance for a single-polarized infinite planar Banyan Tree Antenna array is shown in Figure 5, with and without shorting posts (the Bunny ear antenna). All results have been obtained with Ansoft HFSS infinite Floquet cell analysis, PML absorbing boundary condition, and a realistic wave port for excitation. Other commercial and in-house software has also been used to verify some of the following results. The E-plane spacing is \( D_y=2 \text{cm} \), which corresponds to a grating lobe onset frequency of \( f_g = 7.5 \text{GHz} \), and the bandwidth is defined with \( f_g \) as the upper frequency of operating band (typically the array bandwidth is designed to extend past this frequency). The H plane spacing is \( D_x=1.5 \text{cm} \). The element without shorts (Bunny ear element) has a bandwidth of 3.3:1 with VSWR less than 3, and the Banyan Tree Antenna is shown to move the anomaly frequency completely out of the operating band, thereby improving the bandwidth from 3.3:1 to 3.75:1 with a VSWR below 3. The low frequency limit of the operating band increases from 1.6GHz to approximately 2GHz, but the topology allows a wider bandwidth and operation up to the grating lobe onset frequency.
It is noted that no attempt to optimize one design over the other was done in order to have a fair comparison.

Figure 5 – Single-polarized Banyan Tree Antenna array. Broadside VSWR comparison between a Banyan Tree Antenna and a bunny-ear antenna array. Geometry parameters: $W_f = 1.6\text{mm}$, $W_s = 0.25\text{mm}$, $H_f = 8\text{mm}$, $R_i = 0.1\text{mm}^{-1}$, $R_o = -0.33\text{mm}^{-1}$, $W = 19.5\text{mm}$, $H = 21.25\text{mm}$, $g = 0.6\text{mm}$, $t = 2\text{mm}$, $D_x = 1.5\text{cm}$, $D_y = 2\text{cm}$, $d = 5.5\text{mm}$. $Z_o = 50\Omega$. $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$ (Rogers RT/Duroid 5880).

The scan performance of this element is shown in Figure 6 for E-plane, D-plane, and H-plane scans out to $\theta = 45^\circ$. All three planes show good VSWR performance, with the common mode anomaly staying out of band for all scan angles. The H-plane shows a large VSWR hump occurring near 3GHz that increases to a VSWR greater than 4 for $\theta = 45^\circ$, but this H-plane performance is typical of elements of tapered arms, including typical Vivaldi or BAVA elements, and is not a result of the shorting posts.

Figure 6 – Scan performance of the single-polarized Banyan Tree Antenna. (A) E-plane (B) D-plane, and (C) H-plane. Geometry parameters: $W_f = 1.6\text{mm}$, $W_s = 0.25\text{mm}$, $H_f = 8\text{mm}$, $R_i = 0.1\text{mm}^{-1}$, $R_o = -0.33\text{mm}^{-1}$, $W = 19.5\text{mm}$, $H = 21.25\text{mm}$, $g = 0.6\text{mm}$, $t = 2\text{mm}$, $D_x = 1.5\text{cm}$, $D_y = 2\text{cm}$, $d = 5.5\text{mm}$. $Z_o = 50\Omega$. $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$ (Rogers RT/Duroid 5880).
6. Single-Polarized Balanced Antipodal BTA Array

A variation on the Banyan Tree Antenna is a balanced antipodal (stripline) topology, shown in Figure 7(A) and Figure 7(B). This structure is a three-layer structure with two outer grounded fins and one central excited fin. Shorting posts connect all three fins to the ground.

![Figure 7](Image)

**Figure 7** – Single-polarized Balanced antipodal Banyan Tree Antenna element. (A) Element side view along with the geometrical design parameters used in this study, (B) element isometric view, (C) broadside VSWR comparison of the balanced antipodal BTA and a BAVA infinite array. Geometric parameters: \(D_x = 15\text{mm}, D_y = 20\text{mm}, W = 18\text{mm}, d = 6\text{mm}, W_f = 1\text{mm}, W_o = 1\text{mm}, W_s = 1\text{mm}, H = 20.75\text{mm}, H_f = 7.5\text{mm}, R_i = -0.55\text{mm}^{-1}, R_i = 0.125\text{mm}^{-1}, t = 2\text{mm}. Z_o = 50\Omega. \varepsilon_r = 2.2 \) (Rogers RT/Duroid 5880).
The balanced antipodal Banyan Tree Antenna performance is compared to that of a traditional un-mirrored BAVA. The predicted broadside VSWR performance for a single-polarized array of the BAVA elements with E plane spacing of 2cm and H plane spacing of 1.5cm is shown in Figure 7(C), where $f_g = 7.5$GHz. The BAVA is shown to have a bandwidth of 3.2:1 for VSWR less than 3, while the balanced antipodal Banyan Tree Antenna embodiment increases the bandwidth to 3.6:1 for VSWR less than 3 by moving the anomaly frequency well above the onset of the grating lobe.

7. Dual-Polarized BTA Array Performance

The Banyan Tree Antenna can also be arranged in dual-polarized planar arrays. The predicted broadside VSWR performance for a dual-polarized infinite planar array of the single layer Banyan Tree Antenna is shown in Figure 8, where the element spacing in the H and E planes is 2cm. The BTA bandwidth for VSWR <3 is 4.1:1 (two octaves).

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8** – Dual-polarized Banyan Tree Antenna array. Broadside active (CP polarization) VSWR comparison between the Banyan Tree Antenna and the bunny-ear antenna array. Geometry parameters: $W_l = 1.6$mm, $W_s = 0.25$mm, $H_f = 8$mm, $R_i = 0.1$mm$^{-1}$, $R_o = -0.33$mm$^{-1}$, $W = 19.5$mm, $H = 21.25$mm, $g = 0.6$mm, $t = 2$mm, $D_x = 1.5$cm, $D_y = 2$cm $d = 5.5$mm. $Z_o = 50\Omega$. $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$ (Rogers RT/Duroid 5880).

8. Conclusions

A new array topology is presented that can simultaneously achieve wideband performance, low-cost modular fabrication and low-profile, and direct feeding from standard RF interfaces (no external balun). At the present stage in its development, this new element has demonstrated, via infinite array simulations, a 3.75:1 bandwidth in a
single-polarized array, and up to 4.1:1 bandwidth (two octaves) for dual-polarized designs. The use of shorting posts to control the monopole (common) mode frequency allows the elements to be fed directly without additional balun/hybrid circuitry. This initial proof-of-concept study did not attempt any extensive design optimization of the BTA parameters. Further studies are needed to better understand the behavior and to optimize matching to achieve VSWR < 2 for scan out to 45-degrees. Dual-polarized designs must be further evaluated in terms of polarization purity at scanning.
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Abstract: A novel non-symmetric element is proposed for wideband phased array apertures. The antenna is based on an infinite periodic array of tightly coupled dipoles which are modified to provide an increase in the design degree of freedoms. Specifically, each arm on the dipole is different than the other, or non-symmetric, enabling one to control inductance and capacitance independently. In this case, the arms are similar near the center feed portion, but change shape towards the end of the dipole, forming a ball-and-cup. The non-symmetric qualities can be manipulated for improved UWB performance or operation over a specific bandwidth. A design example for the latter is developed at X-band, specifically 7.75-13.25GHz. Equally important is the balun and matching network, as such, we propose a small feed printed behind the ground plane using twin wire interconnects between the array aperture and balun circuitry. The non-symmetric arms can be used to create radically different designs than symmetric ones currently found in literature.

1 Introduction

With space at a premium, there is strong interest to develop a single ultra wideband (UWB) phased array aperture capable of supporting multiple communication, electronic warfare and radar functions simultaneously. Furthermore, recent focus on conformal designs is challenging the established wideband antennas and arrays dating back to the 60s and 70s. It is not therefore surprising that recently introduced designs based on electromagnetic bandgap ground planes (EBGs) have attracted considerable attention. However, EBGs and other periodic ground planes are narrowband and therefore not suited for wideband applications. It is therefore desirable to design an aperture which is concurrently broadband and low-profile for conformal installations.

The infinite current sheet concept proposed by Wheeler [1], was not realized until recently when Munk [2, 3] emulated it using a tightly coupled dipole array (TCDA). In his design, the strong coupling among adjacent dipoles reduces stored energy and allows propagation to neighboring elements to realize an infinite current sheet. An important aspect of TCDA’s is the capacitive coupling mechanism, which serves to enable the following benefits; allows current to pass between elements maintaining its sinusoidal representation across the array with a strong DC component, maintains resonance for electrically short
dipoles and cancels the inductive ground plane loading, yielding an ultra wideband low-profile phased array aperture. The latter is critical for retaining the aperture’s wideband behavior under conformal installations.

Traditional phased array design involves designing an antenna in isolation and optimizing it for the desired performance such as impedance bandwidth, polarization and radiation pattern. It is well understood that mutual coupling in an array can cause undesirable changes in performance such as element impedance variations, polarization degradation and undesirable radiation patterns. In fact, mutual coupling is responsible for one of the more difficult aspects of phased array design, scan impedance. A fundamentally different approach to array design has been developed by Munk [2], were a planar antenna is designed in the array environment and uses mutual coupling to lower the operational frequency leading to ultra wideband designs. This approach is similar to frequency selective surface (FSS) design which are also highly coupled periodic structures [4]. Another important aspect when designing wideband phased arrays is the element type. Using the tradition approach, an UWB array would be required to employ UWB elements such as TEM-horn [5], bunney-ear [6], tapered slot or Vivaldi [7] and the body-of-revolution (BOR) element [8]. All elements are three-dimensional and require a large dimension normal to the aperture surface, typically with a depth of $0.5\lambda_L$, where $\lambda_L$ is the wavelength at the low end of the operational band. Due to the 3-D nature of said elements, they are are often costly and difficult to fabricate. Furthermore, depending on the element width, arraying the elements close together to avoid grating lobes (commonly $<0.5\lambda_H$ where $\lambda_H$ is the wavelength at the high end of the band) poses significant challenges.

The planar two-dimensional apertures presented herein provide several advantages; (a) inherently low-profile, (b) allows conformal flush mounting on platforms where the ground plane is used for impedance tuning and increased bandwidth, (c) simple element geometry allows for quick electromagnetic simulations, (d) enables significant opportunity for cost reduction by use of traditional planar PCB fabrication technology and simplified layered assembly procedures.

This paper first develops a understanding of how tightly coupled dipole arrays operate and why capacitive mutual coupling is beneficial using equivalent circuits. The next section introduces a novel non-symmetric element, details important parameters and studies their effect on performance and miniaturization. A feed providing impedance matching and balanced to unbalanced conversion (while maintaining the arrays low-profile) is designed and integrated with the array aperture. Finally, the design is optimized and its scan impedance investigated.

2 Understanding the TCDA

A current sheet can be emulated by a tightly coupled dipole array, where strong coupling reduces the stored energy and allows the current to propagate to adjacent elements.
An important aspect of said arrays is the coupling mechanism, in this case capacitive. For the TCDAs discussed here, each element is capacitively coupled to the neighboring elements. The motivating factor for capacitive versus inductive coupling is shown below in Fig. 1.

![Equivalent circuit for array in free space.](image)

**Figure 1:** Tightly coupled dipole array equivalent circuit for array in free space.

The mutual capacitance ($C_{ Mutual}$) is parallel to the dipole self tip-to-tip ($C_{Tip}$) capacitance. As the equivalent capacitance forms a serial RLC network, it can be used to maintain resonance for low frequencies where the dipole wire self inductance ($L_{wire}$) is small. In addition, the capacitive coupling allows current to pass between elements and can be used to partially cancel the inductive ground plane reactance.

To illustrate the array-ground plane impedance canceling capabilities, a simple "ideal" numerical example is presented using a ground plane backed array equivalent circuit. To explain the equivalent circuit formulation an array in free space was first examined, see Fig. 2. An ideal array is assumed to operate in free space, meeting all the criteria in which the equivalent circuit is valid; elements are electrically small, no grading lobes, scanned only in principal planes [2]. The infinite planar 2D periodic array is positioned between two free space half planes. Each half plane can be represented as a infinite transmission line with characteristic impedance $2R_{Ao}$. The input impedance of the array in free space (denoted by the subscript $o$), is defined as $Z_o = R_{Ao} + jX_{Ao}$. It is calculated by the parallel combination of each half space transmission line in series with the array reactance $X_{Ao}$ as shown in Fig. 2.

![Equivalent circuit for infinite array in free space.](image)

**Figure 2:** Equivalent circuit for infinite array in free space.
The equivalent circuit in Fig. 2 was extended to include a ground plane. Specifically, the array is positioned a distance \( d \) above the ground plane as shown in Fig. 3 and the free space array resistance \( (R_{Ao}) \) is assumed to be a constant 200\( \Omega \) from 1-16GHz. The free space array reactance \( (X_{Ao}) \) is assumed to vary linearly from -400\( j \) to +400\( j \) over the respective frequency range. The array impedance is an idealized case used for illustrative purposes; however, for tightly coupled dipole arrays the assumption of constant resistance and a capacitive to inductive impedance variation is reasonable. The array is positioned \( \lambda/4 \) above the ground plane at the center frequency \( (d=8.8\text{mm at } 8.5\text{GHz}) \). The ground plane impedance is calculated using the traditional short circuit transmission line equation, then moved a distance, \( d \), through a transmission line with characteristic impedance, \( 2R_{Ao} \), to the array plane \( (Z_{gp}) \) becoming parallel to twice the array resistance \( (2R_{Ao}) \). The array reactance \( (X_{Ao}) \) is then added in series to obtain the final ground plane compensated impedance. The ground plane inductive reactance partially cancel the dipole capacitive reactance for frequencies below the center frequency. While for higher frequencies, the capacitive ground plane partially cancel the array inductive reactance. The resultant impedance is effectively compressed and forms three resonances compared to the single free space resonance. The return loss bandwidth improvement is also illustrated in Fig. 4(b). The array with ground plane has a 4:1 bandwidth compared to the free space array bandwidth of 1.8:1.

![Figure 3: Equivalent circuit for ground plane backed infinite array.](image)

To verify the equivalent circuit and ground plane impedance compensation effectiveness, a physically realizable TCDA was examined \([9]\). To construct the equivalent circuit, the free space array input impedance was first found using a full wave 3D finite element solver, HFSS v10, for the unit cell dipole geometry (see Fig. 5). The unit cell was used with periodic boundary conditions to model an infinite array. The element to element spacing was 11.5\( \text{mm} \) (\( \lambda/2 \) at 13GHz), and the dipole length was 11.25\( \text{mm} \), yielding a 0.125\( \text{mm} \) gap between adjacent dipoles. The array was then positioned over a ground plane and simulated while the separation distance was varied from 4 to 10\( \text{mm} \) (in 2\( \text{mm} \) steps). The simulated conformal array impedance was then compared to the equivalent circuit calculated impedance. As seen in Fig. 5(b), the equivalent circuit impedance curves are in good agreement with full wave simulations (for all ground plane heights). The calculated resistance is typically lower than that of full wave simulation and agrees better for lower frequencies where the element is electrically small. This comparison provides the reader
with an intuitive feel for ground plane spacing effects and verifies the equivalent circuit which was introduced to demonstrate impedance cancelation ability of capacitive coupled dipole arrays above a ground plane.

Figure 5: (a) Periodic unit cell dipole geometry. (b) Full wave array simulation vs. equivalent circuit for different ground plane heights.

3 Non-Symmetric Element

To further improve TCDA performance, an increase in the design degree of freedoms is proposed by introducing asymmetry. Specifically, each dipole arm is different than the other or non-symmetric. This allows one to control the inductance and capacitance independently. A non-symmetric TCDA element was parameterized with the following five variables; t1 (cup width), t2 (ball width), t3 (arm width), g (element separation gap) and α (cup opening angle), see Fig. 6(a). The element was positioned 8mm above a ground plane. The corresponding baseline input impedance is displayed in Fig. 6(b). The scan
element pattern (SEP) for E and H-planes are shown in Fig. 7. The SEP includes the element pattern and all mutual coupling effects. The overall array pattern is the product of the scan element pattern and the corresponding array factor where the array factor incorporates the effects of array lattice and size. For the infinite arrays considered herein, the array quantities of importance are the scan impedance and SEP. The E-plane SEP is similar to the H-plane pattern for $-45^\circ \leq \theta \leq 45^\circ$ and fairly constant over a broad range. For low elevation angles there are sharp nulls in the E-plane, however, the gain does not go to zero at horizon as is the case for H-plane. The pattern null is caused by the ground plane image dipole current canceling radiation at $\theta = \pm 90^\circ$.

Figure 6: (a) Baseline non-symmetric TCDA unit cell for parameter study. (b) Input impedance with $t_1=2\text{mm}$, $t_2=1\text{mm}$, $t_3=0.5\text{mm}$, $g=10\text{mil}$, $\alpha = 180^\circ$ scanned to $\theta_o = 0^\circ$.

Figure 7: (a) Baseline TCDA E-plane scan element pattern. (b) Baseline TCDA H-plane scan element pattern. (c) Simulated TCDA and calculated unit cell directivity.

Comparing the boresight SEP to the maximum directivity possible for the given unit cell size (Eq. 1), good agreement is observed, implying 100% unit cell aperture efficiency, see Fig. 7(c). For all parameter sweeps studied, the SEP remains constant (within 2dB of Fig. 7) and thus are omitted. It is therefore necessary only to study the input or scan impedance of each non-symmetric TCDA design.
The first parameter studied was $t_1$ or cup width. As $t_1$ is increased, the resistance is significantly reduced, while the low frequency reactance is reduced. Furthermore, the high frequency reactance increases, effectively shifting the input impedance on the smith chart and increasing the loop diameter, Fig. 8. This is due to an increased tip-to-tip capacitance formed by the large cup size. Frequencies below 5GHz are minimally effected.

To facilitate sweeping $t_2$, while not shorting the element to its neighbor, $t_1$ had to also increase accordingly. In an effort to separate the effects, $t_1$ was increased to maintain the same cup trace width, namely, 0.25mm for all values of $t_2$. As $t_2$ increases, the resistance increases over the entire frequency range see Fig. 9. In a similar fashion, the reactance is reduced for low frequencies becoming less capacitive. For a small ball width ($t_2=0.25$mm) the first resonance occurs at 12GHz, but for larger sizes the first resonance occurs much lower, for example 2.2GHz when $t_2=3$mm. When $t_2$ is increased, the element is effectively miniaturized, a result of increased mutual coupling. For larger $t_2$ values, the ball and cup capacitive junction area increases, resulting in a larger mutual and tip-to-tip capacitance. As a result significant miniaturization is achieved.

The next parameter studied was the arm width or $t_3$. To accommodate large $t_3$ values, $t_1$ and $t_2$ had to be increased to 3mm and 2mm respectively, otherwise the element would be electrically connected to its neighbor. As $t_3$ increases, the loop size on the smith chart also increases and shifts to the left, implying a reduction of resistance and a larger reactance variation over the band, see Fig. 10. Below 5GHz the resistance is constant while for higher frequencies the resistance is halved when increasing $t_3$ to 3mm from 0.5mm. The decrease in resistance is attributed to a reduction of the wire inductance shown by a

$$D = \frac{4\pi A}{\lambda^2} \quad (1)$$
increased capacitive reactance over the entire frequency range.

Figure 9: (a) TCDA impedance and (b) corresponding resistance (solid) and reactance (dash) with $t_1=t_2+g+0.25\text{mm}$, $t_2$ varied, $t_3=0.5\text{mm}$, $g=10\text{mil}$, $\alpha=180^\circ$, scanned to $\theta_o=0^\circ$.

Figure 10: (a) TCDA impedance and (b) corresponding resistance (solid) and reactance (dash) with $t_1=2\text{mm}$, $t_2=1\text{mm}$, $t_3$ varied, $g=10\text{mil}$, $\alpha=180^\circ$, scanned to $\theta_o=0^\circ$.

The next parameter of interest is the gap separating the ball and cup, $g$. When the separation gap is small, a significant increase in mutual coupling effectively miniaturizes the antenna. This is observed by a resistance increase for all frequencies, while simultaneously decreasing the low frequency capacitive reactance and high frequency inductance, see Fig. 11. The gap separation should be small as possible (within manufacturing tolerances) to ensure strong mutual coupling, enabling the array to operate to lower frequencies.

The final parameter investigated is the cup opening angle $\alpha$. The values studied were $45^\circ$–$275^\circ$ in $60^\circ$ steps. The corresponding geometries are displayed in Fig. 12(a). As $\alpha$ is reduced, the amount of mutual coupling increases due to a larger capacitive area. For all cases the anti-resonance point (6.5GHz) remains the same, while the first resonance point is miniaturized up to 100% when $\alpha$ decreases from $275^\circ$ to $45^\circ$, Fig. 12(c).
Figure 11: (a) TCDA impedance and (b) corresponding resistance (solid) and reactance (dash) with $t_1=2\text{mm}$, $t_2=1\text{mm}$, $t_3=0.5\text{mm}$, $g$ varied, $\alpha = 180^\circ$, scanned to $\theta_o = 0^\circ$.

Figure 12: (a) TCDA with $\alpha = 45^\circ$ and $275^\circ$, $t_1=2\text{mm}$, $t_2=1\text{mm}$, $t_3=0.5\text{mm}$, $g=10\text{mil}$. (b) TCDA impedance and (c) corresponding resistance (solid) and reactance (dash), scanned to $\theta_o = 0^\circ$. 
4 Balun circuitry and matching network

A wideband ring hybrid based on coupled microstrip lines [10], was designed to operate from 8-12.5GHz. The hybrid was optimized to provide a input ($S_{11}$) return loss $<-10$dB from 7.5-13GHz or $<-15$dB from 9-12.8GHz, with a balanced output transmission ($S_{21}$) $>-0.75$dB from 8-12.5GHz. For balun functionality, the ring hybrid is operated in difference mode. Difference mode is excited using a 50Ω microstrip input (Port 1) with each output port extending inside the ring, 180° out of phase. As a result, the fields add in series resulting in a 100Ω balanced line which is connected to a twin wire transmission line. A small hole is necessary to allow the twin wire section to pass through the ground plane. See Fig. 13 for the final design layout and performance.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 13: (a) Wideband ring hybrid printed behind ground plane with balanced twin tire output. (b) S-parameters with $a=0.64516$mm, $D=0.88$mm, $w1=38$mil, $w2=20$mil, $w3=17$mil, $g=3$mil, $b=3$mm, $d=8$mm.

Due to the large array input resistance ($Z_a \approx 200-300$Ω for typical non-symmetric TC-DAs), the element cannot be directly optimized for a 100Ω input impedance ($Z_{in}$) required for the proposed feed. As a result, a matching circuit must be used. Specifically, the antenna is connected to a small transmission line of length, $l_m$, with characteristic impedance $Z_m$. The matching impedance is bound by the following relationship, $Z_{in} < Z_m < Z_a$. Concurrently, to maintain the arrays inherent low-profile, the matching circuit length should equal the array ground plane separation distance, $d$. This is critical, as the feed circuit is printed behind the ground plane. That is, interconnects between the TCDA surface and the balun circuitry are necessary.

5 TCDA with Feed Network

A non-symmetric TCDA was feed using the optimized wideband ring hybrid from Fig. 13(a). The twin wire diameter and spacing was increased to 0.8128mm (20 gauge) and
1.6mm, respectfully, yielding a \(155\Omega\) characteristic impedance for matching. To facilitate a wider grating lobe free scanning range the unit cell was reduced to 8.5mm. Applying the non-symmetric TCDA geometry-impedance relationships discussed in Section 3, a TCDA element was designed with a boresight return loss <\(-10\)dB from 7.75-13.25GHz, Fig. 14(b).

![Non-symmetric TCDA geometry and return loss](image)

Figure 14: (a) Non-symmetric TCDA geometry and (b) return loss at antenna terminals and ideal matching network. \(t_1=1.75\)mm, \(t_2=1\)mm, \(t_3=1\)mm, \(g=10\)mil, \(\alpha = 85^\circ\), \(a=0.8128\)mm, \(D=1.6\)mm, \(w_1=38\)mil, \(w_2=20\)mil, \(w_3=17\)mil, \(g=10\)mil, \(b=4\)mm scanned to \(\theta_o = 0^\circ\).

After the element design was finalized (with a return loss criteria of <\(-10\)dB from 8-12.5GHz) the radiation characteristics were investigated. This is necessary as the wideband ring hybrid uses a 50\(\Omega\) isolation resistor, where a acceptable return loss does not guarantee effective radiation. The boresight directivity and realized gain is shown in Fig. 15(a), where good agreement is observed. The realized gain approaches the directivity at 9GHz and 12.75GHz which corresponds to minimum return loss. Furthermore, the realized gain is within 0.7dB of directivity over the desired 8-12.5GHz band. The radiation efficiency was also calculated to be maximum at 9GHz (98\%) and minimum at either band edge (92\%). The TCDA array was then scanned off boresight, specifically to 30\(^\circ\) and 45\(^\circ\) in both E and H planes, see Fig. 15(b).

For E and H-plane scanning up to 30\(^\circ\), the VSWR is less than 2 over the desired 8-12.5GHz band. For wider scanning the E-plane mid-band VSWR increases above 2, while H-plane scan impedance deteriorates quickly below 9GHz. The first E-plane resonance point at 8.75GHz remains stable while scanning, whereas the H-plane second resonance at 12.75GHz remains constant.
6 Conclusion

A non-symmetric tightly coupled dipole array with balun and matching network was presented for a ground plane backed phased array aperture. Several important geometry parameters were studied by examining their effect on the array input impedance. A non-symmetric element forming an interlocking ball-and-cup joint was designed with a boresight return loss $<-10\text{dB}$ from 7.75-13.25GHz. A wideband ring hybrid was employed for unbalanced to balanced conversion and is printed directly under the element behind the ground plane, maintaining the arrays low-profile height (0.18$\lambda$ at 7.75GHz). A 155$\Omega$ twin wire transmission line connects the aperture and feed while concurrently providing impedance matching. The array is capable of scanning up to 45$^\circ$ in the E-plane and 30$^\circ$ in the H-plane with a VSWR $<2.25$ from 7.75-13.25GHz. Further work includes improving the E and H-plane wide angle scanning capability to 60$^\circ$ using a dielectric superstrate. Subsequently, a test coupon will be fabricated and tested in the near future.
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Abstract: A reconfigurable ultra-wideband radar for imaging application has been developed. The radar operating frequency can be electronically selected using FPGA circuitry to cover either (2-4 GHz) or (8-10 GHz) UWB bands. The lower UWB band is used for relatively high loss wall material, but the upper band can be utilized to achieve high image resolutions. The developed synthetic aperture radar utilizes an array of wideband tapered slot Vivaldi antennas and covers a wide frequency range, extending over 2-10 GHz; thus covering both regions. The developed beam-forming algorithm includes both near and far field models, and accounts for wall effects. Both the wave refraction and propagation speed changes are accounted for to obtain accurate images of the targets. Real-time experiments have been performed on both static and moving targets to validate the performance of the radar system. The three-dimensional beamforming algorithm and experimental results are presented here. The obtained 3D images precisely localize the targets and accurately recognize the shape of the targets. This capability is essential for see-through-wall human being detections.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we developed a three-dimensional reconfigurable radar system [1] with a switchable operating frequency range extending over the 2-10 GHz to provide operational flexibility. After a brief introduction in section one, we present in section two our efforts to design Vivaldi antenna arrays covering the whole UWB band. In section three, the reconfigurable radar system architecture, as well as the data acquisition and digital control modules, is discussed. In section four, the synthetic aperture beamforming methods are presented, including a simplified model and a near-field algorithm, both accounting for wall effects. In section five, real-time images of both stationary objects and moving targets are demonstrated. Finally, a three-dimensional imaging algorithm is presented, along with the 3D experimental results of the object and the human model targets.

2. 2-10 GHz Compact Tapered Slot Vivaldi Antenna and Array

An ultra-wideband Vivaldi antenna is designed to cover the 2-10 GHz frequency range. The configuration of the proposed antenna is depicted in Fig. 1. A wideband transition, from the slot line to a 100Ω microstrip line, was successfully designed. This has greatly
simplified the design and offered up to one decade bandwidth [2]. Next, a smooth $100\Omega$ to $50\Omega$ transition is utilized to achieve the $50\Omega$ impedance at the feed port. The width of the single tapered slot, $W$, is 30 mm, which is one wavelength at the highest operating frequency (10 GHz) to avoid any grating lobes in the E-plane of the Vivaldi array.

The measured return loss of the wideband Vivaldi antenna matches the simulated one very well, as shown in Fig. 2. Both results indicate a good match over the 2-10 GHz frequency range. Fig. 3 demonstrates satisfactory measured radiation patterns of the Vivaldi antenna over the operating frequency range.

The developed Vivaldi antennas are fed in-phase and form an 8-element E-plane array, as presented in Fig. 4, by using the four-section wideband Wilkinson divider [3]. Some slots are added to separate the antenna elements for better decoupling, which is helpful for matching improvement.

![Fig. 1. Configurations of the 2-10 GHz Vivaldi antenna](image1)

![Fig. 2. Simulated and measured return loss](image2)

![Fig. 3. Measured radiation pattern versus frequency](image3)
3. Reconfigurable Radar Imaging System Transceiver

A detailed block diagram of the proposed reconfigurable imaging radar system is outlined in Fig. 5. The aggregate system can be reconfigured to operate at the two frequency bands by using five SPDT switches. A 10 MHz clock (PRF) generated by the FPGA is used to drive a Gaussian pulse generator. The pulse is then modulated by a carrier signal of either 3 GHz (LO1) or 9 GHz (LO2). The modulated signal chosen by the SPDT Switch2 passes through two stages of amplification and is then transmitted via a wideband Vivaldi subarray. At the Rx link, the signal received by the wideband Vivaldi array passes through the SP16T switch and is then amplified by a wideband low noise amplifier (LNA). Next, the signal is selected and band-pass filtered prior to being down-converted into I and Q channels by mixing the same carrier signal with the received signal. Then, the recovered I and Q data are opted, filtered, and amplified before being sent to the analog-to-digital converter for sampling using the equivalent time sampling scheme [4]. Next, all the sampling data are sent to a FPGA circuitry for storage and post-data process. Last, the image is recovered via a microwave beam-forming algorithm implemented by either the FPGA imaging module or a Matlab program [5].
The data acquisition module has been actualized by using an off-the-shelf Avnet Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA board with a Texas Instrument CDC5801 low-jitter clock multiplier/divider, and two MAX1215 ADC evaluation boards with a 250 MSps conversion rate, as indicated in Fig. 6. The module implements a hybrid sampling scheme (250 MSps real-time rate and 5 GSps equivalent-time rate). The data acquisition module, including the real-time control scheme, is shown in Fig. 7. The Avnet FPGA board, utilizing FPGA-VHDL coding, provides varying sets of logic control signals, such as SAR array switching and system synchronization. The ADC outputs are 12-bit digital differential signals (LVDS), which represent the digitized pulse value. The digitized output is forwarded to, and stored, in the memory of the FPGA board for a real-time imaging processing.

4. Wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar Beamformers

4.1. Simplified Synthetic Beam-forming Algorithm

The simplified synthetic beam-forming structure is shown in Fig. 8. The reflected signal from the target is assumed to be a plane wave to simplify calculation and implementation. The illustrated simplified method makes it simpler to implement the imaging reconstruction process when using FPGAs. Let \( z_i(n) \) be the complex received signal from antenna “i”. The output \( y \) for direction \( \theta \) is given by the following relation

\[
y_i(n) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_i z_i(n)e^{i\phi}
\]

where \( w_i \) is the correction for scattering signal strength and propagation loss. The phase component \( \phi_i \) is applied to compensate for the phase difference due to distinct traveling paths. If we assume \( \phi_i = 0 \) and the antenna spacing is \( 'd' \), the phase shift for signals from other receiving antennas is gathered to cancel the phase delay, or advance, due to the different traveling lengths as follows

\[
\phi_n = -(n-1) \cdot \beta_0 d \sin \theta \quad (1 \leq n \leq N)
\]

Focusing of the beam in the direction \( \theta \) implies that the summation of all received signals should produce a maximum value for that particular direction.

4.2. Near-field Synthetic Aperture Beamforming
The simplified synthetic beamformer generates the correct images when the target is at large distance from the detection point, i.e. the target is in the far field. However, the assumption of the reflected plane wave is not completely accurate if the target exists at the near field. A near-field synthetic aperture beamformer [6] is introduced in Fig. 9. Instead of plane waves, the reflected signals from the selected pixel are presumed to propagate from the pixel to the Rx antennas directly. With the near-filed beamformer, Eq. (1) will also be applied to produce the beam output. However, the magnitude correction coefficient $w_i$ alters due to unequal scattering signal or propagation loss. If we still assume $\varphi_1 = 0$, then $\varphi_n$ is achieved as follows

$$R_n = \sqrt{R_0^2 + (n \cdot d)^2 - 2R_0(n \cdot d)\sin \theta} \quad (1 \leq n \leq N),$$

$$\varphi_n = \beta_0(R_n - R_1) \quad (1 \leq n \leq N).$$

4.3. Through-Wall Effects

In a practical situation, the through-wall effects have to be accounted for in order to generate accurate images of the targets. The propagation wave slows down, encounters refraction, and is attenuated as it passes through the wall. If the wall effects are not estimated accordingly, errors may occur in combining the post-data coherently. The through-wall model is presented in Fig. 10. The surveillance space is divided into multiple pixels using range $R_0$ and angle $\theta_0$. The equivalent electrical length between the selected pixel and observation point is $L = L_1 + \sqrt{\varepsilon_r L_2 + L_3}$. The wall is assumed to be homogeneous and lossless, with a thickness $t$ and a relative permittivity of $\varepsilon_r$. The detection radar has a standoff distance of $d$ from the wall. Then, we can achieve incidence angle $\theta_1$ and refraction angle $\theta_2$ as follows
\[ \sin \theta_1 = \sqrt{\varepsilon} \sin \theta_2, \quad (5) \]
\[ (R_0 \cos \theta_0 - t - d) \tan \theta_1 + t \tan \theta_2 + d \tan \theta_1 = R_0 \sin \theta_0. \quad (6) \]

Next, the equivalent electrical length \( L \) is acquired by
\[ L = L_1 + \sqrt{\varepsilon_L L_2 + L_3} \]
\[ = \frac{R_0 \cos \theta_0 - t - d}{\cos \theta_1} + \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \frac{t}{\cos \theta_2} + \frac{d}{\cos \theta_1}. \quad (7) \]

Figs. 11 (a) and (b) show the recovered images of the target for two cases: before and after compensating for the wall effects. The drywall utilized in the experiment has a thickness of 4cm and a relative permittivity of 3.0. The real target position is defined in the pictures using a rectangular mark. Comparing figures (a) and (b), the obtained target location is 4cm further from the detection point than its real position if the wall effect is not accounted for.

5. Real-time See-Through-Wall Experiments

5.1. Summary of the System Specifications
The radar imaging system specifications are summarized in Table 1. Typically, a 1ns pulse signal is utilized in our radar imaging system. The minimum pulse width of the signal is 300ps, which is limited by the pulse source and the bandwidth of the Tx/Rx Vivaldi antenna array. The pulse repetition frequency is 10 MHz in the current system and is determined by the reference crystal on the circuit. The image has a refresh rate of 20 Hz in order to track the moving target promptly and accurately.

Table 1. Radar Imaging System Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation Type</th>
<th>Pulse modulated carrier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Width</td>
<td>1ns (typ.), 300ps (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Repetition Freq.</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center Frequency</td>
<td>3 GHz (min), 9 GHz (max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power</td>
<td>0.65 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Range</td>
<td>12 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Scan Angle</td>
<td>-40° to +40°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx / Rx Antenna</td>
<td>2-10 GHz Vivaldi Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Refresh Rate</td>
<td>20 Hertz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Real-time Images of Stationary Targets

A real-time experiment was performed, as shown in Fig. 12, to investigate the performance of the radar imaging system when detecting static targets. The experiment was performed in a hall of our Engineering building, which occupied an area of approximately 5m by 4m. A 4cm drywall was applied in the experiment. A plate and a cylindrical pipe, both metallic, stand on the floor as the static targets. The images were obtained and displayed on the monitor. The reconstructed image, depicted in Fig. 13, indicates the positions of the metal plate and metal cylinder accurately.

Fig. 12. Experimental setup for stationary targets detection
Fig. 13. Real-time image of stationary targets
5.3. Real-time Images of Dynamic Targets

An additional real-time experiment was performed to recover the image of mobile targets, as presented in Fig. 14. A person walks behind the drywall back and forth. The monitor refreshes at a rate of 20 Hz to timely track the location of the moving target. Fig. 15 presents snapshots of the monitor screen in detection of the moving person. The real-time image on the monitor indicates the positions of the person precisely.

![Fig. 14. Experiment detection of a moving person](image1)

![Fig. 15. Real-time image of a dynamic target](image2)

6. Three-Dimensional Radar Imaging Experiment

6.1. Three-Dimensional Radar Imaging Beamformer

The three-dimensional radar imaging [7] is investigated, as shown in Fig. 16. A planar Vivaldi array, comprised of the antenna elements in Fig. 1, is required to obtain 3D images. A central element was used for transmitting and additional elements were utilized for receiving. The surveillance space is divided into many voxels in x, y and z axis. Both the near-field synthetic aperture beamformer in Fig. 9 and the through-wall model in Fig. 10 can be applied to capture the 3D images. However, it is not convenient to calculate the transmission or reflection coefficients, or apply Snell’s law for the three-dimensional geometry. Next, the coordinate “translator” in [7] was employed to achieve
the same height for the selected antenna and the selected voxel (i.e. \( z'_a = z'_i \)) in the new coordinate. Therefore, the 3D propagation geometry becomes a 2D model.

Fig. 17 depicts how the coordinate translator works. For a selected antenna at \((x_a, y_a, z_a)\), it becomes \((x'_a, y'_a, z'_a)\) at the new coordinate after the rotation of angle \(\beta\), where

\[
\begin{align*}
x'_a &= x_a \\
y'_a &= y_a \cdot \cos \beta + z_a \cdot \sin \beta \\
z'_a &= -y_a \cdot \sin \beta + z_a \cdot \cos \beta
\end{align*}
\] (9)

Similarly, for the selected voxel in the new coordinate

\[
\begin{align*}
x'_i &= x_i \\
y'_i &= y_i \cdot \cos \beta + z_i \cdot \sin \beta \\
z'_i &= -y_i \cdot \sin \beta + z_i \cdot \cos \beta
\end{align*}
\] (10)

To obtain \(z'_a = z'_i\), we get

\[
\beta = \arctan \left( \frac{z_i - z_a}{y_i - y_a} \right)
\] (11)

The new coordinate, after the transformation, is shown in Fig. 18. The selected antenna and voxel in the new coordinate are at \((x'_a, y'_a)\) and \((x'_i, y'_i)\), respectively. They also have the same height, i.e. \(z'_a = z'_i\). Last, all available 2D electromagnetic methods can be applied to analyze this model.

Fig. 16. Diagram of 3D propagation model
6.2. Three-Dimensional Imaging Experiment

A three-dimensional imaging experiment is performed, as shown in Fig. 19 (a). The transmitting antenna was fixed and a single receiving antenna was moved mechanically to acquire the data at different locations. Fig. 19 (b) presents all the detection positions, with a spacing of $\lambda_0$ at its highest operating frequency (10 GHz) in order to achieve the maximum aperture size and avoid the grating lobes. A 2cm thick drywall was utilized and assumed to be homogeneous. A rectangular metal plate with a size of 30cm by 25cm was the detected object.

Fig. 19 (c) presents the obtained 3D image, with the real target position marked. The three-dimensional radar imaging system recognizes the location of the metal plate precisely; with a cross resolution of approximately 10cm. Increasing the number of array elements and the aperture size will further improve the resolution in cross range. The resolution in down range is mainly decided by the pulse width. Using a narrower pulse helps in achieving a better down range resolution.
A further experiment is employed to recover the three-dimensional image of a human body model behind a 2cm thick drywall, as indicated in Fig. 20 (a). The body model has a height of 1.4 m and a width of 0.6 m. It is located at a down range of 2.2 m. It is clearly seen that the obtained image in Fig. 20 (b) not only localizes the target precisely but also recognizes the outline of the human body accurately. This capability is indispensable for through-wall human being detection, by distinguishing a person from an object successfully.
7. Conclusion

A reconfigurable radar imaging system is proposed to operate at either the lower UWB band (2-4 GHz) when seeing through the brick or concrete walls to minimize the through-wall attenuation, or the upper UWB band (8-10 GHz) for traveling through drywall (i.e. low loss walls) detection to get the best image resolution. The system is based on utilization of an ultra-wide band antenna design that covers 2 to 10 GHz. The reconfigurable system required only switching of mixers, LOs and BPFs using five switches.

The wideband Vivaldi array design, reconfigurable system transceiver, synthetic aperture beamformers, real-time experiments on static and moving targets, as well as the three-dimensional beamforming algorithm and experimental results, are presented in this paper. Both the near and far field imaging results are very encouraging. These demonstrated results have indicated the capability of accurately locate, track, and image human being objects behind various types of walls.

The parameters of the wall (i.e. thickness and permittivity) in this paper are assumed known. However, in a realistic situation, the wall parameters are unknown. The method in [5] can be applied to simultaneously estimate the wall parameters and obtain accurate images.
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Abstract: Recent work on reconfigurable antennas and smart skins based on biologically inspired mechanisms derived from the cuttlefish has led to several novel architectures for system-level integration. One of the concepts arising from work in this area is the capillary-based reconfiguration/adaptation mechanism utilizing the displacement and/or flow of functionalized nanoparticles dispersions within the substrate of a microstrip patch antenna. Through a pressure-driven system, these capillary structures can be used to reconfigure the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. In addition to this operation, the capillary topology has also demonstrated an ability to provide a self-stimulated, or cognitive, mechanism which can compensate for a localized deformation or bending of the antenna on a flexible substrate via the associated forces from mechanical compression. In both of these cases, the use of a single capillary and series/corporate arrays of capillaries has created the opportunity to investigate some of the fundamental operational perspectives and integration techniques in the design space for microstrip antennas utilizing this reconfiguration/compensation technique. In addition to several small antenna arrays and multi-capillary configurations, an in-depth analysis of the single substrate-embedded capillary will be discussed in this paper and presentation. The resulting design equations and other analytical expressions have been derived using perturbation techniques based on the microstrip antenna’s design. These demonstrate many of the limitations and possibilities from different nanoparticle geometries and material compositions as well as different capillary topologies associates with fabrication techniques. Measured, analytical, and simulated results for several antennas in this design space will be discussed to highlight the ongoing work in this area.

1. Introduction

The biological mechanisms of the cuttlefish – specifically the chromatophores in its skin and the coordinated deformation of these color pigment sacs to alter its visual appearance – have inspired the examination of several unique concepts for reconfiguration antennas and reactive loading mechanisms [1]-[2]. The displacement of
magnetodielectric nanoparticles dispersions within strategically located microfluidic mechanisms [3] and/or the performance-governing locations of a given device [4]-[5] are two specific techniques that have precipitated from this biological inspiration. Each of these concepts enables the electromagnetic agility required for reconfiguration by exploiting opportunities to reversibly manipulate the local constitutive material properties to impact the performance of the device. The ability to engineer the desired material composition and physical shape of the nanoparticles and utilize mechanisms to control the volume fraction in these dispersions (e.g., [6]-[10]) add additional dimensions to this design space. The pressure-driven topology also creates opportunities to further capitalize on the use of the materials by reducing the amount of electrically conductive control and/or bias lines close to the aperture and directly perturb the fields of a device.

While these and other operational aspects of these systems provide many different avenues of functional exploration, this increase in functionality come with the trade-offs from the added complexity of a pressure-driven system. The additional need to create high-speed reconfiguration mechanisms from a physically actuated mechanism illuminates additional practical requirements, such that most application will require any new enabling technology to be competitive with current electronically controlled systems (e.g., ferroic materials, RF MEMS, and solid state devices). However, before these operational aspects can be fully translated into performance requirements there are several fundamental operational perspectives that must be attend to. This work focuses on two of these items by: 1) an analytical investigation into the limitations and identifying the capabilities of the substrate-integrated capillary mechanism and 2) benchmarking or exploring its performance experimentally in several configurations through the design and operation of appropriately chosen devices.

This paper begins with a very brief recap on the use of the nanoparticle dispersions as they relate to this work, and the impact of particle geometry on the mixing formulas used to approximate the effective medium properties of the dispersion. An analytical analysis follows this for a linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna with a dispersion-filled substrate-integrated capillary that is aligned with the antenna’s H-plane. This single capillary system is then examined as a mechanism to electromagnetically compensate the effects from a physical deformation of the antenna; specifically, a sharp bend located at the center of the resonant length dimension that is coincident with the H-plane and the embedded capillary system – a proof-of-concept design utilizes this mechanism to compensate the bending of a patch antenna up to 90°. Two additional H-plane aligned, substrate-integrated, dispersion-filled capillaries are then utilized with a flat (non-deformed) microstrip patch antennas to facilitate the reconfiguration and the frequency agility of a previously reported single element with the behavior into small arrays; a two-element E-plane and H-plane array are provided to discuss the use of parallel and series capillary networks and the use of miscible fluids in the dispersion. A short summary that recaps the discussion on these items, acknowledgements, and list of referenced work conclude this paper.
2. Effective Medium Properties of the Dispersion

Mixing formulas [11] have an especially important role in the study and implementation of nanoparticle dispersions for reconfigurable antennas and other electromagnetically agile devices derived from these methods. The enabling materials systems can be composed of a great number of particles, which each experience a myriad of length-scale dependant forces that collectively dictate (through multi-body interactions, percolation, etc.) the effective medium properties of the dispersion. Accurately predicting these properties and establishing models that account for the complex interactive behavior at the nano-scale represents a key step in fully utilizing thee systems. This can obviously become quite difficult given the complexity that can arise from these particle interactions and the perceived homogeneity of the mixture. While there is considerable ongoing work in this area (e.g., [12]-[13]), there are several well established mixing formulas that accurately approximate the magnetodielectric properties of the dispersion within the RF and microwave spectra since the ratio of the Mie (resonant) scattering length and nano-scale particle size remains less than unity. The Maxwell-Garnett Formula [14] represents one such method that accurately approximates the complex constitutive parameters; Eq. 1 shows this formula for spherical (e.g., colloidal) particles, or inclusions, where the effective medium property $s_{\text{eff}}$ results from the mixing of a liquid $s_1$ with a volume fraction $\vartheta$ of a colloidal materials $s_2$; the variable $s$ in this expression captures the complex (lossy) properties using $s = s(1 - j \tan \delta)$ and can independently represent $\varepsilon$ or $\mu$.

$$s_{\text{eff}} = s_1 + 3s_1\vartheta \frac{s_2 - s_1}{s_1 + 2s_2 - \vartheta(s_2 - s_1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The expression in (1) can be transformed to examine prolate spheroids, multilayered composite particles, and other arrangements that can be mixed into dispersions and displaced within strategically located microfluidic mechanisms and/or the performance-governing locations of a given device. Fig. 1 shows the commonly used example of this flexibility for ellipsoidal geometries with varying aspect ratios [11] – discs, needles, and spheres. Each of these inclusion geometries are assumed to be uniformly sized with a permittivity $\varepsilon_2 = 1000$, randomly orientated in the dispersion, and homogeneously dispersed into a background material with $\varepsilon_1 = 2.1$. This result indicates the impact of material geometry and desire to use less nanoscale inclusions to achieve a greater effect.

This figure also highlights other relevant physical aspects that can impact the use of these formulas by identifying the monodispersed, close-packed filling fraction limit of 74.5% (assuming a face-center cubic lattice similar to the arrangement of pool balls in a triangle). Polydispersity can be used with dispersions of spherical particles to increase $\vartheta$ beyond this limit by introducing particles of varying size to the dispersion that can effectively fill the voids between larger spheres (the polydispersity limits for other particle geometries can be obtained but are not included in Fig.1). However, increasing $\vartheta$ up to and beyond the monodispersed limit increases the likelihood for particle
interactions (Van der Waals, etc.) and increases the potential for coagulation and other effects than can result in clumping, settling, and adversely high viscosities of the dispersion. This requires an ionic dispersant, or surfactant, to create an electrical double layer and electrostatically-stabilizing the colloids (e.g., coating them in a like-charged, repulsive ‘shell’). The ionic loss mechanisms associated with the surfactant are assumed very low for the purpose of this discussion, and are neglected given the very small amount (<1%) of this material that is required.

Fig. 1. Calculated effective permittivity $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ using the Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule for disc, needle, and spherical particle geometries with a permittivity $\varepsilon_2 = 1000$ dispersed into a background permittivity of $\varepsilon_e \approx 2.1$. The monodispersed limit is also shown for spherical particles.

3. Analysis of a Substrate-Integrated Capillary

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of a linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna with a substrate-integrated capillary to contain the nanoparticle dispersions that is aligned with the antenna’s H-plane. The pressure-driven operation of the capillary structure is captured by including two immiscible, non-magnetic, lossless dispersions within the capillary. These two dispersions are distinguished by their respective permittivity and role in the antenna, one of which acts as a dispersion with $\varepsilon_{r-in}$ being pumped into the antenna and an initial dispersion $\varepsilon_{r-out}$ that is displaced out of the structure from the action of the first. Differences in the dielectric properties of these materials, the permittivity $\varepsilon_{r-sub}$ of the antenna’s substrate and its height $h$, the displacement volume (related to capillary
dimension and geometry), the location $W'$ of the boundary between the two dispersions, and the position $L'$ of the capillary (of radius $r$) relative to the electric field distribution under the patch create several degrees of freedom.

![Diagram of a linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna with a substrate-integrated capillary that is aligned with the antenna’s H-plane.](image)

Fig. 2. Diagram of a linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna with a substrate-integrated capillary that is aligned with the antenna’s H-plane.

The resonant cavity model of the linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna [15] and perturbation techniques [16] provide the framework for analyzing the topology in Fig. 4 [17]-[18]. The expression in (2) quantifies the change in a cavity’s resonant frequency as a result of material perturbation, where $E_o$ and $H_o$ represent the initial electric and magnetic fields within the equivalent rectangular cavity formed by the antenna, and $E$ and $H$ represent the fields after a material displacement; $\Delta \varepsilon$ and $\Delta \mu$ are the respective changes in the cavity material’s permittivity and permeability. The fields in the cavity can be approximated as the original fields, and the fields in the capillary (including $\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}}$) can be represented by (3) [16], provided the capillary’s cross-section is small with respect to the cavity’s cross-section and the electric field is orthogonal to the axis of the capillary.

$$\frac{f - f_o}{f_o} \approx \int \int \int_{\text{capillary}} \left( \Delta \varepsilon \vec{E} \cdot \vec{E}_o + \Delta \mu \vec{H} \cdot \vec{H}_o \right) \int \int \int_{\text{cavity}} \left( \varepsilon \vec{E} \cdot \vec{E}_o + \mu \vec{H} \cdot \vec{H}_o \right)$$  \quad (2)

$$E_{\text{capillary}} = 2E_o \left( 1 + \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{r-capillary}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}} \right)^{-1}$$  \quad (3)

Applying the approximation from (3) into (2) and solving the expression for the geometry shown in Fig. 2 results in Eq. (4). This represents a step towards developing a comprehensive expression that indicates the frequency agility of the antenna with the integrated capillary perturbation. The reconfigurable frequency shift in (4) depends on the materials used, the “visibility” of capillary in the electric field, and the perturbation’s volume relative to the cavity. Setting the radius of the capillary to $r = 0.5h$, the amount of fluid pumped into the antenna to $W' = W$, and the location $L' = L$ maximizes the
visibility in the TM$_{10}$ patch mode and reduces (4) to (5). It is important to note that the relationship between the antenna’s resonant length $L$ and the initial material parameters $\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}}$, and $\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}$ has not been included into (5) – this design relationship provides scaling in (5), which is tied to the ratio of the antennas substrate height to its length. The effect of this perturbation on the impedance match of the antenna is also neglected at this point to abstract the discussion into a study of the cavity’s behavior; this represents an important practical consideration that will be discussed in the following sections. Fig. 3 shows three families of curves from (5) obtained by setting $h = 0.1L$ (e.g., a very thick substrate), fixing two of the three material parameters ($\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}}$, $\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}}$, or $\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}$), and varying the third continuously over a given range. These material values are given in Table I.

$$f - f_o \approx \frac{4\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}(\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}} - \varepsilon_{\text{r-in}})}{\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}^2 + \varepsilon_{\text{r-out}}\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}} + \varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}} + \varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}}} \cos^2 \left( \frac{\pi x'}{L} \right) \left( \frac{W' \pi r^2}{W \cdot L \cdot h} \right)$$

(4)

$$f - f_o \approx \frac{4\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}(\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}} - \varepsilon_{\text{r-out}})}{\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}^2 + \varepsilon_{\text{r-out}}\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}} + \varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}} + \varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}}\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}}} \frac{\pi h}{L}$$

(5)

Fig. 3. Families of curves (a, b, and c) from Eq. (5) obtained by fixing two of the three material parameters and varying the third continuously over the ranges shown in Table I.
Table I. Summary of material variations used to calculate the family of curves in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plot</th>
<th>Pumped In</th>
<th>Pumped Out</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>$1 \leq \varepsilon_{\text{r-in}} \leq 100$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}} = 10, 80$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}} = 1, 10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}} = 1$</td>
<td>$1 \leq \varepsilon_{\text{r-out}} \leq 100$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}} = 1, 5, 10, 15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}} = 1$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}} = 5, 10, 20, 25$</td>
<td>$1 \leq \varepsilon_{\text{r-sub}} \leq 100$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rows in Table I provide a summary of the material properties used to obtain the curves in Fig. 3. All available permutations are shown in the respective plots and each of these three curves shows a unique and common trend. Specifically, each set of plots demonstrates the saturating effect derived from the approximation in (3) and the orthogonal orientation of the vertically-directed electric field and the axis of the dielectric-filled capillary. Fig. 4 extends this analysis by including the material-dependant relationship of the resonant length $L$ [15] that was removed in Fig. 3, and demonstrate the effects from changing the eccentricity of the nanoparticle geometry (spheres, discs, and needles) in the Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule on $\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}}$ and substrate. The plots indicate the particle shape in the upper-left corner and assume air is used to pressurize the capillary ($\varepsilon_{\text{r-in}} = 1$) and push the dispersion out of the antenna, similar to the effects in Fig. 3b.

Fig. 4. Plots of frequency shift showing the impact of the nanoparticle’s eccentricity (spheres, discs, and needles) and mixing formulas for the dispersion shown in Fig. 2.
Each of these plots uses the data from the dispersion properties plotted in Fig. 2; calculated from Eq. 1 and its variants to account for particle eccentricity (spheres, discs, and needles). The major difference in these curves and those in Fig. 4 are their abscissa, which is shown as the volume fraction $\vartheta$ of the $\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}}$ material dispersion to better correlate the plotted frequency shift against the properties of the mixture. Several design-related observations can be made from this more comprehensive, but theoretically attainable, frequency shifts shown in Fig. 4. The two of particular interest relate to the particle shape and linearity of the response, and amount of material required to achieve this effect. For the spherical particles, the non-linear function of volume fraction on the effective medium properties (see Fig. 2) combines with the non-linear effect of the perturbation to provide a relatively linear response to an increase in the volume fraction. This indicates that a polydispersed spherical particle system can tolerate a control system with limited capabilities to adjust the volume fraction so long as the viscosity of the dispersion remains acceptable. The needle- and disk-shaped particles have an opposite effect; they show a more linear response in volume fraction $\vartheta$ of the $\varepsilon_{\text{r-out}}$ material dispersion, but a very non-linear saturation of the frequency shift. This indicates that a volume fraction of high aspect ratio particles will requires less material to achieve the desired response but a more precession material delivery system. Results for other capillary topologies will be discussed in the presentation of this material.

4. Single Capillary Compensation Mechanism for Antenna Deformation

The first potential application of the substrate-integrated capillary relates to the electromagnetic performance of conformal antennas on polymorphic structures and/or control surfaces that can alter their shape or texture. These “smart” structures have typically included flexible materials on the skin of the structure (e.g., [19], [20]) where the conformal antennas would reside. The effect of this physical deformation on the antenna’s performance depends on a myriad of factors (design, deformation, materials, etc.), so a number of possible side-effects on the antenna’s electromagnetic performance exist. For smaller low power systems like micro air vehicles (MAVs), a mechanism to compensate for this behavior would ideally operate in a cognitive or autonomous manner. Ergo, facilitate a bend-assisted displacement of nanoparticle dispersions within the antenna’s substrate (conceptually similar to a fire billow) to maintain the desired performance over various degrees of shape shifting.

This application examines an antenna similar to Fig. 2 from the previous section; a linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna with a substrate-integrated capillary that is aligned with the antenna’s H-plane. The original reporting of this bent-antenna structure and its performance were reported in [1], [21], and the majority of these results have been omitted. The item of interest for this work is demonstrating the impact of the dispersion properties on the ability of this mechanism to compensate the sharp bend through the center of this structure by displacing a high permittivity dispersion with air to utilize the effect shown in Fig. 3b. This will effectively reduce the electrical length on that side which counteracts the electrical lengthening from the bend. The co-location of each of
these effects on the same side of the probe feed is required to maintain the impedance match, which can be conceptualized using the antenna’s transmission line model.

Fig. 5 shows the antenna with a sharp bend at its center (coincident with the H-plane) and a summary of the antenna’s simulated [22] VSWR as it bends from 0º (flat) to 90º. Plots a-c in this figure correspond to (a) an antenna design with no capillary, (b) a dispersion in a capillary with $\varepsilon_{r-out} = 10$ and $\varepsilon_{r-in} = 1$, and (c) a dispersion in a capillary with $\varepsilon_{r-out} = 25$ and $\varepsilon_{r-in} = 1$ ($\varepsilon_{r-sub} = 2.66$ for all cases). The initial dispersion in the capillary was taken into account in the design of each antenna in (b) and (c) to ensure they were impedance matched at 3 GHz when flat with $W' = 0$ ($\varepsilon_{r-out}$ under the whole patch). The curves in (a) illustrate the electromagnetic effects of bending (assuming the conductor stretches across the compressed substrate) appear similar to a length-extension on the side of the probe which the bend occurs. The difference in (b) and (c) reside in their ability to maintain the impedance bandwidth as the antenna bends to 90 º. This is a predictable result by considering the greater potential for dielectric loading with a higher dielectric constant material, but it relates back to the dispersion’s effective medium properties and the trends seen in Fig. 3b.

![Fig. 5. The antenna with a sharp bend at its center and a summary of the antenna’s simulated VSWR as it bends from 0º (flat) to 90º; (a) an antenna design with no capillary, (b) a capillary with $\varepsilon_{r-out} = 10$ and $\varepsilon_{r-in} = 1$, and (c) a capillary with $\varepsilon_{r-out} = 25$ and $\varepsilon_{r-in} = 1$.](image-url)
5. Small Arrays of Frequency Reconfigurable Patch Antennas

The use of a multiple capillary system and nanoparticle dispersions have been examined in [23]-[24] as a means to reconfigure the impedance bandwidth of a microstrip patch antenna. This has been extended in [25] to examine their performance in small arrays. An item of particular interest from this more recent work was the use of miscible (or ‘mixable’) fluids for the dispersions in the capillaries. Specifically, [25] examined the displacement of a low dielectric fluid with a closely matched permittivity to the antennas’ substrate (making it benign with respect to the operation of the antenna) with a dispersion of a higher dielectric constant derived from mixing high dielectric materials into the same fluidic medium. Figs. 6 and 7 show the H-plane and E-plane array orientations, respectively, that were designed for operation at 3 GHz and testing microfluidic reconfiguration of arrays with corporate (E-plane) and series (H-plane) capillary systems. The simulated and fabricated arrays are shown on the left and right, respectively, for each configuration. Each array has a center-to-center spacing of 10 at 3GHz, which results in an edge-to-edge separation of $S_e = 15$ mm in H-plane orientation and $S_e = 22$ mm in the E-plane configuration. Each designs use Sylgard 184 [26] (PDMS) substrates ($\varepsilon_r = 2.66$, $\mu_r = 1$) [55] of height $h = 5$ mm. All of the patches have a resonant length of 37 mm and width of 27.9 mm, and were chemically etched on 5 mil thick Duroid 5870 and mechanically fastened to the antenna and aluminum substrate. There are three capillaries total per radiator, with a diameter $d = 3$ mm; each is aligned with the antennas’ H-planes.

![Fig. 6. Simulated (left) and fabricated (right) H-plane arrays with the series-type capillary configuration embedded into the substrate.](image)

![Fig. 7. Simulated (left) and fabricated (right) E-plane arrays with the corporate-style capillary configuration embedded into the substrate.](image)
In both the experiments and measurements, the center capillary in each antenna in each array configuration was filled with (non-ionic) mineral oil with ($\varepsilon_r \sim 2.1$ and $\tan \delta \sim 0$) and sealed since it would have little effect in the performance of the antenna using dielectric nanoparticles in the TE$_{10}$ patch mode where there is a null in the standing electric field distribution. Each of the perimeter capillaries were also filled with this oil in their initial state (hence, $\varepsilon_{r\text{-out}} = 2.1$). Polydispersed Barium Strontium Titanate (BSTO) ($\varepsilon \sim 1000$ and $\tan \delta \sim 0.01$) [27] was treated with a nominal amount of Nanosperse [28] surfactant ($\varepsilon \sim 8$ and $\tan \delta \sim 0.11$), and then dispersed into the low-loss petroleum distillate with a volume fraction of $\vartheta = 58\%$ to create a dispersion with $\varepsilon_{r\text{-in}} \sim 10.7$ and $\tan \delta_{\text{eff}} \sim 0.003$ (approximated using (1)). This dispersion was routed accordingly from a single syringe using fluidic splitters and tubing into the antenna, and then pumped into the antenna arrays in discrete steps. These displacement steps are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 along with the simulated coupling ($S_{21}$ and $S_{12}$) for the H-plane and E-plane, respectively, such that material is flowed half-way and fully underneath each antenna (5 configurations a-e for the H-plane array and three configurations a-c for the E-plane array).

Fig. 8. Displacement steps (right) and simulated mutual coupling for H-plane array (left).

Fig. 9. Displacement steps (right) and simulated mutual coupling for E-plane array (left).
As the dispersions progress through the array in both array configurations, the edge-to-edge electrical length decreases as the antennas become electrically longer from the increased aggregate dielectric material properties underneath the patches. This effect is shown by the increase in coupling as the dispersion makes its way through the array. In addition, the H-plane mutual coupling is higher than the E-plane because the edge-to-edge spacing was less than the E-plane’s spacing. These results show a strong correlation between increasing the electrical length of the elements by increasing the dielectric strength of the dispersion. This decreases the electrical separation between the elements which increases the mutual coupling.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the simulated and measured VSWR of each antenna in the H-plane and E-plane configurations, respectively. The letters located in the upper left corner of each plot correspond to the dispersion locations shown in Fig. 8 (H-plane) and Fig. 9 (E-plane). The “non-stick” properties of the PDMS substrate material and poor adhesion of the Duroid substrate created many of the non-ideal effects seen in both of these plots. Additional issues arose from the pressure-seal that created a lagging or leading effect.

Fig. 10. Simulated (dashed) and measured (solid) VSWRs of each antenna in the H-plane array configuration; the letters a-e located in the upper left corner of each plot correspond to the dispersion locations shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 11. Simulated (dashed) and measured (solid) VSWRs of each antenna in the E-plane array configuration; the letters a-c located in the upper left corner of each plot correspond to the dispersion locations shown in Fig. 9.

In these configurations, the H-plane array elements were reconfigured sequentially and the E-plane array elements were reconfigured simultaneously. A full analysis of these results will be included in the presentation of this material, but the effects from the blending of the miscible fluids as the material flowed through the arrays can be seen in these plots. This impacted the H-plane array more than the E-plane array due to the longer fluid path, and created a situation that resulted in the VSWR at positions 10c and 10d to be nearly identical (measured results were removed as a result of this to better show the simulated results).

Fig. 12 shows a summary of the simulated radiation patterns in the plane of beam-forming for both array configurations; the primary (xz) cut-plane and $E_\phi$ polarization in H-plane array (left) and (yz) cut-plane and $E_\theta$ polarization in the E-plane (right). All three dispersion locations a-c are shown for the E-plane configuration since a common frequency for beam-forming resulted from their simultaneous reconfiguration. For the H-plane configuration, only the locations a and e are shown since the antennas were reconfigured sequentially and therefore only shared two positions of the dispersion where this was possible. A full description of the radiation behavior will be provided in the presentation of this material, but several (somewhat predictable) effects can be seen from the data provided in Fig. 12. The most noticeable property of these arrays is the decreasing beamwidth observed as the dispersion reconfigures the antennas’ matched impedance bandwidth lower in frequency. This is related back to the same effect that increase the coupling as the dispersion made its way through the array; namely, the effect of decreasing the electrical separation of the elements and radiating edges of the antennas.
6. Summary

This manuscript has provided a summary of the ongoing work related to the use of capillary-based antenna reconfiguration mechanisms (vascular networks) that were inspired by the biologically mechanisms of the cuttlefish. Specifically, this work discussed the displacement and/or flow of functionalized nanoparticles dispersions within the substrate of the microstrip patch antenna. The discussion began with a very brief recap on the use of the nanoparticle dispersions and demonstrated the impact of particle geometry on the mixing formulas used to approximate the effective medium properties of the dispersion. The analytical analysis that followed this examined the theoretical limits and behavior of a linearly polarized microstrip patch antenna with a dispersion-filled substrate-integrated capillary that is aligned with the antenna’s H-plane. Several sets of design curves were generated for this. This single capillary system as then examined for its ability to compensate the effects of a sharp bend located at the center of the resonant length dimension, which was coincident with the H-plane and the embedded capillary system. The proof-of-concept design used the reconfigurable properties of this capillary mechanism to compensate the bending of a patch antenna up to 90°. Additional capillaries were then added and the array behavior using miscible fluids were then examined; the additional capillaries were also aligned with the H-plane and integrated into the substrate. The dispersion-filled capillaries were then utilized with arrays of flat (non-deformed) microstrip patch antennas to facilitate reconfiguration and the frequency agility of a single element into the behavior of two-element E-plane and H-plane arrays. The use of parallel (corporate) and series capillaries (vascular networks) networks, along with the effects from using miscible fluids as components in the nanoparticle dispersions were also discussed using the measured and simulated results of the two arrays.
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Abstract: The present study introduces the concept of a semiconductor patch antenna (SPA) and estimates its efficiency. The antenna loss model is the classic Jackson's model valid for a generic patch antenna resonator that consists of a long dielectric (lossy) channel between two conductor (lossy) plates: the patch and the ground plane. To estimate the antenna channel height, we use an analytical approximation for the depletion layer width (the abrupt pn-junction). To estimate the conductor loss, we use the semi-empirical Drude model for the doped Si. To estimate the dielectric loss, we use carrier concentrations in the depletion region that are close to the intrinsic conductivity of an undoped or compensated Si.

The result of this study is in the following: at common doping concentrations the SPA efficiency is extremely low in the low GHz range (L to X-bands), due to a wide skin layer and a relatively narrow depletion layer with or without intrinsic Si. On the other hand, the efficiency very significantly increases in the mm-wave band and in a low THz band due to a much smaller skin layer depth.

Keywords: patch antennas, integrated antennas, 60 GHz band, THz antennas

1. SPA concept
We suggest to use the depletion region of a semiconductor pn-junction (Fig. 1) as a transmission line in the direction along, but not across the pn-junction (Fig. 2). The depletion region is free of charge carriers at zero and negative bias voltages, i.e. has a very low conductivity. At the same time, it has certain static depletion capacitance per unit length, much as the parallel-plate transmission line has the distributed static capacitance per unit length.
Fig. 1. Doping profiles and carrier concentration profiles through a typical Si pn-junction including the depletion region. A numerical solution for the symmetric Si pn-junction with exponential doping profiles, with doping concentrations $N_{D0} = N_{A0} = 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ and with the total length of $R = 2\mu$m at zero bias voltage is given. The width of a metallurgical junction is $0.1\mu$m. The depletion region is marked by a rectangle.

Fig. 2. The pn-junction as a potential transmission line in the direction along the junction (marked by an arrow). Carrier concentrations are shown. Note the scale for the width of the transmission line. A numerical solution for the symmetric Si pn-junction with exponential doping profiles, with $N_{D0} = N_{A0} = 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ and with the total length of $R = 2\mu$m at zero bias voltage is given. The width of a metallurgical junction is $0.1\mu$m.
Thus, the pn-junction in the direction along the junction has two necessary ingredients of a transmission line: a lengthy carrier-free region between two high carrier-concentration zones (conductors), and an appreciable capacitance for this region per unit length - see Fig. 2. Note that static (immovable doping ions) charges also exist on that transmission line. This circumstance should not prevent the RF transmission line operation.

Once we have agreed that the pn junction may serve as a transmission line in its longitudinal direction, we could introduce a $\lambda/2$ open-open transmission line resonator - the patch antenna. Fig. 2* shows the concept. Compared to the metal transmission line resonator, the pn-junction has different carrier types (holes) in the p-side. However, the necessary RF charge distribution may still be achieved. The only difference is that the positive surface charge in the p-side is formed by excess hole concentration, whereas for metal it is formed by the lack of free electrons. Similarly, the negative charge is formed by the lack of holes. Widening the ground plane gives the required patch antenna pattern.

![Fig. 2*. I - A $\lambda/2$ open-open transmission line resonator on the base of metal transmission line; II - the same resonator on the base of the wide pn-junction. Only the RF $E$-field is shown.](image)

The concept of the semiconductor patch antenna shall be appealing for two reasons:
1. an ability to change the antenna height (depletion layer width) by simply varying the reverse-bias voltage and;
2. an ability to combine the antenna and the rectifying diode in one (at small positive bias voltages).

However, the stumbling stone with this concept appears to be the antenna efficiency. We will see that the efficiency limitations almost completely eliminate the first possibility, but still allow us to pursue the second one.

### 2. Efficiency of a generic patch antenna

Any patch antenna is a half-wave open-open quasi-TEM resonator with two supporting (imperfect) conductors (patch and metal ground plane) and a (lossy) dielectric filler. Its efficiency is to be estimated based on the general approach summarized in [1],[2]. The total patch antenna $Q$-factor is given by

\[
\frac{1}{Q} = \frac{1}{Q_{sp}} + \frac{1}{Q_{sw}} + \frac{1}{Q_{d}} + \frac{1}{Q_{c}}
\] (1)
where $Q_{sp}, Q_{sv}, Q_{d}, Q_{c}$ are the space-wave, surface-wave, dielectric loss, and conductor loss $Q$-factors. When the surface-wave loss (loss into the outgoing surface waves) is assumed to be negligibly small or reduced using potentially well-known means [2] the antenna's radiation efficiency, $E$, is expressed in the form

$$E = \frac{1}{Q_{sp}} + \frac{1}{Q_{d}} + \frac{1}{Q_{c}} = \frac{Q}{Q_{sp}}$$

since every partial $Q$-factor is inversely proportional to the corresponding (radiated or dissipated) partial power, respectively. The partial $Q$-factors may be found by tracking energy radiated or dissipated in the half-wave resonator due to a specific loss mechanism per unit time.

We briefly recall those $Q$-factors. We consider a half-wave patch with the length $L = \lambda_0/(2\sqrt{\varepsilon_r})$ where index 0 denotes the free-space wavelength and $\varepsilon_r$ is the relative dielectric constant. The corresponding $Q$-factor of the radiated field [2] may be approximately written in the form

$$Q_{sp} \approx \frac{3}{32} \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \frac{\lambda_0^2}{hW}$$

where $h$ is the patch antenna (channel) height, and $W$ is the channel width. The most important conductor loss $Q$-factor is expressed in terms of the skin layer depth, $\delta$. [2]

$$Q_c = \frac{\eta_0 k_0 h}{2 R_s^a}, \quad R_s = \frac{1}{\sigma \delta}$$

with $R_s^a$ (Ω) being the average surface resistance of the patch and the ground plane, respectively, and $\sigma$ (S/m) being the corresponding volume conductivity. In a good conductor, $\delta = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega \mu_0 \sigma}}$. The general expression for the skin layer depth is given in Appendix A. The dielectric (channel) loss factor is given by

$$Q_d = \frac{1}{\tan \delta}, \quad \tan \delta = \frac{\sigma_i}{\omega \varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0}$$

where $\sigma_i$ is the effective conductivity of the depletion layer (intrinsic Si). Thus, for the estimation of the semiconductor patch antenna efficiency we need to estimate
i. conductivities of the doped Si (both donor and acceptor doping) as a function of frequency and at different doping concentrations;

ii. loss tangent of the intrinsic (or compensated [3]) Si.

3. Depletion (or intrinsic) layer characterization

The free carrier concentration in the bulk of the depletion region of an unbiased pn-junction is close to the intrinsic carrier concentration. This fact can be observed using the direct numerical solution of Poisson equation for the unbiased pn-junction for arbitrary doping profiles - see Ref. [4]. Therefore, in order to characterize the dielectric loss in the depletion region, attenuation properties of the intrinsic (or compensated) Si are needed. The theoretically estimated attenuation constant, $\alpha$, of intrinsic Si is very small above the absorption edge at $\lambda_0 \approx 1\mu m$ (below 300 THz) and is often ignored [5],[6]. For a low-loss dielectric material one has

$$\sigma = 2\alpha \frac{\varepsilon}{\mu}, \tan \delta = \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon} 2\alpha \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mu \varepsilon \omega}} = 2\alpha \frac{c}{\omega}, \ c = c_0 / \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \tag{6}$$

On the other hand, Ref. [3] reports the attenuation constant values that in average do not exceed $\alpha \approx 6\text{cm}^{-1}$ from about DC to 21 THz. The experimental data of Ref. [3] from 1 to 21THz approximately follows the dependence

$$\alpha \approx 4.0 \times 10^{-14} \omega \text{cm}^{-1} \tag{7}$$

In view of Eq. (7) the loss tangent $\tan \delta$ in Eq. (6) becomes roughly independent of frequency and equal to $6.9 \times 10^{-4}$. This value will be used in what follows. The refractive index (or phase speed $c = c_0 / \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}$) does not change significantly with frequency [3].

4. Conductivities of doped Si

4.1. Static conductivity approximation

The macroscopic conductivity of the doped semiconductor [S/cm] is given by the product of carrier mobility, carrier concentration, and the carrier charge,

$$\sigma_n = q\mu_n n, \ \sigma_p = q\mu_p p \tag{8}$$

where $\mu_n, \mu_p$ are the mobilities of electrons and holes in Si, [cm$^2$/(V·s)], $n$ and $p$ are the corresponding carrier concentrations [cm$^{-3}$] and $q=1.60218 \times 10^{-19}$ C is the electron's charge. The mobilities in Si decrease with increasing concentrations. At equilibrium (and at room temperature) one has [8]

---

1 According to Ref. [3], higher values of loss tangent, on the order of $2 \times 10^{-3}$, may be expected in the GHz range. The estimates given below have been recalculated for this higher value of the loss tangent. Virtually no differences have been observed.
\[
\mu_n = \frac{1318}{1 + \frac{N_D + N_A}{10^{17}}}^{0.85} + 92, \quad \mu_p = \frac{420}{1 + \frac{N_D + N_A}{1.6 \times 10^{17}}}^{0.7} + 50
\]

(9)

Here, \(N_D\) and \(N_A\) are the donor and acceptor concentrations [cm\(^{-3}\)]. Usually, one assumes equilibrium conditions and full ionization of dopant atoms, i.e. \(n = N_D\), \(p = N_A\). Eqs. (9) then yield the required conductivities in terms of the doping concentrations.

\textbf{4. 2. Conductivities at 30 THz and higher}

Ref. [5] suggests the following approximation for the attenuation constants [1/cm]

\[
\alpha_n = 1.0 \times 10^{-18} \lambda_0^2 n, \quad \alpha_p = 2.7 \times 10^{-18} \lambda_0^2 p
\]

(10)

that is obtained by fitting the experimental data. Here, \(n\) and \(p\) are the corresponding carrier concentrations [cm\(^{-3}\)], \(\lambda_0\) is the free-space wavelength in micrometers. This approximation is valid in the frequency band from 30 to 75 THz or for \(4 \mu\text{m} \leq \lambda_0 \leq 10 \mu\text{m}\) [5]. It is also valid for carrier concentrations from \(1 \times 10^{16}\) to \(1 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^{-1}\). In a good conductor [7],

\[
\sigma_n = \frac{2\alpha_n^2}{\omega \mu}, \quad \sigma_p = \frac{2\alpha_p^2}{\omega \mu},
\]

(11)

We may again assume equilibrium conditions and full ionization of dopant atoms, i.e. \(n = N_D\), \(p = N_A\).

\textbf{4. 3. Drude model at GHz and low THz frequencies}

Neither of two models discussed above is applicable in the GHz and in the low THz range. Instead, we will use the simple semi-empirical classic Drude model described in Appendix A (Refs. [9]-[11]). The physical conductivity of either p- or n-side is given by

\[
\sigma(\omega) = \frac{\sigma_{dc}}{1 + (\omega \tau)^2}
\]

(12)

Two parameters to find are the static conductivity \(\sigma_{dc}\), and the scattering time (or average collision time) \(\tau\). The static conductivity is found from the measured data on doped Si wafers that are reported in the wafer specification. The conductivity is found simply by inverting the static resistivity \(\rho_{dc}\) [\(\Omega\text{ cm}\)] (measured with the four-probe method),

\[
\sigma_{dc} = \frac{1}{\rho_{dc}}
\]

(13)
Typical resistivity values for doped Si vary from 0.001 $\Omega$ cm (high doping) to 100 $\Omega$ cm (light doping), for either donor or acceptor doping.

Scattering times in doped Si (Phosphorus for $n$, Boron for $p$) depend on doping concentration or, which is the same, on the DC resistivity (13) itself. They are found by interpolation and/or extrapolation of the measured data from Refs. [9], [10] as described in Appendix A. After the conductivity has been calculated, we find the skin layer depth as described in Appendix A.

Finally, we need the relation between measured resistivities and expected doping concentrations $N_D$ and $N_A$. They are found from Ref. [12] (Phosphorus/Boron doping) as described in Appendix B.

Thus, by knowing the resistivities from the wafer specifications, we restore
1. $N_D$ and $N_A$;
2. dynamic conductivity $\sigma(\omega)$ on either side of the pn-junction;

Augmented with a reasonable assumption about doping profiles, this information is sufficient to find
1. the width of the depletion region or the channel height and;
2. the skin layer depth.

When the skin layer depth is much less than the channel height, the patch antenna so constructed may be shown to have a reasonable efficiency. Otherwise, the patch antenna becomes too lossy. The channel (depletion region) is unable to confine the resonating quasi-TEM wave and the patch antenna cavity is no longer a true resonator.

5. Antenna efficiency - plain pn-junction
The static depletion layer width, $h$, of the pn junction with abrupt doping profiles (full ionization) is given by [6]

$$W = \sqrt{\frac{2\varepsilon (N_{A0} + N_{D0})}{q N_{A0} N_{D0}} (\phi_{bi} - V)}$$

(14)

where

$$\phi_{bi} = VT \ln \left( \frac{N_{A0} N_{D0}}{n_i^2} \right)$$

(15)

is the built-in voltage and $V$ is the bias voltage. $\varepsilon$ is the dielectric constant of intrinsic Si. Eq. (14) for the depletion layer width and Eq. (A5) for the skin layer depth have been programmed in a simple MATLAB script [13]. The script accepts the input resistivities of a pn Si wafer and outputs the depletion layer width and the skin layer depth; the latter is plotted as a function of frequency. The result is shown in Fig. 3 for three different reverse-bias voltages: $V = 0V$, -10V, and -1000V. The thin solid curve is the skin layer
depth in the p-side, the thin dashed curve is the skin layer depth in the n-side. The thick line is the static width of the depletion layer; the width increases with increasing the reverse bias voltage. The results in Fig. 3 a) to e) are given for five representative values of the resistivity:

\[ \rho_{\text{DC}} = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, \text{ and } 10 \text{ [}\Omega\text{ cm]} \]  

(16)

which essentially cover the available resistivity variations. The corresponding doping concentrations are listed on top of each graph. One can see that, irrespective of the values of doping concentration and applied bias voltage, the depletion layer width never reaches the skin layer depth. In other words, the skin layer depth is too large compared to the width of the depletion region. This means that the patch antenna concept on the base of a pure pn-junction is not feasible. The corresponding antenna efficiency (not given in Fig. 3) has been calculated; it’s upper limit for different cases in Fig. 3 does not exceed 1.0%.

6. Antenna efficiency - pin-junction
A straightforward way to extend the channel width is to either use the pin-junction instead of the pn-junction, or a separating buried oxide (SiO\(_2\)) layer between p- and n-doped regions. The second case is less interesting from the practical point of view since the ability to control the channel is lost.

The pin-junction case is somewhat more flexible. The typical pn-junction includes a layer of intrinsic (or compensated) Si between p- and n-doped regions. The built-in voltage is again given by Eq. (15). When the intrinsic layer is thick enough, and the doping concentrations are high enough, the particular value of the negative bias voltage has little influence on the width of the depletion region, which now includes the i-region, and two small carrier-free regions on either side of the pin-junction. This is in contrast to the pn-junction where the applied bias voltage largely influences the width of the depletion region.

As an example, Fig. 4 shows the carrier profiles (numerical simulation) and the associated static electric parameters for a wide pin-junction with the following parameters:

i. \( N_D \) and \( N_A \) of 4×10\(^{16}\) cm\(^{-3}\); \( \Phi_{\text{bi}} = 0.79\text{V} \)

ii. i-region width of 200 \( \mu \text{m} \);

iii. doping profiles of 30 \( \mu \text{m} \) in width (given by a raised cosine).

Approximation of the electric field region described in Ref. [4] was used to model the pin-junction. Fig. 4a shows the corresponding doping profiles, Fig.4b - the free-carrier profiles, Fig. 4c gives the electric potential distribution, Figs. 4d, e show charge density and the electric field distribution, respectively. The applied bias voltage is -1000V.
Fig. 3. Depletion layer width (thick solid lines) versus skin layer depth (thin curves: dashed – p, solid – n) at different doping concentrations and at different bias voltages.
The (large) reverse-bias voltage slightly widens the depletion region (the i-region) as seen in Fig. 4b. For larger terminal doping concentrations, this effect becomes less profound, but it increases for smaller doping concentrations. The carrier concentration in the entire depletion region is close to the intrinsic concentration, \( n_i = 1 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). The solution given in Fig. 4 is accurate both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Fig. 4. a) - Doping profiles; b) - free carrier concentrations; c) - electric potential, d) - charge density, and e) - electric field for the pin junction with \( N_D = N_A = 4 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), and the i-layer width of 200 µm. The p-side is on the left, the n-side is on the right. The bias voltage is -1000V.

However, a positive bias voltage leads to a flood of free carriers into the intrinsic region so that this region becomes conducting, quite similar to the depletion region of the pn-junction. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the same pin junction profiles as in Fig. 4, but for the forward bias voltage of +0.6V, which is slightly less than the built-in voltage of 0.79V. One can see very significant carrier concentrations in the intrinsic region, both of
them are equal to $1.0 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. The solution in Fig. 5 ignores carrier recombination in the depletion region and is valid only qualitatively.

The larger the width of the intrinsic Si layer is the better antenna efficiencies can be obtained. Si power pin diodes may have a large width of the intrinsic or compensated Si. As a base example we consider an experimental wide pin-junction from Ref. [14] that has

i. the width of the intrinsic (strictly speaking, n') region $h$ of 370$\mu$m;
ii. $N_D$ and $N_A$ of $4 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ (resistivities of 0.0018 and 0.0028 $\Omega \cdot \text{cm}$, respectively);
iii. total diode area of approximately $10 \text{ mm}^2$.

![Graphs](null)

Fig. 5. The same data as in Fig. 4, but for the forward-bias voltage of $+0.6V$. 
Fig. 6 illustrates the skin layer width versus the channel width for the present case and the resulting antenna efficiency. The efficiency was calculated for the square patch \((W = L)\). The antenna height is exactly the width of the i-Si (or weakly-doped Si) region (370µm). The minimum antenna thickness in Fig. 6c is 370µm plus twice the skin layer width from either side. The calculations are assembled in a MATLAB script [13]. From Fig. 6 one can see that the present pin-junction may serve as a patch antenna starting with frequencies \(f \geq 50\)GHz (the efficiency is greater than 50%). At 50 GHz, the minimum antenna thickness is 0.4 mm. To move down to lower frequencies (e.g., to the X-band), the antenna thickness should be larger. It also seems from Fig. 6 that the Si pin-junction best serves in the 60 GHz band and in the low-THz range.

![Fig. 6. Patch antenna efficiency on the base of a pin-junction from Ref. [14]. a)- Depletion layer width (thick solid line) versus skin layer depth (thin curves: dashed – p, solid – n); b) – patch antenna efficiency found from Eq. (2) (the square patch); c) – minimum allowable antenna total thickness (channel width plus twice the skin layer width for each side); all parameters are functions of frequency.](image)
7. A pn-junction with a SiO₂ buried oxide layer

The material of this section is mostly intended to show how "not to build" the semiconductor patch antenna. Before the present estimates have been done and understood, we had ordered a series of 100mm Si wafers from Silicon Quest International, Inc. The wafers have the parameters listed in Table 1. We cut a wafer into a number of rectangular patches, 20×13mm in size, as shown in Fig. 7. The expected resonant frequency of one such patch is

\[
L = \frac{0.49c_0}{\sqrt{\epsilon \cdot f_{\text{res}}}} = 2.13 \text{ GHz}
\]  

(17)

Table 1 Initial Si test wafers <1-0-0> for the semiconductor patch antenna with a buried SiO₂ layer. The carrier concentration is estimated according to Appendix B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer/Thickness</th>
<th>Doping</th>
<th>Carrier concentration, 1/cm³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Sb (Antimony)</td>
<td>~4×10¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20±0.5µm</td>
<td>0.005 - 0.020 OHM-CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buried oxide,</td>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25µm±5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>B (Boron)</td>
<td>~1×10¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500±15µm</td>
<td>0.005 - 0.020 OHM-CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. A Si wafer cut into single die patches 20×13mm in size.

The built-in voltage of the junction is approximately 1.0 V, the (effective) depletion layer width is about 0.022µm+0.25µm. It can be seen that the antenna parameters hardly satisfy the necessary requirements. First, the thickness of the n-layer is certainly smaller than the skin layer depth (on the order of 100µm) at the expected resonant frequency of 2.13 GHz. Furthermore, the channel width is too small to expect any significant efficiency according to Fig. 3. Therefore, there is no wonder that the present antennas have ultimately not been working when supported by a two-electrode flexible metal band feeding holder, which is soldered to the SMA male connector as shown in Fig. 8. By
varying the antenna position within the holder we are able to achieve the best match to 50 Ohm, but we are still unable to improve the antenna efficiency.

![Antenna support by two feeding electrodes.](image)

Fig. 8. Antenna support by two feeding electrodes.

However, for one of the patch samples, we have yet obtained a clean $S_{11}$ resonance at 2.21 GHz as shown in Fig. 9. This value deviates by 4% from the theoretical prediction. The resonance was highly repetitive and was established for four consecutive measurements with the resonant frequency deviation of about 1%. The reason for such a behavior of this particular sample is not quite clear. One possible reason is the deviation of wafer parameters for the specified ones.

![Strange wafer sample.](image)

Fig. 9. A "strange" wafer sample. The $S_{11}$ data is given for 5dB/200 MHz per division; the frequency span is from 2 GHz to 4 GHz.
8. Discussion and conclusions
Out of three considered candidates - the pn-junction patch antenna, the pin-junction patch antenna, and the semiconductor patch antenna with the buried isolator (SiO₂) - the pin-junction setup seems to be most promising. Realistically, it may possess an acceptable antenna efficiency at frequencies above 50 GHz or so. The semiconductor antenna is perhaps best suitable for the 60 GHz band and the low-THz band.

The pin-junction patch antenna is simultaneously one wide pin diode. In other words, the semiconductor antenna potentially combines the radiating element and the rectifying diode element in one. This circumstance might be important from the viewpoint of a coupling loss problem arising between the antenna and the RF integrated circuit at high GHz and low THz frequencies. This question is currently under investigation.

Apart from this, the concept of the semiconductor patch antenna may perhaps be useful to mitigate the effect of surface metal roughness, which appears significant above 10 GHz [15],[16] and at THz frequencies [17].

Other antennas that are related to the subject of the present research include:
1. At GHz frequencies, conventional metal patches and strips with discrete switching diodes are suggested in the literature; see, for example, Refs. [18]-[20]. In these antennas, discrete semiconductor diodes are used to connect two (or more) distinct parts of the same metal antenna in order to change its resonant frequency electronically.
2. At mm-wave frequencies, integrated on-chip metal antennas include deposited metal spirals [21]-[24] and tapered-slot antennas with long metal wings [25].
3. In the THz frequency range, the conventional approach is also a metal antenna [26]-[32]. It is predominantly a long-wire traveling-wave antenna made out of tungsten, with typical diameters in the range of 10-100 µm, and with relatively large lengths varying from 4λ to 100λ. The well-known problem with metal antennas in the THz band is weak coupling to the on-chip mixer or rectifier [29]-[32].
4. Quite recently dielectric resonator antennas on Si have been proposed at 60 GHz and realized at 7.5 GHz [33]. The semiconductor is used as the dielectric material for the DRA. By modifying its loss tangent optically it is possible to tune the (lossy) bandwidth.

We note that none of the configurations listed above uses the SPA concept. On the other hand, the SPA resonator cavity is somewhat similar to the traveling-wave region of optical laser pn-junction diodes.
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Appendix A. Drude conduction model and skin depth for doped Si

The Maxwell wave equation in terms of phasor $\mathbf{E}$ (equation for $\mathbf{H}$ has the same form) and assuming time dependence $e^{j\omega t}$ has the form

$$\nabla^2 \mathbf{E} = j\omega \mu \sigma \mathbf{E} - \omega^2 \mu \varepsilon \mathbf{E} = \gamma^2 \mathbf{E}, \quad \gamma^2 = j\omega \mu \sigma - \omega^2 \mu \varepsilon$$

(A1)

The Drude model assumes complex conductivity in Eq. (A1) of the type

$$\sigma = \frac{\sigma_{\text{DC}}}{1 + j\omega \tau}$$

(A2)

where $\tau$(sec) is the average collision time (or the scattering time) of free charge carriers, and $\sigma_{\text{DC}} = 1/\rho_{\text{DC}}$ is the DC conductivity of the doped Si (S/cm). The DC resistivity $\rho_{\text{DC}}$ (Ω⋅cm) is reported in wafer datasheets.

Substitution of Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A1) yields

$$\gamma^2 = j\omega \mu \frac{\sigma_{\text{DC}}}{1 + j\omega \tau} - \omega^2 \mu \varepsilon = j\omega \mu \left[ \frac{\sigma_{\text{DC}}}{1 + (\omega \tau)^2} \right] - \omega^2 \mu \left[ \varepsilon - \frac{\tau \sigma_{\text{DC}}}{1 + (\omega \tau)^2} \right]$$

(A3)

Comparing Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A3) we define the frequency-depending conductivity $\sigma(\omega)$ and the frequency-dependent dielectric constant $\varepsilon(\omega)$,

$$\sigma(\omega) = \frac{\sigma_{\text{DC}}}{1 + (\omega \tau)^2}, \quad \varepsilon(\omega) = \left[ \varepsilon - \frac{\tau \sigma_{\text{DC}}}{1 + (\omega \tau)^2} \right]$$

(A4)

so that the propagation constant $\gamma$(Np/m) in Eq. (A3) again has the same form as in Eq. (A1). Clearly, $\sigma(\omega)$ decreases with frequency; $\varepsilon(\omega)$, however, slightly increases.

The rest of the microwave relations are then written in terms of $\sigma(\omega)$, $\varepsilon(\omega)$ instead of $\sigma$ and $\varepsilon$. In particular, the skin depth is given by [7]

$$\delta = \text{skin depth} = \frac{1}{\alpha} = \frac{1}{\omega \sqrt{\mu \varepsilon(\omega)}} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\sigma(\omega)}{\omega \varepsilon(\omega)} \right]^2 + 1 \right\}^{-1/2}$$

(A5)

Alternatively, in terms of the complex dielectric constant, $\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon'(\omega) - j\varepsilon''(\omega)$, one has
\[ \varepsilon^\prime\prime(\omega) = \frac{\sigma(\omega)}{\omega} \]  

(A6)

The scattering times are functions of doping concentration, or functions of the DC resistivity of a Si sample. They are estimated using the experimental data of [9],[10]. The results are given in Table A1.

Table A1. Scattering times in doped Si (Phosphorus, Boron) as a function of DC resistivity [9], [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n-type ( \rho_{\text{DC}} ) (( \Omega \cdot \text{cm} ))</th>
<th>n-type ( \tau \times 10^{-13} ) sec</th>
<th>p-type ( \rho_{\text{DC}} ) (( \Omega \cdot \text{cm} ))</th>
<th>p-type ( \tau \times 10^{-13} ) sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.15</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. A1 shows interpolation and extrapolation of the data from Table A1 using a cubic interpolation in MATLAB over a wider range of sample resistivities. The interpolation/extrapolation results on scattering time from Fig. A1 have been used in the main text.

Fig. A1. Interpolation/extrapolation data on the scattering times for doped Si at different DC resistivities of a doped Si sample.
Appendix B. Resistivities versus doping concentrations (Si)

The data from Ref. [12] (Table A2 on p. 414) is interpolated. Donor doping is Phosphorus, acceptor doping is Boron. All resistivities (labeled as nres and pres) are in Ωcm, doping concentration (ND) is in cm\(^{-3}\).

\[
\begin{align*}
nres(1) &= \ 1.60e-4; \\
nres(2) &= \ 7.70e-4; \\
nres(3) &= \ 5.78e-3; \\
nres(4) &= \ 2.36e-2; \\
nres(5) &= \ 8.38e-2; \\
nres(6) &= \ 5.23e-1; \\
nres(7) &= \ 4.48e+0; \\
nres(8) &= \ 4.29e+1; \\
nres(9) &= \ 4.30e+2; \\
nres(10) &= \ 4.30e+3; \\
pres(1) &= \ 1.30e-4; \\
pres(2) &= \ 1.17e-3; \\
pres(3) &= \ 8.87e-3; \\
pres(4) &= \ 4.35e-2; \\
pres(5) &= \ 2.02e-1; \\
pres(6) &= \ 1.44e+0; \\
pres(7) &= \ 1.33e+1; \\
pres(8) &= \ 1.31e+2; \\
pres(9) &= \ 1.30e+3; \\
pres(10) &= \ 1.30e+4; \\
ND(1) &= \ 1e+21; \\
ND(2) &= \ 1e+20; \\
ND(3) &= \ 1e+19; \\
ND(4) &= \ 1e+18; \\
ND(5) &= \ 1e+17; \\
ND(6) &= \ 1e+16; \\
ND(7) &= \ 1e+15; \\
ND(8) &= \ 1e+14; \\
ND(9) &= \ 1e+13; \\
ND(10) &= \ 1e+12;
\end{align*}
\]
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Abstract: Planar spiral antennas are excellent prime-focus reflector feeds for certain applications due in part to the frequency stability of their beamwidth, phase center, and axial ratio. Phase center is a particularly important parameter, but one that is often neglected in the available literature on spiral antennas. In the 1960s and 1970s various studies of spiral antenna phase center were reported, but these studies were often narrow in scope. For instance, the numerical models often neglected any possible contribution from the arm termination or cavity backing, and measurements relied on limited information from principal-plane cuts. Today, commercial numerical antenna analysis tools allow the consideration of additional effects in the model, as well as the output of dense pattern data. This pattern data can be used to gain an improved understanding of phase center. This work studies the effects that field-of-view, mode of excitation, number of arms, arm termination, and reflective cavity backing have on the phase center and its associated error of the planar spiral antenna. An algorithm that calculates a unique three-dimensional phase center position is discussed and used to account for possible modeformer amplitude and phase imperfections.

1 Introduction

Soon after their introduction, planar spiral antennas were recognized for their usefulness as broadband feeds for prime-focus reflector antennas. Cheo, Rumsey, and Welch [1] theoretically analyzed the spiral and discovered that for small growth rates the constant phase surface is nearly spherical in shape, and therefore the concept of phase center is well-defined for the planar spiral. Lantz [2] noted that the spiral antenna’s broad, symmetric pattern could produce relatively uniform illumination of the reflector surface and allow precisely controlled edge illumination over a broad bandwidth. He used a combination of two reflective-cavity backed four-armed spirals separately fed to obtain dual-mode monopulse operation at 136 MHz, 235 MHz, and 406 MHz simultaneously. Similarly, spiral antennas have been found to be useful as lens feeds [3].

2 Definition of Phase Center and Phase Center Variation (PCV)

The IEEE defines phase center as \textit{the location of a point associated with an antenna such that, if it is taken as the center of a sphere whose radius extends into the far field, the phase of a given field component over the surface of the radiation sphere is essentially constant, at least over that portion of the surface where the radiation is significant}. Balanis [4] gives the following concise definition: \textit{The reference point which makes} [the far-field...}
phase] independent of [observation angle]. . . Yet another definition provided by Kildal [5] is simply . . . the phase reference point which maximizes the feed efficiency . . .

Each of these definitions has important deficiencies; for instance, Kildal’s definition is specific to antennas used as reflector feeds, and is meaningless for antennas used in GPS systems, for example. Balanis’ definition assumes the existence of a reference point that makes the far-field phase independent of observation angle; however, such a point does not strictly exist for physically realizable antennas. While for some antennas the error is very small (e.g. for electrically small dipoles in free space), there are many antennas for which this definition breaks down. The IEEE definition modifies this somewhat by allowing only a portion of the far field surface to be considered, yet ultimately suffers from the same deficiency as the Balanis definition.

The GPS literature deals with this reality by instead allowing the phase center to be a function of azimuth and elevation. Then a mean phase center is defined which is independent of azimuth and elevation, and a quantity called phase center variation (PCV) (a function of azimuth and elevation) is defined to describe the error committed by the assignment of the mean phase center. While this representation is formally correct, it seems abusive to use the term phase center in this way, since the IEEE defines phase center as a point in space.

For the purposes of this paper, we use an alternate definition of phase center that allows for a unique point to be determined. Referring to Fig. 1(a), given a general far-field phase function (shown schematically by the ellipse $f$), the phase center $d_z$ is the center of the sphere (shown schematically by the circle $\xi$) that minimizes phase error magnitude $|f - \xi|$ in a suitable sense. This definition accomplishes three objectives. First, it defines the phase center as a point in space that can be uniquely determined provided that a suitable fitting algorithm is used. Second, the phase center is explicitly defined to be in an approximate sense, so that even antennas with non-spherical phase surfaces can be assigned a unique phase center. Third, it is sufficiently general so as to be useful in diverse situations. Under this definition of phase center the phase error $f - \xi$ plays an important role. Another quantity frequently encountered in the GPS literature is the previously mentioned PCV, where
we give the following interpretation: The PCV \( \Delta r \) is the displacement about the phase center \( d_z \) in the direction \( \theta, \phi \) required to make the actual phase function \( f \) and the ideal phase function \( \xi \) coincident. Figure 1(b) demonstrates the definition in two dimensions, where it can be seen that an expression for PCV is

\[
\Delta r = \frac{(f - \xi)}{k_0}
\]

where \( k_0 \) is the propagation constant of free space. That is, PCV only differs from the phase error by the multiplicative constant \( k_0 \).

3 Some Past Studies of Spiral Antenna Phase Center

Barbano [6] used a phaseless two-probe technique to measure the phase center of high growth rate spiral antennas at a single frequency. These measurements, taken in three different planes, were found to be in agreement with the theory of [1]. Wheeler [7] later used an assumed current distribution to calculate the phase center of wire spirals of infinite radius and infinitely small feed region. He found that for interferometer applications the growth rate of such antennas should be no greater than \( \alpha = 0.1 \text{rad} \) to ensure that the phase error is sufficiently small. Dyson [8] measured apparent phase centers for two-armed conical log-spiral antennas by weighting the contribution to phase center more heavily for angles near broadside. Atia and Mei [9] use Hu’s method [10] to determine the phase center of a numerically simulated four-armed conical spiral antenna using the slope of the far-field phase.

4 Phase Center Computation

4.1 Algorithm

The method most commonly used to determine the phase center of measured principal plane data is one given by Hu [10], in which the far-field phase is plotted and a straight-line fit is performed on the phase data. The slope of the fitted line is \( d_z/\lambda \), where \( d_z \) is the phase center location. This method is straightforward and is especially useful when postprocessing range data manually. In practical cases the phase data will not be perfectly linear, which may be either due to measurement noise or due to inherent phase front nonuniformity. In such case it becomes necessary to fit the line to the data, which suggests the method of least squares.

At this point we note that Hu’s method only provides a one-dimensional result, which may be insufficient if lateral displacement can not be neglected. If lateral displacement is to be known it is natural to instead choose to fit the phase surface, which we expect to be roughly circular in shape. A number of algorithms for fitting a circle to a general function are available [11].

One simple way that introduces the general method is to use Fourier analysis to identify the center points. A circle located at the origin in the \( x, y \) coordinate system is parameterised by

\[
x = \rho \cos(\phi) \\
y = \rho \sin(\phi)
\]
where $\rho$ is a constant. If the circle is no longer located at the origin, we can retain this parameterisation by allowing $\rho$ to become a function of $\phi$ (Fig. 2(a)). The center coordinates of the circle are

$$d_x = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \rho(\phi) \cos(\phi) d\phi$$  
$$d_y = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \rho(\phi) \sin(\phi) d\phi$$  

which are the first-order Fourier coefficients of $\rho$. When $\rho$ does not describe a circle, but instead describes a simple closed parametric curve, then the coefficients are the center coordinates of the circle that fits $\rho$ in a least-squares sense. The extension to the case of a three-dimensional surface is straightforward. In this case the parameterisation of a simple closed surface is given by

$$x(\theta, \phi) = r(\theta, \phi) \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi)$$  
$$y(\theta, \phi) = r(\theta, \phi) \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi)$$  
$$z(\theta, \phi) = r(\theta, \phi) \cos(\theta)$$  

with the center coordinates of the least-squares best-fit sphere given by

$$d_x = \frac{2}{\pi^2} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} r(\theta, \phi) \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) d\theta d\phi$$  
$$d_y = \frac{2}{\pi^2} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} r(\theta, \phi) \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi) d\theta d\phi$$  
$$d_z = \frac{1}{\pi^2} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} r(\theta, \phi) \cos(\theta) d\theta d\phi$$

This method works very well for closed surfaces. However, in practical circumstances we want to restrict the fitting algorithm to a portion of the main beam, while ignoring sidelobes and pattern nulls which degrade the quality of the fit. The Fourier method requires integration over a closed surface, so we must extend the algorithm by invoking the more general Method of Least Squares to estimate the Fourier coefficients.
4.1.1 Least Squares Computation of Phase Center

Rusch and Potter [12] used a least squares procedure to calculate the phase center of an antenna in a two-dimensional principal plane. In this section we extend this procedure to three dimensions. A general expression for the far field of an antenna in free space is

\[ U(r, \theta, \phi) = \frac{F(\theta, \phi) e^{j\psi(r, \theta, \phi)}}{r} \]

(12)

where \( F(\theta, \phi) \) and \( f(\theta, \phi) \) are real functions that describe the far field amplitude and phase, respectively. An ideal (spherical) phase function has the form

\[ f(\theta, \phi) = C + d_x \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) + d_y \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi) + d_z \cos(\theta) \]

(13)

where \( d_x, d_y, \) and \( d_z \) are the Cartesian coordinates of the phase center as before. Although a physically realizable phase function will not exactly have this form, we can approximate it with the following trigonometric polynomial

\[ \xi(\theta, \phi) = a_0 + a_1 \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi) + a_2 \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi) + a_3 \cos(\theta) \]

(14)

Following the least squares procedure, the constants \( a_n \) are chosen to be those that minimize

\[ I = \int_{\theta_1}^{\theta_2} \int_{\phi_1}^{\phi_2} [f - \xi]^2 d\theta d\phi \]

(15)

where the upper and lower limits of integration act in lieu of a weighting function, thereby uniformly weighting inside a specified field-of-view and neglecting contributions outside it. Considering \( I \) to be a function of the \( a_n \), we wish to determine the values that minimize \( I \).

\[ \frac{\partial I}{\partial a_0} = 0 \quad \frac{\partial I}{\partial a_1} = 0 \quad \frac{\partial I}{\partial a_2} = 0 \quad \frac{\partial I}{\partial a_3} = 0 \]

(16)

These equations form a linear system that can be solved for the \( a_n \).

4.2 Validation

The phase center computation algorithm was validated (Fig. 3) against the analytical results in [1] for the infinite-radius, infinite-armed equiangular spiral. In that paper, it was shown that for tightly-wrapped spirals the phase center was located an electrical distance \( k_0 d_z = a \) behind the antenna, where \( k_0 \) is the propagation constant of free space, \( d_z \) is the location of the phase center, and \( a \) is the growth rate.

For validation, the Moment Method code \textit{FEKO} was used to compute the radiation patterns of two-armed wire spirals. Before computing the phase center it is necessary to first unwrap the phase and then subtract away the inherent \( 2\pi m \) azimuthal phase progression, where \( m \) is the desired mode of excitation, in order to obtain a closed phase surface that is suitable for the sphere fitting routine. The previously discussed phase center computation algorithm was used, where trapezoidal integration was used to evaluate the integrals that have the unknown phase function in the integrand. The resulting four linear equations were then solved numerically to yield the phase center.
Figure 3: Validation of the phase center computation algorithm against the infinite-armed case analyzed in [1]

It was found that good agreement between this theory and results computed with FEKO were obtained if the antenna structure in FEKO was sufficiently large \( f/f_0 \approx 10 \). Since a two-armed equiangular spiral with a fine feed region \( r_{\text{feed}}/r_{\text{max}} < 0.01 \) was used for this validation, contaminating effects of feed region radiation and of higher-order modes are believed to be negligible compared to the contaminating effects due to the spiral truncation.

5 Studies
5.1 Effects of Field-of-View

The phase error and PCV can be decreased by reducing the field-of-view over which the least-squares procedure is performed. For investigation of the effect of field-of-view, a FEKO model of a four-armed free-standing equiangular spiral with a growth rate of \( a = 0.0616/\text{rad} \) and excited in Mode 1 was chosen. Figure 4 shows that when considering a narrow field-of-view, small undulations in the phase surface curvature produce relatively large changes in the computed phase center position. This effect has been observed to be insensitive to the far-field sampling density within the field-of-view.
Figure 4: Decreasing the field of view increases the sensitivity of the algorithm to small changes in the phase surface curvature close to broadside.

Figure 5: Effect of changing the excitation mode. As the mode number is increased, the undulations are shifted higher in frequency due to the larger radiation region for increasing modes.

5.2 Effects of Excitation Mode

Since multi-armed spirals are most often used in monopulse systems, it is highly desirable for all modes to share a common phase center. Figure 5(a) shows the phase centers for an eight-armed spiral with growth rate \( a = 0.14121/\text{rad} \) as modeled in \textit{FEKO}. The phase center for each mode was calculated over its respective 3-dB beamwidth (M1: \( 0^\circ \leq \theta \leq 38^\circ \), M2: \( 18^\circ \leq \theta \leq 60^\circ \), M3: \( 27^\circ \leq \theta \leq 66^\circ \)). The phase centers are co-located within 20° for frequencies above approximately nine times the cutoff frequency \( f_0 \). Below \( f_0 \), the phase centers exhibit undulation which is presumably due to the effect of end termination as discussed previously. The phase error increases for higher modes because the patterns progress lower in elevation, where the phase surface is increasingly nonspherical.
Figure 6: Effect of number of arms on the phase center of spiral antennas. Little effect is seen for the phase center, but the two-armed spiral has poorer phase error near the cutoff frequency $f_0$.

5.3 Effects of Number of Arms

Figure 6 shows that increasing the number of spiral arms has little effect on the phase center stability. This study was performed using free-standing spiral models in FEKO with a growth rate of $\alpha = 0.0616/\text{rad}$. However, the phase error associated with that phase center is large for the two-armed spiral for frequencies below the cutoff frequency, while the four- and eight-armed spirals have low phase error for all frequencies. This is because the two-armed spiral becomes linearly polarized near the cutoff frequency, which violates the assumption of a Mode 1 azimuthal phase progression. If the phase center of the two-armed spiral below cutoff is desired, then no azimuthal phase progression should be assumed.

5.4 Effects of Growth Rate

From Fig. 7(a), where numerous phase centers are shown for a large range of growth rates, we can see that the phase center stability is not affected much by changing the growth rate. However, the phase error improves markedly with decreasing growth rate down to $\alpha \approx 0.06/\text{rad}$, beyond which diminishing returns are seen. This is in qualitative agreement with the results from [1].

5.5 Effects of End Termination

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of adding an absorptive termination to the outside of the spiral. The particular spiral under study is an eight-armed spiral with four turns ($0.1421/\text{rad}$) modeled in FEKO. The unloaded spiral is 15 cm in diameter, while the loaded spiral is 20 cm in diameter with a 2.5 cm wide absorbing ring so that the unloaded diameter is also 15 cm. The inner diameter is sized to accommodate a bundle of eight 47 mil diameter semi-rigid coaxial cables. Figure 8(a) shows that the variation of phase center with respect to fre-
Figure 7: Effect of the growth rate on the phase center of spiral antennas. Little effect is seen for the phase center, but lower phase error is observed for lower growth rates.

Figure 8: Effect of resistively terminating the spiral arms.

Frequency has been shifted lower, but the amplitude of the variation has not been diminished. This shift may be due to the increased size of the spiral due to the terminating portion. For the phase error, we see a similar effect of shifting lower in frequency.

5.6 Effects of Reflective Cavity Backing

Typically a unidirectional radiation pattern is desired from a spiral antenna; however, the planar spiral inherently radiates equally both upward and downward. An absorbing cavity is most often used to accomplish this, because it causes the least degradation in the broadband properties of the radiation pattern. However, additional gain can be achieved in certain circumstances when the spiral is used with a reflective cavity backing. Figure 9(a) shows that placing the unterminated spiral discussed in the previous section two inches above an infinite PEC plane causes large amplitude oscillations in the phase center, with an accompanying large phase error. We can see that upon adding the termination of the previous section to the spiral, the large-amplitude oscillations are highly dampened, and the phase error associated with that phase center is highly decreased, nearly to the level of
the spiral in free space.

5.7 Effects of Beamformer Errors

Since physically realizable spiral beamformers have amplitude and phase imbalances, it is desirable to know how these imperfections affect the phase center of the spiral. The modal content of the beamformer outputs can be analyzed by performing a DFT. For a four-armed isolated spiral, only Modes 1, 2, and 3 can be excited. Any other modes (e.g. -1, 5, etc.) are excited only when energy is not radiated by these three. We will now study how the introduction of spurious modes can affect the phase center of a Mode 1 pattern. In this study the low-level spurious modes were mathematically superimposed individually on the ideal Mode 1 beamformer at a level 25 dB below that of Mode 1. This level corresponds to those observed in practical beamformers. Since Modes 1 and 2 combine to form a beam that is non-symmetrical in both amplitude and phase with respect to the spiral axis, we expect to see movement of the phase center in the lateral direction (Fig. 10(a)). However, since Modes 1 and 3 combine to form a symmetric beam, we expect to see very little lateral movement of the phase center, and this is confirmed in Fig. 10(b). If the phase center is allowed to move off-axis, then the Mode 2 contaminated pattern shows less phase error, and therefore a more well-defined phase center (Fig. 11(a)). By contrast, Mode 3 contamination can not be compensated by moving off axis, so its effect on phase error is greater.

6 Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to investigate the phase center stability of spiral antennas. Along the way, we re-examined several existing definitions of phase center and found that each had their own deficiencies, leading us to present an alternate definition of the concept. A commonly-used term phase center variation (PCV) was reinterpreted in light of this alternate definition and was found to be simply related to the phase error committed by assigning a unique phase center.
Next, an algorithm for computing the three-dimensional phase center of antennas was presented. The additional capability to determine lateral displacements was useful for analyzing the effect of beamformer errors on phase center.

Increasing the number of arms of the spiral from two to four substantially improved the phase error near the cutoff frequency because the two-armed spiral loses the assumed $2\pi m$ phase progression. Decreasing the growth rate improved the phase error up to a point ($\alpha \approx 0.06/\text{rad}$) after which diminishing returns were observed. Resistive termination of the spiral arms was seen to have little effect for spirals in the absence of a reflecting cavity, but was very useful once a reflecting cavity was introduced.
Finally, the effects of beamformer errors were examined and it was found that, for a four-armed spiral, contamination from Mode 2 produced a significant lateral offset with small phase error, while contamination from Mode 3 produced comparatively insignificant lateral offset but increased the phase error.
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Abstract: Well designed beam and modeformers are necessary for high quality performance of phased arrays, accurate direction finding systems, etc. Traditionally, modeformers are realized as hybridly or monolithically integrated analog sub-systems. In this paper several analog hybrids are used to create a modeformer baseline. Their wideband operation is evaluated for loss, amplitude and phase misbalances, weight, complexity, etc. Most of these factors contribute to the errors in beam-pointing and geo-location, as well as antenna pattern contamination. Recent advances in digital integrated circuits have contributed to not only improved performance of analog to digital and digital to analog converters and FPGAs but also to their reduced cost. Thus, we are now able to realize complete modeforming functionality in a digital domain and thus enhance the performance of modeformers. This paper demonstrates the design of digital and analog modeformers and compares their performance from 100MHz to 1GHz for mode 1 operation of planar four-arm spiral antennas.

1. Introduction

Compared to the more common two-armed spiral antenna, multi-armed spiral antenna apertures inherently produce far-field patterns with a high degree of modal purity, and with correspondingly low levels of axial ratio (AR) [1] and azimuthal gain variations (often denoted as WoW). The additional arms improve the performance by suppressing the radiation of spurious modes [2]. However, the important benefits of a multi-armed aperture will not be completely realized unless it is paired with a high-quality beam-forming network (BFN). Therefore care must be taken to ensure that the BFN ports are properly amplitude- and phase-balanced, potentially over multidecade bandwidths, while maintaining acceptable size and weight of the BFN. In analog BFNs, component parasitics and overmoding limit performance at high frequencies, while size and weight limit performance at low frequencies.

This paper demonstrates two types of BFNs that together address low- and high-frequency performance. The paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss the effects of BFN errors on the pattern characteristics. Next, we demonstrate the performance of two analog BFNs designed and built with commercially available hybrids and a broadband lumped element 90° hybrid. Then, we demonstrate a digital BFN constructed using commercial components such as a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), analog to digital converter, and digital to analog converter. We conclude by comparing the far field characteristics produced by each BFN when paired with a four-armed spiral aperture.
2. Effects of Modeformer Errors

A spiral antenna analog BFN is constructed from a combination of wideband hybrid components that typically have individual amplitude and phase imbalances of about 0.8 dB and 5°, respectively. A 0.5m diameter four-armed seven-turn self-complementary spiral is used for the simulations. Figs. 1 and 2 show the effects of these individual errors, distributed to produce spurious Modes -1 and 3, on the far field of a four-armed spiral antenna. At low frequencies any presence of spurious Mode -1 degrades the broadside AR (Fig. 1), until Mode +3, which has the same excitation, is able to radiate efficiently beyond $3f_0$. However, radiation of Mode +3 causes degradation of off-broadside WoW (Fig. 2). Both of these parameters are important in typical applications, so proper design of the BFN is important.

Fig. 1. Broadside axial ratio (AR) as a function of frequency, highlighting the effect of typical beam-forming network (BFN) amplitude and phase errors. The ideal beamformer produces perfect AR at broadside.

Fig. 2. Azimuthal gain variation (WoW) at 30° from broadside, highlighting the effect of typical beam-forming network amplitude and phase errors. The ideal beamformer produces very little WoW at this angle.
3. Analog Modeformer

Two analog modeforming networks (MFNs) are created both of which follow the block diagram of Fig. 3. The circuit in Fig. 3 achieves two purposes: equal amplitude power division, and mode 1 phase progression at the outputs. Equal amplitude is accomplished by a symmetric traversal through two hybrids for each output. Mode 1 phase progression is achieved by using the 90° and 180° phase delays in the correct configuration to produce the 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° outputs at the far right of the figure.

Fig. 3. Analog BFN block diagram. All isolated ports on the utilized hybrids are terminated in matched loads. Port 1 is the input port on the left, and ports 2-5 are the output ports with a phase progression of 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° from port 2 to 5.

The first MFN consists entirely of commercially available 90° and 180° hybrids from Pulsar Microwave fabricated to operate over a few frequency bands. The low frequency band, 100-500MHz, uses the QE-18-412 90° hybrid and the high frequency band, 500-1000MHz, is constructed with the QS2-01-464 90° hybrid. Both bands use the same JT-06-411 180° hybrid which is rated to operate from 20-1000MHz. Individually these components are rated no worse than 1.2dB magnitude misbalance, 7° phase misbalance, and 1.5dB of insertion loss over their operating frequency ranges [4]-[6]. These components are connected according to Fig. 3 using phased matched cables to ensure correct phase progression and tested on a 2 port Agilent 8719ES network analyser. Ideally these MFNs should produce equal output magnitudes of -6dB and a 90° phase progression between output ports.

As shown in Fig. 4, the input reflection coefficient is below -15dB across the entire 100-1000MHz range. This can be attributed to the internal lumped element design creating an excellent match situation regardless of frequency. However, the isolation deteriorates below 10dB for frequencies less than 400MHz.

From the data the output magnitudes are all within -8.13±1.13dB. This range points to an insertion loss of 2.13dB which is proportional to the loss through the 90° hybrid, 1.2dB max, plus the loss through a single 180° hybrid, 1.5dB max. Fig. 5 shows the output magnitude misbalances with respect to the 0° output. The discontinuities at
500MHz is from the two frequency band measurements. The maximum magnitude misbalance from this data is about 1.75dB, which is proportional to the sum of the rated misbalances of the two individual hybrids.

Fig. 4. Input reflection coefficient and isolation for MFN. Isolation measured as power received in isolated port of 90° hybrid (bottom left resistor of Fig. 3) from the input port 1. All measurements taken with respect to 50Ω.

Fig. 5. Analog MFN magnitude misbalances. All three misbalances are measured with port 2 as the reference.

Fig. 6 shows the phase difference between adjacent ports. Phase misbalance is within 10° of the desired 90° phase progression on the output ports. This comes from phase misbalance in the hybrids, 3° and 7° for the 90° and 180° hybrids respectively, as well as some mismatch with the two connecting cables.

In order to evaluate the effects of BFN nonidealities on multi-armed spiral performance, a moment method model [3] of a 0.5m diameter four-armed self-complementary spiral aperture ($f_0 \approx 191$ MHz) was excited using the BFN outputs as weights. The resulting broadside AR is shown in Fig. 7, where the BFN errors have their greatest effect at frequencies below $3f_0$. 
Fig. 6. Analog BFN phase misbalance. Only 90° phase misbalance is shown to clearly see the misbalance value.

Fig. 7. Broadside AR of a 0.5 m diameter four-armed spiral fed by the analog low-band BFN (100-500 MHz) and analog high-band BFN (500-1000 MHz).

The effect of BFN errors on WoW at 30° from broadside is shown in Fig. 8, which worsens as higher order spurious modes begin to radiate efficiently at higher frequencies.

A second MFN using a 100MHz-1GHz lumped element 90° hybrid design according to [7] was evaluated using the AWR design environment [8]. The reason to create this second MFN is to eliminate the two separate frequency bands of the previous MFN. To create the 90° hybrid a second order cascade [7] is scaled to 100MHz-1GHz and connected as shown in Fig. 3 to the measured data for the commercially available 180° hybrids. Fig. 9 shows the broadband 90° hybrid prototype consisting of two center tapped coupled inductors. The coupled inductors of this lumped circuit act as an analog to coupled lines in distributed circuits. To fabricate the circuit two separate magnetic toroid cores are required with two sets of bifilar windings on each core. The exact number of turns and overlap is dependent on the frequency range of choice (inductance value), the core material, and the magnet wire.
Fig. 8. WoW at 30° from broadside of a 0.5 m diameter four-armed spiral fed by the analog low-band BFN (100-500 MHz), by the analog high-band BFN (500-1000 MHz), and by an ideal BFN.

Fig. 9. Ideal lumped element model of second order cascade 90° hybrid prototype. Equations for circuit values can be found in [7].

Using the design lumped element 90° the MFN is simulated to find the input match and isolation (Fig. 10), magnitude misbalance (Fig. 11), and phase difference (Fig. 12). The isolation is improved over the previous MFN only for the low frequency band (less than 500MHz). An important note here is that from this data it can be concluded that the isolation between the two input ports is heavily reliant on the 90° as opposed to the 180° hybrids because the isolation changes completely with the same 180° hybrids.

Fig. 11 shows the magnitude misbalance of the updated MFN is less than 0.8dB across the entire 100-1000GHz band. As with the previous misbalances the ports sharing a 180° hybrid have better misbalance which is to be expected because the two hybrids are identical. The difference here is that the majority of this misbalance is incurred in the 180° hybrid as the ideal 90° hybrid has a maximum misbalance of 0.4dB. An important point to remember is that the output magnitudes for this
beamformer are misleading because there is no loss in the 90° hybrid. However, the fabricated misbalance will be close to the same value because the loss should be equivalent for each path through the hybrids.

Fig. 10. Input reflection coefficient and isolation for new lumped element MFN. Isolation definition same as Fig. 4.

Fig. 11. Designed lumped element MFN magnitude misbalance with respect to the through port.

Phase difference for this is much improved over the previous design with a maximum of 6° from Fig. 12. Like the magnitude misbalance this plot shows that the biggest misbalances occur between outputs that don’t share a 180° hybrid (ports 3 and 4 in this case). This is directly tied to the lumped element design because that hybrid has less than 1° of phase misbalance. When fabricated this would increase, but from the results in [7] a typical phase difference is 3°.

For the purpose of comparison in the discussion section the first analog MFN that has two bands and is constructed entirely from commercially available hybrids will be referred to as A-1. The second hybrid constructed from the broadband lumped element 90° hybrid and the pulsar 180° hybrid will be referred to as A-2.
Fig. 12. Designed lumped element MFN phase difference for adjacent ports (90° only).

4. Digital Modeformer

The appeal of a digital beamformer is that all the data is stored as samples and can be manipulated without any loss. The mode 1 operation of a 4-arm antenna requires four signals, one at each of the following phases 0, 90, 180, and 270°. In a digital system, it is very easy to produce a 180° phase shift. With the simple assumption that the signal is a sine wave centered around zero then the negative of that signal is also the 180° phase shift. The simplest method to negate a digital sample is to negate all the bits within the sample. With this 180° shift capability of the digital system, we can create the four required phases from two inputs, one at 0° and the other at 90°. Fig. 13 shows a possible realization of a beamformer using both analog and digital components. The analog components are the initial 90° phase shift block and the 4-arm antenna while the digital component is the FPGA. The interface between the digital and analog domains is carried out by utilizing analog to digital converters (ADC) and digital to analog converters (DAC).

Fig. 13. Analog/digital hybrid beamforming network.
ADCs sample an analog signal and convert it into a digital representation using a number of bits. For an 8-bit ADC there are \(2^8 = 256\) discrete values that can be represented. The ADC will specify an input voltage range for the analog signal which will then be equally divided into the 256 values. DACs perform the conversion in the opposite direction, i.e., from digital to analog domain. Each sequence of bits taken as an input into DAC is converted into an output analog signal within a specified range. FPGA is usually used to implement a user defined logic function, which makes it fairly easy to create a design where the FPGA can perform nearly any digital operation the user desires. For our purposes the FPGA is programmed with a design that reads data values from the ADC and then creates the two desired outputs for the DAC, one at 0° and the other at 180°. The other reason the FPGA is useful is its ability to do parallel operations, so we can have two chains of 180° phase shift as shown in Fig. 13.

The analog input is sampled at a constant rate to create a digital stream of 8-bit samples. The stream is then manipulated and output at the sampling frequency to recreate the 0° signal and produce the 180° signal. The sampling frequency plays a big role in the capability of the digital BFN because of the sampling theorem. The sampling theorem by Nyquist states that the maximum frequency present in an analog signal must be half the sampling frequency in order to have an accurate representation of the signal in the digital domain.

![Fig. 14. Digital BFN magnitude misbalances.](image)

The beamforming system shown in Fig. 13 was built and tested using a sampling frequency of 500MHz. The analog hybrid has bandwidth of 100-500MHz, so the effective range of the hybrid BFN is from 100-250MHz. Fig. 14 shows the magnitude misbalance of the system over a range of frequencies that includes the effective range. As seen, about 1dB amplitude misbalance is obtained. This variation could theoretically be removed by using the FPGA to multiply up the amplitude by a correction factor which is frequency dependent. Fig. 15 shows the phase misbalances between the different phases. As seen, a fairly large drift between phases is obtained. This result is caused by the unequal routing on the fabricated printed circuit board (PCB). The electrical length of the traces carrying clock signal is slightly different for each of the DAC chips, thus leading to a small linear phase between the channels. A
A closer look at the graphs shows several spikes in the plots at certain frequencies, which are likely due to the chosen sampling frequency.

![Graph showing phase differences](image)

Fig. 15. Digital BFN phase misbalances.

### 5. Digital/Analog Comparison

Comparing the digital BFN to the analog BFN shows that the digital system performs better as far as magnitude misbalance, but the phase misbalance of the analog system is superior. From Fig. 5 and Fig. 14 the magnitude misbalance is ±2dB for the analog system compared with ±1dB for the digital system. It is important to notice that the performance of the digital BFN is also heavily influenced by the quality of the analog hybrid. At the moment, the digital realization of a frequency independent 90° hybrid counterpart is under development and when realized it will significantly improve the performance of the digital beamformer. Fig. 6 and Fig. 15 show that the analog BFN is better for phase misbalance with 90°±8° while the digital BFN is 90°±28°. Layout of the digital board is a likely cause for most of the phase distortion and can be mitigated with greater care on phase matching on the PCB.

One of the other big differences between the analog and digital BFNs is that the analog is completely passive while the digital is active. The digital BFN shown here consumes approximately 10 W. While this needed power may be undesirable in some applications, it also enables enhanced range of system level capabilities. Specifically, the FPGA allows us to have intelligence within the BFN, so we can control a number of things such as the manipulation of various waveforms, control the system operation over a serial communications link, etc.

### 6. Discussion

In order to evaluate the errors of the discussed MFNs a prototype spiral antenna is designed and fabricated. Fig. 16 shows the antenna geometry as a whole (left) and the transition region (right). Archimedean growth was used in the transition region on the top layer to create a four turn spiral with a four to one metal to slot ratio \((a = 0.873 \text{ mm/rad})\). The increased metal to slot ratio is used to reduce the nominal impedance...
over a self-complementary structure. The tight wrap is employed to provide enough length for impedance matching at lower frequencies. Equiangular growth is used for the final turn of the spiral, which is self-complementary (\(a = 0.336\)). Future antenna miniaturization was in mind with this section so the loose wrap creates ample space for termination treatments. The antenna was fabricated using 62.5mil FR4 and its final diameter was 16.5\".

Fig. 16. Fabricated spiral antenna geometry. Full spiral geometry (left) and magnified transition region (left) images.

To provide validation for the simulated results the antenna was measured and the results for mode 1 VSWR were compared as shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Modal VSWR for simulated and measured antenna.
VSWR is less than three to one for \( f > 1.25f_0 \), and there is solid agreement between the two methods. Simulated data assumes an infinite dielectric, which creates some discrepancies with the measurements. Also there is some measurement error from the feed bundle and the imperfect absorber used.

In addition to the VSWR the far-field of the antenna was simulated using the three MFNs discussed as well an ideal MFN. For the far-field data the simulated results were scaled such that \( f_0 \) corresponds to 100MHz which is the low frequency cut-off of all the MFNs. Average axial ratio at broadside is reported in Table 1 to emphasize the effect of the MFN on the purity of the spiral patterns. The ideal data has the best axial ratio across all frequencies at less than 0.008dB. A self-complementary spiral ideally has 0dB axial ratio at broadside, so these small values come from mesh asymmetries and the transition region. The digital MFN shows the worst result, which is directly related to the large phase difference seen in Fig. 15. Of the two analog MFNs the axial ratio for A-2 is reduced for all frequencies because the magnitude misbalance and phase difference are lower.

Fig. 18 shows the co- and cross-polarized gain at \( \phi = 0^\circ \) for the four antennas at three different frequencies for the mode 1 spiral. Co-polarized gain is relatively unaffected by the misbalances produced from the MFNs. However, the cross-polarization level, especially at broadside, is increased for all three nonideal MFNs. This is illustrated prominently in Fig. 18(b), and the effect is minimal at higher frequencies. A-2 shows the closest to ideal performance over all frequencies because the misbalances for this MFN are the smallest of all three.

In addition to the broadside axial ratio a cut at \( \theta = 30^\circ \) is studied to evaluate the pattern symmetry or WoW. Table 2 shows the WoW \( \theta = 30^\circ \) at for frequencies from one to eight times \( f_0 \). The table shows that the WoW is increased over the ideal case; however, the increase in WoW only reaches 1.6dB in the worst MFN. This result mirrors the axial ratio data with the increased imbalances created increased WoW. For all the MFNs the WoW is increasing as the frequency increases because of the higher order modes radiating more efficiently at higher frequencies.

Fig. 19 shows the co-polarized gain patterns for the four MFNs at \( \theta = 30^\circ \). It is important in these plots to recognize the scale changes. The three scales are (a) 0.5-0.75dB, (b) 1.5-2dB, and (c) 2-4dB. The scales are changed so that the imperfections of each pattern can be clearly seen for all four MFNs. From these patterns it is easy to see that the nonideal MFNs are increasing the WoW, and again the digital (shown only in the first two patterns) is the worst.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( f/f_0 )</th>
<th>Ideal</th>
<th>A-1</th>
<th>A-2</th>
<th>Digital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Average axial ratio in dB at broadside.
Fig. 18. Theta cuts for antenna far-field for four MFNs show co- and cross-polarizations over a 40dB range. The three patterns are for (a) $f = f_0$, (b) $f = 2f_0$, and (c) $f = 8f_0$. In each plot the nonideal patterns are shown in the top half-circle and the ideal case is shown in the bottom half. The final plot (c) does not contain digital data because the digital MFN is valid only up to $f = 2.5f_0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f/f_0$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ideal</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>1.585</td>
<td>1.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>1.137</td>
<td>1.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digital</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>1.137</td>
<td>1.268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. WoW for $\theta = 30^\circ$ in dB.
Fig. 19. Phi cuts for antenna far-field for four MFNs showing co-polarization over three different gain ranges. The three patterns are for (a) $f = f_0$, (b) $f = 2f_0$, and (c) $f = 8f_0$. The final plot (c) does not contain digital data because the digital MFN is valid only up to $f = 2.5f_0$.

From the two pattern figures as well as the tables it again must be emphasized that the MFN has a significant impact on the pattern quality and its design and performance are critical. Also from this data it can be seen that not only does the A-2 hybrid cover the entire band with one MFN it has better performance that the commercially available version. Future improvements in digital MFN will further reduce the misbalances and thus enhance the overall pattern stability.
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Abstract: A reflector impulse radiating antenna (IRA), which can handle a 20 kV impulse input signal, is proposed. The proposed antenna consists of a parabolic reflector, a wideband strip-line balun, and two pairs of feed arms with ground plane. A diameter of the reflector is 1600 mm, and a ratio of focus and diameter (F/D) is 0.38. The proposed strip-line balun can be easily designed and fabricated to avoid the voltage breakdown. The balanced signal fed at the feed arms goes through the balun and then terminated by resistors at the edge of reflector. The feed arms are comprised of two pairs by designing the reflector effectively. The impedance bandwidth (VSWR < 2.5) of the proposed antenna is 1715 MHz (285 - 2000 MHz, 150 %) and its peak gain at boresight (θ = 0 °) is about 17.4 dBi at 1500 MHz.

1. Introduction

Since damage on electronic device by electromagnetic pulse (EMP) was known in 1960s, a research about electronic weapon using high-amplitude electromagnetic pulse (HEMP)
has been begun [1]. For transmitting HEMP to specific direction, high-power electromagnetic source and antenna have been studied [2]. The design of the antenna using the HEMP source is approached by two aspects. The first aspect is a capacity of a high power related to a dielectric breakdown. If the breakdown occurs, a radiation efficiency is decreased and then a reflected power, which generated by the breakdown, can destroy the source. To prevent the breakdown in HEMP system, it is important to consider a material and its dielectric breakdown voltage. The second aspect is a wideband operation with a high gain. The operating frequency of an antenna is wideband because the short rise-time signal, like an impulse, has wideband characteristic in frequency domain. When the rise-time of a Gaussian impulse signal is 500 ps, an energy level of the signal is concentrated on between DC and 1.5 GHz in frequency domain. Therefore, the operation frequency of the antenna covers at least above 1.5 GHz. To obtain these characteristics such as high power handling capacity, wideband operation, and high gain, TEM horn antennas [3], dielectric lens antennas [4], and impulse radiating antennas (IRAs) [5] have been researched. Although the reflector IRAs have been much more interested because of their higher gain, they need a wideband balun as well as a high power and wideband balun. Since a twin coaxial balun (TCB), which needs a 100 Ω coaxial cable, is used for IRAs in general [6], a customized 100 Ω coaxial cable or a conventional 95 Ω cable is used. In this work, the reflector IRA, which is fed by a strip-line balun instead of a TCB, is proposed to transmit a 20 kV impulse signal (rise-time = 500 ps). The proposed strip-line balun designed based on the TCB can achieve a 100 Ω line easily and build a splitter into the strip-line. In addition, the strip-line can handle higher voltage than the coaxial cable in the same dimension. The proposed IRA has mainly two parts. One part is the radiating elements and the parabolic reflector composed of a pair of feed arms and terminated by resistors. The diameter of reflector is 1600 mm (D) and the ratio of focus and diameter is 0.38 (F/D). Another part is the strip-line balun consisted of strip-line filled with the Teflon.

2. Radiating Elements Design

The reflector IRA can transmit the impulse signal with a high gain by locating V-type traveling antenna at a focus of parabolic reflector [7], [8]. Figure 1(a) and (b) show IRA structures having a pair of feed arms whose input impedance is 400Ω. The design concept of IRA feed arm is based on a biconical vee antenna [8], [9]. Structures of two
feed arms can be approximately derived from an equation (1), which indicates characteristic impedance of two parallel transmission lines [10],

\[ Z_0 \approx 120 \sqrt{\frac{\mu_r}{\varepsilon_r}} \ln \frac{s}{a} = 276 \sqrt{\frac{\mu_r}{\varepsilon_r}} \log \frac{s}{a} \]  

(1)

where the \( \mu_r \) is a relative permeability and the \( \varepsilon_r \) is a relative permittivity of the material. The \( s \) is a distance between the two lines and \( a \) is a radius of line. Therefore the impedance of feed arms is 400 \( \Omega \) when the ratio of \( s \) and \( a \) is 28.1. In case of Figure 1 (b), the characteristic impedance of the coplanar feed arms can be approximately equal to the characteristic impedance of conical feed arms when \( a_e \) is 4\( a \), where the \( a_e \) is the width of coplanar feed arm that is design to reduce an aperture blockage [8]. Each feed arm for both Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) is terminated by a resistor (200 \( \Omega \)). In addition, the length of the gap for feed arms is 30 mm in order to handle a 20 kV impulse signal without a breakdown in air (30 kV/cm) [11]. Figure 2 shows the simulated [12] antenna performances with varying overall dimension of IRA having a pair of coplanar feed arms (see Figure 1(b)) when it maintains the input impedance of 400 \( \Omega \) and the F/D of 0.38. Figure 2(a) shows that three different sizes of antennas are designed so that the VSWR is less than 2.5. Figure 2(b) shows the relative terminated power which is the ratio of the power at resistors of each feed to the input power, and Figure 2(c) shows the antenna efficiencies. It is noticed that while most power is consumed by resistors in the lower frequency band, the radiated power is much more dominant in the higher frequency band. Also, the radiated power is increased as the antenna size becomes larger.

3. Structure of Proposed IRA

Figure 3 shows the overall view of the proposed antenna with dimensions. In general, two pairs of feed arms are used in order to design the reflector effectively and match the impedance efficiently between output of the balun and the input of the feed arms [5], [10]. Each pair of feed arms is crossed at an angle (\( \alpha \)) of 90 degrees. The proposed strip-line balun is located at center of two pairs of feed arms. In this location, the ground plane acts as the ground for the balun. In addition, it does reduce the cross polarized field of feed arms. Figure 4 shows a structure of the proposed strip-line balun. The strip-line of balun
is located between two ground planes and the strip-line is filled with Teflon ($\varepsilon_r = 2.08$, 900 kV/cm). A height of the strip-line is 10 mm, and two ground planes are shorted by the metal wall ($W_3 = 40$ mm, $W_4 = 20$ mm). The 50 $\Omega$ line, which is input part of the balun ($W_1 = 8.75$ mm), is divided into two 100 $\Omega$ lines (line 1 and line 2, $W_2 = 2.28$ mm) by a splitter. By shorting the strip line 2 and the ground of strip line 1, the balance signal is generated between the strip line 1 and the ground of strip line, so that its output impedance becomes 200 $\Omega$. Ground plane and metal wall of two 100 $\Omega$ lines are partially covered with a ferrite material to reduce a current on the exterior of 100 $\Omega$ line ground [6]. Figure 5 shows the connection between the input parts of feed arms and the output part of the balun. The distance of gap of input of feed arms was initially designed with 30 mm for handling 20 kV. However the distance of gap of proposed antenna becomes 40 mm after placing a 10 mm height of the balun. Then, the gap between the ground plane and the input part of the feed arms is 15 mm. Figure 6 shows the fabricated antenna. The antenna shown in Figure 6 used the parabolic reflector of the commercial satellite antenna ($D = 1600$ mm, $F/D = 0.38$) to cover the lower frequency below 300 MHz. The resistors between the feed arms and the reflector are the metal film resistors (200 $\Omega$, 2 Watts), and they are arrayed by seven strings [11].

4. Simulation and Experiment Results

Figure 7 shows the simulated results of the proposed antenna by using CST’s MWS simulator [12]. It is noticed that while the power below 300 MHz is almost consumed by resistors, the power above 300 MHz is mostly radiated before the input signal arrives at resistors. In these simulation results, the balun structure is omitted from the proposed antenna because the size of the problem is too big to get accurate results. Figure 8 shows the measured result of the proposed strip-line balun by the back-to-back balun measurement [13]. The measured results indicate that the balun is fairly operated from 200 to 1600 MHz. Figure 9 shows the measured return loss of the proposed antenna including the strip-line balun. The measured impedance bandwidth ranges from 285 to 2000 MHz under VSWR < 2.5. Figure 10 shows the simulated radiation patterns in the y-z plane. Figure 11 shows the simulated and measured gains on the boresight ($\theta = 0^\circ$) from 200 to 2000 MHz.
5. Conclusion

The reflector IRA having a simple balun structure is proposed. To handle 20 kV impulse signal, the length of the air gap between the input part of the feed arms and the ground plane is maintained by 15 mm, and Teflon is used for the balun. The proposed reflector IRA has wide bandwidth (285 - 2000 MHz, VSWR < 2.5) and high gain (17.4 dBi at 1500 MHz). Its overall size is 620 mm × 1600 mm × 1600 mm. In the future, the accurate measured results of the proposed antenna may be available, and this antenna will be improved to get the broader band operation, higher gain, and higher power handling capability.
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Figure 1. Radiating Elements of IRA Having a Pair of Feed Arms; (a) Conical Feed Arms, (b) Coplanar Feed Arms

\[ \frac{s}{a} = 28.1, \quad Z_0 = 400 \, \Omega \]

\[ \frac{s}{a_e} = \frac{28.1}{4} \approx 7, \quad Z_0 = 400 \, \Omega \]

Figure 2 (a). Simulated Return Losses with Varying Overall Dimension of IRA Having a Pair of Coplanar Feed Arms

Figure 2 (a). Simulated Return Losses with Varying Overall Dimension of IRA Having a Pair of Coplanar Feed Arms
Figure 2 (b). Simulated Relative Terminated Powers with Varying Overall Dimension of IRA Having a Pair of Coplanar Feed Arms

Figure 2 (c). Simulated Efficiencies with Varying Overall Dimension of IRA Having a Pair of Coplanar Feed Arms
Figure 3. Overall View of Proposed Antenna

Figure 4 (a). Top and Side View of Strip-line Balun
Figure 4 (b). Detailed View of Strip-line Balun

Figure 4 (c). Output Part of Strip-line Balun
Figure 5. Connection between Input Parts of Feed Arms and Output Part of Balun

R = 200 Ω

F = 608

D = 1600

(a)
Figure 6. Photograph of Fabricated Antenna; (a) Overall view, (b) Seven Strings Resistors, (c) Input of Feed Arms and Output of Strip-line Balun

Figure 7. Simulated Return Loss and Relative Terminated Power of Proposed Antenna
Figure 8. Measured Insertion Loss and Phase Difference of Proposed Strip-line Balun

Figure 9. Measured Return Loss of Proposed Antenna
Figure 10. Simulated Radiation Patterns (y-z plane) at; (a) 200 - 500 MHz, (b) 600 - 900 MHz, (c) 1000 - 2000 MHz

Figure 11. Antenna Gains on boresight (θ = 0°)
Wide-Band Dual Patch Aperture Coupled Antenna
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Abstract

An aperture coupled dual patch microstrip antenna is designed with a geometry that greatly enhances its bandwidth. The achieved bandwidth is 73% and 80% for standing wave ratio of 1.5:1 and 2.0:1, respectively. To reduce the size of the antenna, a 0.062-inch thick FR-4 fiberglass is used as a substrate material for both patches. However, Rogers Duroid 5880 was used for aperture and feed line substrate material. The design uses poplar wood to hold the three dielectric sheets together. Application of this antenna is for ultrawideband radar. The antennas may become elements of a physical array of receivers in order to form a cross-range aperture.

1. Introduction

Without a doubt, a microstrip patch antenna is very attractive for many applications because of its low cost, simplicity in fabrication, and conformability. To design a wide-band patch antenna, many researchers have used an aperture to excite a patch or stacked patches [1-6]. For stacked patches, a parasitic element is placed above a lower patch. For this type of design, a bandwidth of 30 – 35% was achieved [7]. In addition, a near resonant aperture with a thick antenna substrate can provide similar performance [8-10]. By using a radiating aperture and dual stacked patches, 69% impedance bandwidth (VSWR of less than 2:1) was achieved. However, VSWR of 1.5:1 bandwidth was 21% [11].

There were a few different approaches reported in exciting the aperture [11-12], however dual offset feed lines were used in this effort. For antenna-element substrate material, 0.062-inch thick fiberglass material was used to reduce the antenna size, while Rogers Duroid 5880 was used as feed line substrate material. The design employs Poplar wood to maintain the gap between them.

As a first step, dual feed line and an aperture on opposite sides of the substrate material was modeled. After fine-tuning the transmission line width, the aperture length and width were adjusted to tune the low end of the desired frequency band. Subsequently, a patch was added and the air gap between the patch and feed layer was adjusted for which the return loss and the desired frequency band were optimized. Upon completion of adjustment, a second patch was added on top of the first patch with an air gap in between them. Results of these efforts are delineated in the following section. Two prototypes were fabricated and their performances are reported in the following sections.
2. Design Procedure

A customer placed a stringent limitation on the antenna size. Therefore, I made a decision to use FR-4 fiberglass as an antenna substrate. The dielectric constant of the FR-4 that I used in computation was 4.4, and the loss tangent was 0.02. These values are frequently used by many researchers and are used by HFSS software [13]. On the other hand, a fiberglass manufacturer posted its value as 5.2 measured at 1 MHz and the dissipation factor as 0.025 also measured at the 1 MHz. For aperture and feed line substrate material, Rogers Duroid 5880 was used to minimize loss within the feed structure. The dielectric constant of the Duroid 5880 is 2.2 measured at 10 GHz, and the loss tangent is 0.0009 also measured at 10 GHz [14].

A relatively thin dielectric material, 0.0094 wavelength at the highest frequency (1.8 GHz), was used as the antenna substrate. A positive aspect of using the thin dielectric material is improvement in the surface wave efficiency, which Targonski et al described in [11]. One possible drawback of using the thin dielectric material can be the slight warping of the material when fabricated, which would probably happen when these antenna elements are put together using Poplar wood. It may have reduced the impedance bandwidth a little, but I did not verify it because of difficulty in correcting the problem. To check the severity of warpage, the antenna was placed on a flat surface. Then, the heights of antenna elements were measured at three places, two edges and the center. The difference of height between the edges and the center portion of each element was on average 0.024 inch and 0.007 inch, for Duroid 5880 and the FR-4 material, respectively. The fiberglass is very stiff, but the Duroid material is fairly flexible. The dielectric material was about 7.7 inches wide. However, the 0.024 inches is about 0.002 wavelengths at 1 GHz, which may have a negligible effect.

The design was started by calculating the width of the microstrip line for 100 ohm and 50 ohm for 0.062” thick material and the dielectric constant of 2.2. The line widths were adjusted to 1.2mm and 4.8mm after the computer simulations As briefly mentioned in introduction, the dual offset feed line was used, and Targonski et al [11] reported details of the design. The two parallel sections of the 100-ohm line are 57.4 mm long, when measured from the corner to the end (see figure 1). The other section of the 100-ohm line, perpendicular to the parallel 100-ohm line is 98.8 mm long when measured from inner edges of the 100-ohm parallel transmission lines. A single stub is used on the 50-ohm line to optimize impedance matching. The stub is located -50 mm from the center of the aperture (to left in the figure 1) and is 4 mm long. A quarter-wave matching transformer is not used as part of a power splitter between the 50-ohm line and 100-ohm line because of the lack of room to add it. The whole transmission line is shifted 2 mm to the left in reference to the center of the aperture as shown in Figure 1.

To avoid complications, the first model had transmission lines and a ground plane on opposite sides of the Duroid 5880, 182 mm by 150 mm and 1.57 mm thick, with an aperture as shown in Figure 1. The desired minimum frequency range for a SWR of 2:1 or less was from 0.75 GHz to 1.25 GHz. The initial aperture size was 10 mm by 152 mm. It was placed at the center of the dielectric material at the center portion of the ground plane. The starting length was determined by choosing a nominally short 10 mm. The width of the aperture was chosen as 1.5 times the ½ wavelength in dielectric material at the desired center frequency of 1 GHz. Figure 2 shows the return loss of the model, and its resonant frequency at around 0.79 GHz. Figure 3 exhibits
impedance locus in the Smith chart. The trace starts at 0.6 GHz, at the top-left and ends at 1.0 GHz.

Next, a patch was added on top of the aperture using 0.062-inch thick FR-4 dielectric material. The initial length of the patch was 100 mm, which is ½ of the wavelength in dielectric material at the desired center frequency of 1 GHz. The initial width of the patch was 150 mm. Won-Gyu Jang and Jae-Hoon Choi used the air gap on their multiband aperture-stacked patch antenna design [15]. The height of the air gap between the feed layer and the patch was 24 mm. Figure 4 shows two small loops in the Smith chart that indicate presence of some mutual coupling between the aperture and the patch.

A second patch was then added on top of the first patch. The initial air gap between the first and second patches was 24 mm; the same distance between the feed layer and the first patch. Figure 5 is the computed impedance trace in the Smith chart of the dual patch aperture coupled antenna. As shown in tables 1 and 2, the computed and measured SWR bandwidths are very similar. Figure 6 shows the computed and measured SWR of the aperture-coupled antenna with dual patch.

3. Front to Back Ratio, Gain and Radiation Patterns

Since the application of the antenna is for radar, Back radiation needs to be minimized. To accomplish that, a reflector was placed by following the steps provided by Won-Gyu Jang et al [15]. The 4 mm wide and 98 mm long reflector was placed 70 mm below the feed line. To probe further, another reflector was added. The front to back ratio was calculated for the following configurations: (1) Two reflectors were placed just below the parallel portions of the 100-ohm transmission line, and (2) two reflectors were placed equally spaced within the dielectric material. The size of the each reflector is the same as that of the single reflector. The results are tabulated in tables three to six, and are graphed in Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the measured and computed realized-peak gain as a function of frequency from 0.75 GHz to 1.75 GHz. The computed realized-peak gains are higher than the measured gain. A possible cause of the discrepancy is that the dielectric constants and the loss tangent data used in the simulation were not a function of frequency.

Figure 10 shows the measured radiation pattern of E plane at 1.05 GHz. Figure 11 displays the measured radiation pattern of H plane at 1.05 GHz. These patterns were measured near the desired frequency of 1 GHz. However, radiation patterns change as a function of frequency.

4. Conclusion

This paper presented a very broadband aperture coupled dual patch antenna. Dual offset feed lines were used to feed the aperture. The measured bandwidth of the antenna was significantly higher than the previously reported microstrip patch antenna. The SWR of 1.5:1 was especially higher at 73%. Through computation, it showed that the two reflectors work much better than the single or no reflectors in improving front to back ratio.
Table 1. Measured SWR of Antenna Number 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWR</th>
<th>Low Freq.</th>
<th>High Freq.</th>
<th>center freq.</th>
<th>BW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:01</td>
<td>7.64E+08</td>
<td>1.79E+09</td>
<td>1.28E+09</td>
<td>80.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>7.85E+08</td>
<td>1.69E+09</td>
<td>1.24E+09</td>
<td>73.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Computed SWR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWR</th>
<th>Low Freq.</th>
<th>High Freq.</th>
<th>center freq.</th>
<th>BW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:01</td>
<td>7.50E+08</td>
<td>1.75E+09</td>
<td>1.25E+09</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>7.73E+08</td>
<td>1.67E+09</td>
<td>1.22E+09</td>
<td>73.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Computed front to back ratio (H field) of aperture coupled dual patch antenna without a reflector. Dot dashed green line represents the data in figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency, GHz</th>
<th>Front, dB</th>
<th>Back, dB</th>
<th>Front/back ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>-1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>-2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>-5.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Computed front to back ratio (H field) of aperture coupled dual patch antenna with a reflector. Solid blue line represents the data in figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency, GHz</th>
<th>Front, dB</th>
<th>Back, dB</th>
<th>Front/back ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>-2.69</td>
<td>12.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>-4.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Computed front to back ratio (H field) of aperture coupled dual patch antenna with two reflectors equally spaced. Short dashed pink line represents the data in figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency, GHz</th>
<th>Front, dB</th>
<th>Back, dB</th>
<th>Front/back ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>11.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>-3.76</td>
<td>14.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>10.63</td>
<td>-3.93</td>
<td>14.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>10.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Computed front to back ratio (H field) of aperture coupled dual patch antenna with two reflectors placed just below the parallel 100-ohm transmission line. Dashed black line represents the data in figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency, GHz</th>
<th>Front, dB</th>
<th>Back, dB</th>
<th>Front/back ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>10.34</td>
<td>-2.57</td>
<td>12.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>-6.49</td>
<td>17.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>11.02</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>7.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>-2.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. A top view of the HFSS model is shown with the aperture. The feed lines are on the surface of the Duroid 5880. The aperture size is 10 mm by 145 mm and is located at the center of the ground plane.

Figure 2. Simulated return loss of the model shown in figure 1. The resonant frequency of the model shown in figure 1 is 0.79 GHz, near the low end of the operating frequency range.
Figure 3. Simulated impedance locus is shown on the Smith chart from 0.6 GHz to 1 GHz. Starting point is at the top at 0.6 GHz for the model shown in figure 1 without any antenna elements.

Figure 4. Computed impedance locus of the patch antenna fed by an aperture. Presence of two loops indicate mutual coupling between the aperture and the patch. The resonance occurs at 0.96 GHz and 1.68 GHz. The aperture size is 12 mm by 88 mm, and the patch size is 95.3 mm by 145 mm. The patch dielectric material is 0.062-inch thick FR-4 fiberglass.
Figure 5. Impedance trace of the aperture coupled antenna in the Smith chart with dual patch.

Figure 6. Computed and measured SWR of the aperture-coupled antenna with dual patch. Solid blue line is the computed results, black dashed line is the measured SWR of antenna no.1, and red dashed line is antenna no.2.
Figure 7. Exploded view the aperture-coupled dual patch antenna is shown with two reflectors.

Figure 8. Computed front to back ratio is shown as a function of frequency. Dot dashed green line represents no reflector, solid blue line represents single reflector, Short dashed pink line represents two reflectors equally spaced, and dashed black line represents two reflectors just below the parallel portion of the 100-ohm transmission line.
Figure 9. Computed realized gain curve, dashed line in pink and measured gain curve, blue in solid line. No reflectors are present.

Figure 10. Measured E plane radiation pattern at 1.05 GHz.
Figure 11. Measured H plane radiation pattern at 1.05 GHz.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The increasing congestion of the radio frequency spectrum, by the addition of new bands and applications, has lead to growing interest in controlling antenna performance in the frequency domain. Whilst there has always been a need to achieve a certain bandwidth in a typical antenna requirement, and in some cases to achieve frequency agility, there are now increasing examples where band switching and the inclusion of stop bands are necessary. For example, many configurations have been developed to place a stop band at WLAN and Wi-Fi frequencies, between 5 and 6 GHz, in ultra wideband antennas, operating from 3 to 10 GHz, for short range high capacity communications systems, [1,2,3]. Mobile phone handsets are increasingly making use of the chassis as the radiating element, in which switched external matching circuits can be quickly reconfigured to meet the needs of multi-standard demands, [4,5,6]. The concept of cognitive radio takes multiple standard operation further by incorporating spectrum search functions into radios thus giving them the potential to select their own band of operation, with interference controlled by strict operating protocols, [7,8,9]. Thus frequency control and reconfiguration is an increasingly important theme in much current research on small antennas for personal communications. However to the authors knowledge there has been little published on the frequency reconfiguration of other very wideband antennas.

In this study two types of very wideband antennas have been examined, to assess their suitability for frequency reconfiguration. One, the Vivaldi, represents the class of frequency independent antennas, whilst the log periodic, as its name implies consists of many conventional antenna elements with size scaling. The two types demonstrate different approaches to frequency band control. In the first, it is necessary to introduce resonators whilst in the second switching of the radiating elements can be performed. The two methods of course imply that the control will be of a switched nature between well
defined bands of operation, although fine tuning can be achieved by devices such as varactor diodes. The underlying issues in both types, is the minimization of the number of control elements needed, and the resultant degree of control achieved. In the latter assessment it is appropriate to use filter terminology, such as pass band loss, roll off at band edge and out of band isolation.

2 RECONFIGURABLE VIVALDI ANTENNAS

2.1 Switched Gaps in Slot Edge

In a conventional tapered slot Vivaldi antenna, the wide band action arises due to progressive radiation along the slot, where radiation at high frequencies occurs closer to the slot throat and lower frequencies further from the throat and closer to the wider part of the slot. In this study we show how coupling resonators to gaps in the slot edge affects the radiation properties at frequencies corresponding to the position of the gap and resonator, whilst leaving other frequencies unaffected. In this way it is thus possible to ‘switch off’ parts of the band. Fig. 1 shows the proposed antenna structure, [10]. The Vivaldi without gaps and rings has a bandwidth of about 2 to 8 GHz. The edges of the tapered slot have eight ring slots, connected through gaps which can be open or short circuited. The single rings at the high and low frequency ends of the taper form high and low stop filters, and are used to give operation in the low and high parts of the band respectively. The central section has two coupled slots which form a band pass filter, which can be used to give operation in the middle part of the band. The tapered slot and the feeding line is located on Taconic TLY-5 substrate which has $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$ and $\tan\delta = 0.0009$. The substrate size is $L = 70\text{mm} \times W = 72\text{mm} \times h = 0.787\text{mm}$. The antenna length $D = 60\text{mm}$ and the aperture size $H = 40.6\text{mm}$. The tapered slot consists of a circular slot stub with radius 2.3mm and an elliptical shape with horizontal and vertical radius = 20mm and 40mm respectively. The tapered slot is fed with a $W_f = 2.75\text{mm}$ wide feed line terminated in a $R_f = 5.1\text{mm}$ radius quarter circle. The ring slots each have an inner and outer radius of 3mm and 5mm respectively.

A wideband operation is achieved when all ring slots are disconnected from the tapered slot, by short circuiting the gaps in the slot edge, providing a smooth flow of current through the tapered profile. To provide a sub band operation around 7.4 GHz, the two uppermost gaps are open circuited, hence creating a low frequency stop band. On the other hand, when the two lowermost ring slots are connected to the tapered slot by open circuiting the gaps in the edge, a high frequency stop band is created, in this case giving a sub band operation around 2.5 GHz. A 5 GHz sub band operation is achieved by open circuiting the four rings in the middle of the tapered slot.
Metal bridges size 2mm x 2mm have been used as an approximation of the switching devices, in both the simulation and in the measured antennas. The presence of a metal bridge represents the ON state and absence the OFF state. We believe this approximation provides an acceptable demonstration of the basic switching concept. The size of these bridges has also been chosen to be similar to typical electronic switch size. In the final version the bridges will be replaced by real RF switching devices.

Fig. 1 Vivaldi tapered slot antenna with switchable gaps in slot edge

Fig. 2 shows the measured return loss for the switchable slot tapered antenna. The return loss for wideband mode is less than 10dB over the 2.1 – 7.9GHz band. The return loss for the other three sub bands, around 2.5 GHz, 5 GHz and 7.4 GHz is less than 10dB. The measured gain is 4.94dBi at wideband mode (2.5 GHz), 4.46dBi at 2.5 GHz sub band mode, 3.39dBi at 5 GHz sub band mode and 3.72dBi at 7.4 GHz sub band mode. Out of band rejection in the 5 GHz sub-band case is worse than for the other sub-bands. Radiation patterns are in general well behaved, and there is a good agreement between the simulated and measured patterns.

A design methodology has also been developed by simulating the image parameters of each section of the tapered slot containing a ring slot. The attenuation-frequency plot derived gives a very good indication of the contribution of the ring to the overall antenna performance, and allows some optimising of the band positions. However interactions between the rings give rise to unwanted resonances that can be seen in the $S_{11}$ results. It is also expected that if a longer tapered slot antenna were used, then more resonators could be incorporated, giving better control of the pass bands, or finer stepping of the pass bands up through the overall bandwidth. As the switched gaps are effectively in a large ground plane, then switch bias isolation can be provided by narrow slits in the ground plane. Work is currently underway to design and construct an electronically switched version of the antenna.
Fig. 2  Measured frequency response ($S_{11}$) of the switchable tapered slot antenna.

- wideband, - 2.5GHz band, - 5GHz band, - 7.4GHz band

2.2 Coupled Resonators

An alternative method of controlling the bandwidth of the Vivaldi antenna is with microstrip line resonators placed across the tapered slot, printed on the reverse side of the substrate. Fig 3 shows a configuration that demonstrates the potential of this approach. The Vivaldi antenna is the same as is described in section 2.1 and has an overall bandwidth of around 2 to 8 GHz. The L shaped microstrip resonator has dimensions of 10 mm x 17 mm and a width of 0.2 mm. A varactor diode is placed 7 mm from the top of the resonator and the capacitance is changed from 1 pF to 0.001 pF. The simulation results in Fig 4 shows the $S_{11}$ achieved. It can be seen that a stop band is introduced whose centre frequency can be shifted from about 4.2 to 5.5 GHz. Below this frequency $S_{11}$ is little affected, but above it there are changes, in particular in the upper frequency of operation. It will also be noted that the capacitance values necessary to give this stop band control are very small compared to the variation of typical PIN diodes, and may thus be difficult to realise in this technology. However, the study demonstrates that stop band control can be achieved using coupled resonators, with relatively high Q factors compared to those achieved using gaps and ring resonators in section 2.1. Parametric studies of similar resonators at the same location on the tapered slot indicate that by changing the varactor position and resonator shape and length, stop bands can be created over wider bandwidths than shown here. However in general the Q factor of the stop band reduces as the frequency is increased, presumably due to radiation losses in the resonator itself. Further work will include study of the position of the resonator along the tapered slot line and the
design of the bias circuit, although it is expected to be possible to realise simply with microstrip components.

Fig 3 Varactor controlled resonator coupled to tapered slot in Vivaldi antenna (varactor is arrow shaped symbol on L shaped resonator)

Fig 4 Simulated S\textsubscript{11} of antenna of Fig 3
(contours are for various varactor capacitance in range 0.001 to 1 pF)

3 RECONFIGURABLE LOG PERIODIC ARRAYS

3.1 Dipole Array

Switches can be incorporated into a log periodic dipole array to reconfigure the band or bandwidth of operation, [11]. Fig 5 shows a schematic of a conventional
wideband printed log periodic dipole array which has been made reconfigurable by the inclusion of switches. One side of the transmission line and half of alternate dipoles are etched on the top side of the substrate and the rest on the under side. It is clear that the priority position for the switches is at the base of the dipoles. This then gives a transmission line that supports, in principle, an arbitrarily chosen set of dipoles. However, our simulations of such an array, in which we represent the switches with metal bridges as in section 2.1, indicate that this leads to rather poor control of the radiation pattern. This is primarily due to coupling to lower frequency dipoles beyond (or to the left in the figure) those switched on, both through the feed line and through radiation. In addition, when the high frequency dipoles are switched off to give low frequency operation, it is necessary to put harmonic traps in the low frequency dipoles to mismatch their higher harmonic resonances. These traps are shown on the 3 dipoles to the left in Fig 5 and consist of short lengths of open circuited two strip transmission line. We have also switched these traps off in the simulation and experiments, when required. The total number of switches for this 8 element array is 36. In a non-switched version of the array it is possible to feed with a coaxial cable at the high frequency end and attach the outer of the cable to the feed line to form a balun structure. In this case the switches in the feed line preclude this, and in our experimental arrays the coax was lead away from the substrate, in a plane perpendicular to the array plane. This was found to increase the radiated cross polarisation.

Fig. 5 Schematic of the wideband reconfigurable printed switched log periodic dipole array
Fig. 6 Measured return loss of the reconfigurable LPDA

(a) when one of the dipoles is switched on, (b) when groups of 3 dipoles are switched on

Fig 6 shows the measured return loss of the reconfigurable log periodic dipole array in two configurations. Firstly, in Fig 6a, all switches are off except those of a single dipole, and the seven curves are for dipoles 1 through 7. Because the length to width ratio of the dipoles changes down the array, the change in bandwidth seen in the figure is expected. It can also be noted that the return loss at frequencies higher than the dipole resonance is less than at lower frequencies. In filter terms this means that the out of band rejection is relatively poor above the pass band. The same phenomenon can be seen in Fig 6b, where groups of 3 dipoles are switched on. When less dipoles are switched in than would normally be in the array active region, then the directivity reduces. When only 1 element is switched in the nominally omnidirectional pattern is distorted and the cross polarisation increased. There are significant challenges in the design of switched log periodic arrays, not the least being the bias circuit. We are currently designing the
PIN diode version of the array shown, and hope to show some results at the conference. However, our studies so far show the potential performance of such an array.

### 3.2 Microstrip Patch Array

The problems of biasing many switches in the dipole array suggest that it may be easier to apply switches to a microstrip based array. In particular a configuration in which one switch can control each radiating element would seem to be ideal. The configuration shown in Fig 7 and 8 has the potential to do this, [12]. It consists of a log periodic patch array, with an expansion factor of 1.02. Each patch is coupled to a feed line through a slot aperture in a ground plane, and this should allow a single switch to be placed at the centre of the aperture. The 50Ω feed line and slot apertures are etched on a 0.787mm thick RT Duroid 5880 substrate with the dielectric constant of 2.2. The patches are printed on a similar 0.254mm thick substrate and spaced from the slots by a Rohacell foam with dielectric constants of 1.09 and thickness of 2mm. The patches are polarised at right angles to the array axis, in the same orientation as the conventional log periodic patch array, to allow simple feeding and spacing at half the feed line wavelength (with opposite offset in adjacent patches) to give a beam just off broadside. To get an analogous arrangement with aperture coupling the slots are oriented along the array length and the feed line must cross alternate slots from the opposite direction. The meandered feed results, as shown in Fig 7.

![Fig 7 Reconfigurable microstrip patch log periodic array](image)

![Fig 8 Cross section of reconfigurable microstrip patch log periodic array](image)
Because it is usual to terminate the array in a matched load, we have found efficiency an easier measure of the reconfiguration of the array, where efficiency is defined as $1 - |S_{11}|^2 - |S_{21}|^2$. Fig 9 thus shows the simulated efficiency, in a scale of 0 to 1.0, of the array of Fig 7. It can be seen that it operates efficiently from around 7 to 9.5 GHz. Fig 10 shows the efficiency when groups of five switches are open circuit with all other switches short circuit, and the groups are the first five, second five, etc. Switches in the simulation are represented by metal bridges of size 1 x 1 mm, placed across the centre of the slots. Simulated radiation patterns are on the whole well formed and show reasonable similarity with those at the same frequency from the non-switched array.

Fig 10 shows that some degree of frequency reconfiguration can be achieved, with four bands clearly seen, corresponding to the switched on patch groups. There are, however, ripples in the various bands which are very pronounced at low frequencies. The high frequency band has fewer ripples, but the roll off at the band edge is less strong. There are some features of the design that might account for these issues. Additional simulations indicate that a switch across the slot aperture does not completely switch off the patch, but some leakage around the switch occurs. Thus there is some low level excitation of the patches not in the desired group. Also, we have made no attempt to suppress higher order modes in the patches, and this will also give rise to patch excitation outside the desired band. There is a change in the impedance seen by the feed line when the switch is short circuited and this might be responsible for some of the ripples seen in the desired band. In the switched and non switched versions there is radiation from the feed line, which is independent of the switch states. Measures have been taken to screen the feed line, with some improvements. A prototype has been fabricated and results will be reported.
Fig 10 Simulated efficiency of switched log periodic patch array of Fig 7
(Different curves are for different groups of slots switched off, left hand peak - patches 1 to 5, next peak – patches 6-10, next peak – patches 11-15, right hand peak – patches 16-20)

4 CONCLUSIONS

Four different antennas configurations have been shown that allow reconfiguration of the band of operation. As the Vivaldi antenna has a continuous radiating structure, filtering elements are integrated with the structure, which, as expected, have relatively low quality factors. Examples are shown that change the wideband properties into narrower pass bands, located at various frequencies and that place narrow stop bands in the wide operating band. In the Vivaldi with gaps in the radiating edges coupled to ring slots, there are significant design difficulties due to the interactions between the rings. Nevertheless in the relatively simple example shown some degree of band switching is achieved. In the Vivaldi with a microstrip resonator coupled across the slot, narrow stop bands tunable across part of the band are demonstrated, with the prospect that additional resonators can extend the tuning band. One of the features of the log periodic arrays is the large number of control elements needed, and the search for simplifying configurations seems to be the primary challenge. In addition when parts of the array are switched out, the remaining parts do not necessarily operate in the same way, and caution is needed to achieve stable operation. In all types getting bias to the control elements is a challenge. Nevertheless, it is shown that reconfiguration of these antennas is possible and may result in antennas with system advantages.
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In an adaptive array setting, R.T. Compton Jr. and others demonstrated that pattern reconfigurable antennas can offer an added degree of freedom to mitigate the effects of grating nulls. This particular technique, which requires having antenna elements with specified beam tilts, seeks to maintain good output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) when the array element spacing is relatively large. However, the methodology only specifies the requirements of an additional antenna element based on prior knowledge of the original array elements, which can lead to a limited possible solution space. Thus, this particular approach does not fully leverage the capabilities of the available pattern reconfigurability. The present work focuses on exploring ways to overcome this limitation by utilizing radiation reconfigurable antennas in an adaptive array setting not only in terms of their beam tilting capability but their null-forming ability as well. Incorporating pattern variability in this way supports more flexibility in adaptive array processing. Results of inclusion of pattern reconfigurability into an adopted optimization routine will be demonstrated.

1. Introduction

Pattern reconfigurable antennas, as discussed in [1] along with a variety of other reconfigurable antenna types, possess an added degree of freedom that may enhance or expand system performance. Prior investigations, (e.g., [2-6]) have begun to examine the capabilities of pattern reconfigurable antennas with beam tilts. However, questions still remain about the capabilities and limitation of these antennas in phased arrays. One particular system wherein the inclusion of pattern reconfigurable antennas offers the potential to increase functionality is adaptive arrays.

In general, an adaptive array antenna system controls its pattern in response to the signal environment [7]. Such systems look to automatically sense and suppress the presence of interference noise sources (friendly or hostile) while simultaneously enhance desired signal reception without prior knowledge of the signal/interference environment. In an array setting composed of relatively large spaced elements grating nulls—spurious nulls that degrade overall system performance—can occur. Larger elemental spacing could
prove beneficial, however, due to reduced mutual coupling effects between elements and hence increase the effectiveness of devices that are more sensitive to mutual coupling in an array setting.

The work presented by the authors in [8, 9] introduces a method to mitigate grating nulls in a linear array comprised of antenna elements. This particular technique, which requires having antenna elements with specified beam tilts (the fundamental capabilities of pattern reconfigurable antennas), seeks to maintain good output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) when the array element spacing is relatively large. In a previous study, the authors in [10] investigated the functional benefits of utilizing radiation reconfigurable antennas with beam tilts adopting this methodology. The results demonstrate how performance potential increases with the inclusion of pattern variability. However, the methodology only specifies the requirements of an additional antenna element based on prior knowledge of the original array elements, which can lead to a limited possible solution space. Thus, this particular approach does not fully leverage the capabilities of the available pattern reconfigurability.

The present work focuses on exploring ways to overcome this limitation by utilizing radiation reconfigurable antennas in an adaptive array setting not only in terms of their beam tilting capability but their null-forming ability as well. Thus the task turns to integrating pattern variability directly into the algorithm. In this way the approach is more systematic by allowing the algorithm itself to determine the range of possible solutions. Furthermore, the methodology adopts a convex optimization routine developed by the authors in [11, 12], the flexibility of the routine offers the means toward applying the integration process. Ultimately, the findings will specify what requirements are necessary in the element design for pattern reconfigurable antennas to have an impact in adaptive arrays.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 first brings to light the concept of null reconfigurability and illustrates the concept’s potential use for radiation reconfigurable antennas in an adaptive array framework. Next, Section 3 discusses the process on pattern variability into an optimization routine. Graphical results are displayed for different case scenarios. Finally Section 5 contains the conclusion.

2. Null Reconfigurability

This section exemplifies the potential use for radiation reconfigurable in an alternative way—once again, in an adaptive array setting with a simple illustrative example. Recall, the overall objective of the research aims to specify the requirements for the element design which can have an impact in improving adaptive array performance. The forthcoming sections present ongoing steps toward achieving this goal.
2.1 Overview and methodology

Thus far the implementation of pattern reconfigurable antennas has focused on tilting the maximum of the mainbeam in a specified direction, i.e., the beam tilts [10]. True this characteristic of the antenna element’s pattern is of great importance to the functionality of the system. However, just as important may be the null (or depression) the pattern reconfigurable antenna can offer in a specified direction apart from the pattern’s maximum. Thus, the notion of pattern variability very well includes all the distinct features within the antenna element capabilities.

To illustrate some of the advantages, consider a scenario which showcases an adaptive array composed of isotropic elements (such benchmark elements are commonly used in the literature [7]) and an array composed of pattern reconfigurable antennas. The reconfigurable antennas have a specified maximum and null point. To simplify the analysis, model these elements using a tilted dipole element of the cosine variety. The elements are then represented by

\[ f_j(\theta) = \cos(\theta - \theta_{\text{n},j}), \]

where the main beam maximum resides at \( \theta_{\text{n},j} \) with \( \theta_{\text{n},j} = 0^\circ \) corresponding to broadside and a pair of nulls residing at \( \theta_{\text{n},j} \pm 90^\circ \).

The basic constituents of the analysis involve evaluating the adaptive array specific parameters in a “static” state utilizing the general adaptive array concepts presented by Compton in [7]. Comparisons between results are made for the isotropic array and the model RCFG array for three different cases. In each case, the constants consist of the arrays having \( N = 5 \) elements spaced \( d = 1\lambda_0 \) apart, a strong interference environment (interference-to-noise ratio (INR) equal to 40 dB), and the signal-to-interference ratio (SNR) equal to 0 dB. Also, in the reconfigurable antenna array, all element beam tilts, \( \theta_{\text{n},j} \), are identical (i.e., all the elements tilt their main beam maximum and null in the same direction according to just \( \theta_\text{n} \)). The varying parameters in each case include the signal environment (\( \theta_i \) and \( \theta_d \)) and the pattern reconfigurable antenna beam/null tilting parameter, \( \theta_\text{n} \). Lastly, the SINR (dB), voltage pattern (dB), and element weight profile (magnitude and phase) plots are illustrated for each case in the next subsection.

2.2 Case study results

Table 1 outlines the exemplifying parameters involved with the two different case scenarios. In Case 1 the beam tilts are not directed toward the desired signal (\( \theta_d \neq \theta_n \)) and the interferences signal falls into the null of the model reconfigurable antenna (RCFG) pattern (\( \theta_i = \theta_n - 90^\circ \)). In Case 2 the interference signal falls into the grating null (GN) and into the null of the element patterns (\( \theta_i = \theta_{\text{GN}} \) and \( \theta_n = \theta_{\text{GN}} + 90^\circ \)).
Table 1. Listing of the signal environment parameters and direction of the beam tilts in
for the model pattern reconfigurable element. Note, the element null lies at \( \theta_n - 90^{\circ} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case #</th>
<th>( \theta_d (^{\circ}) )</th>
<th>( \theta_n (^{\circ}) )</th>
<th>( \theta_l (^{\circ}) )</th>
<th>( \theta_{GN} (^{\circ}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 1 and 2 depict the results of the different case studies listed in Table 1. In each
case the first column of plots represents the SINR vs. \( \theta_i \), and the radiation pattern vs. \( \theta \),
respectively, using isotropic elements. Similarly, the second column presents the same
but utilizing the model RCFG elements. The third column details a magnitude and phase
weight profile computed by the adaptive array algorithm, e.g., least mean square (LMS),
for both types of antenna elements.

Utilizing both antenna element types, the results for Case 1 (Figure 2) display their
differences in a few ways. The adaptive algorithm adjusts the weights to place a null in
the pattern at \( \theta = -45^{\circ} \) and steers the overall pattern main beam to \( \theta = 20^{\circ} \), the incoming
direction of the desired signal. However, the individual beam tilts of the reconfigurable
antenna elements are not directed toward the desired signal. The effect amounts to less
than a dB of loss in maximum SINR of the RCFG plot versus the isotropic plot, essentially a scan loss effect from the beam tilt directions. Due to the null in the element
factor, the RCFG array depicts an overall pattern with lower sidelobe levels compared to
the isotropic array results. Unlike the isotropic array, having the interferer fall into the
null of the element pattern allows for a uniform amplitude distribution and progressive
phase profile in the weights—a results predicated upon being able to direct the null of the
elements in the direction of the interferer.

In Case 2 (Figure 2) considers the situation when the interference signal falls into the
grating null (\( \theta_{GN} \) at \( \theta_i = -17^{\circ} \)). No doubt an undesirable result, as illustrated by the
isotropic array pattern and weight plots. Since the interference signal falls into the grating
null, the pattern suffers mightily, overall values are less than -30 dB. The source of the
problem lies in the magnitude of the weights which are effectively zero for each element.
The adaptive algorithm in conjunction with the isotropic elements has no way of dealing
with the interference signal coming from this direction, thus it resorts to basically
shutting down the array by zeroing out the weights.

One way to deal with the problem lies within the notion of configuring the null of the
reconfigurable antenna’s pattern along the same direction of the grating null (i.e., \( \theta_n = \theta_{GN} + 90^{\circ} = 73^{\circ} \)). Doing this allows grating null alleviation in the SINR plot, main beam
steering along the desired signal direction, and desirable weight profile—a uniform
amplitude and a progressive phase distribution. With such a weight profile, complexities in hardware may be reduced and the potential for increased system efficiency.

Figure 1. Adaptive array results (SINR, pattern, and weight profile) comparing an array composed of isotropic elements (dashed curves) to an array of model pattern reconfigurable elements (solid curves). The parameters of operation are indicated for Case 1 in Table 1.

Figure 2. Adaptive array results (SINR, pattern, and weight profile) comparing an array composed of isotropic elements (dashed curves) to an array of model pattern reconfigurable elements (solid curves). The parameters of operation are indicated for Case 2 in Table 1.
Previously the work in [10] centered on using pattern variability in conjunction with elements that can reconfigure their main beam to a prescribed spatial direction. This study evaluated pattern variability in term of null reconfiguration which, as seen in Case 2, provides an alternative way for grating null mitigation. Overall, the work gives insight into the potential null reconfigurability has to offer when used in an adaptive array setting. True the dipole model symbolizes an ideal element but it represents a starting point and provides direction to what requirements of practical radiation reconfigurable antennas are necessary to elevate performance.

3. Pattern Variability Integration

In continuing with the notion of exploring methods which intend to fully leverage the capabilities of the available reconfigurability, this section investigates a method which integrates pattern variability into the algorithm. This method presents a more systematic approach in which the algorithm itself then determines the range of possible solutions. The section will first highlight the salient points behind the adopted routine and then discuss the framework behind incorporating the reconfigurable antenna (RCFG) element into the routine. Next, graphical results are displayed for a couple example scenarios.

3.1 Description of the optimization routine

The authors in [11, 12] present a method of finding the optimum sidelobe-minimizing weights for an arbitrary linear array that holds for any scan direction, beamwidth, set of pattern nulls, and type of antenna element used. The array problem is presented in convex form (i.e., a convex optimization problem with various constraints), which is rapidly solvable in a straightforward manner and whose solutions are guaranteed to be globally optimum [11]. Apart from these attributes, the interest of the routine lies in its flexibility in terms of constraint allowance on the array weights. The work focuses incorporates pattern variability into the optimization process utilizing this degree of freedom.

The very basic constituents of the routine include the following (see the work in [11, 12] for specific details describing the methodology). Consider the output of the total radiation pattern of an \( N \)-element linear array conveyed as a function of the element weights (\( \tilde{w} \)) and spatial angle \( \theta \). The relationship can be expressed in the standard relations, i.e.,

\[
T(\tilde{w}, \theta) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n f_n(\theta) \exp\left[j \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_0} d_n \cos \theta \right],
\]

where \( f_n(\theta) \) is the each element’s radiation pattern, \( d_n \) is the linear distance of each element from the reference location, and \( \lambda_0 \) is the free space wavelength at the operational frequency. Note in this case the array geometry is set up such that broadside is at \( \theta = 90^\circ \).
The task of finding the optimum sidelobe-minimizing weights is a solution to the optimization problem given by

\[
\min_{\mathbf{w} \in \mathbb{C}^N} \left\{ \max_{\theta \in \Theta} |T(\mathbf{w}, \theta)| \right\}
\]

subject to \( \frac{d}{d\theta} \text{Re}\{T(\mathbf{w}, \theta)\} = 0 \)

\( T(\mathbf{w}, \theta_i) = 0, \ i = 1, 2, \ldots, K \)

In (3) the objective function is the sidelobe level (SLL) which is to be minimized subject to the listed constraints and \( \Theta \) represents the region outside the mainbeam which is to be suppressed (e.g., the sidelobes). Furthermore, the constraints at \( \theta_i \) impose the normalized radiation pattern be equal to unity and that the magnitude of the total radiation pattern is maximum. Also, \( \mathbb{C}^N \) is the set of all \( N \)-element vectors with complex components and \( K \) is the number of specified nulls at an angle \( \theta_i \). The simplicity in the process comes into play when the authors in [11] write the array pattern in terms of its real and imaginary parts and thus pose the problem in convex form. As a result, the constraints can be written as a matrix set of linear equalities and inequalities. In this form, the \textit{fminimax} function in MATLAB\textsuperscript{®} offers one of many ways to solve the problem.

### 3.2 Reconfigurable model integration

With an effective convex optimization routine at hand in terms of operation, the task now turns to implementing model reconfigurable antennas into the procedure—thereby allowing the optimization process to select the best solution for the scenario at hand. The results will then give insight into the necessary requirements for the element design. Since the routine sets forth the weight vector \( \mathbf{w} \) as the variable of interest (its real and imaginary parts), the method of interest pertains to modeling each individual pattern RCFG element as a subarray of isotropic elements within the full \( N \)-element array. Figure 3 details a graphic of the array geometry including the 2-element subarrays which will representative each individual pattern RCFG element.

Depending upon its geometry, each individual subarray can carry its own unique pattern in terms of the location of its main beam maximum and null location(s). In reference to Figure 3, \( d_{\text{sub}} \) represents the distance between each subarray element and \( d_{\text{Main}} \) represents the distance between each subarray (i.e., RCFG element). In this work, \( d_{\text{sub}} \) is identical for all subarrays. Also, all \( N \) antennas are attached to its own complex weight, \( w_n \).

In addition to the constraints imposed on the element weights via the optimization routine, as indicated in (3), the current methodology looks to impose two additional linear constraints on the weights. They exist as:
The pair of weights representing each subarray are complex conjugates of each other, i.e., \( w_{n+1} = w_n^* \), for \( n = 1, 3, 5, \ldots, N-1 \) (i.e., odd numbered elements).

In conjunction with the above, a constraint on the spatial location of the allowable main beam maximum (beam tilt angle) for each subarray. The region of constraint permits individual beam tilts to fall within ± 30° of broadside, \( \theta = 90° \).

Again the flexibility of the routine allows such constraints to be imposed. The first constraint forces identical weight magnitudes on the elements within each subarray; this may prove useful when associating the subarray model to the RCFG element. The second constraint stems from limitations in a practical pattern reconfigurable antenna’s beam steering range. Thus, the three types of weight constraints exist as: (1) No additional constrains, (2) complex conjugate constrains, and (3) complex conjugate with beam steering constraints. The constrains will be labeled Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, respectively, for notational simplicity in reference to the results presented in Section 4.3.

![Array Geometry](image)

**Figure 3.** Graphic entailing the array geometry utilized in the optimization routine. The array consists of \( N/2 \) subarrays (spaced \( d_{\text{Main}} \) apart), each models a pattern RCFG element and contains two isotropic elements, spaced \( d_{\text{Sub}} \) apart.

After the routine returns the weights, the idea is to analyze the resulting patterns for each subarray and link it to the patterns of the RCFG element, it is here where insight can be gained into what type or range of patterns the reconfigurable antenna needs to uphold the performance offered by optimization routine. Note, the adaptive array concept still applies here because the goal of placing a maximum along the desired signal direction and placing a null along the interference direction does not change—effectively enhancing the SINR.

### 3.3 Results

This section will graphically detail the results pertaining to a couple example cases utilizing the aforementioned optimization routine subject to the three different weight
constraints discussed in section 3.2. In each scenario, \( N = 10 \) (thus 5 RCFG elements), \( d_{sub} = 0.5\lambda_0 \), and \( d_{Main} = 1.0\lambda_0 \). Also, three clustered interference signals at \( \theta_i = \{120^\circ, 122^\circ, \text{and} 124^\circ\} \) impinge on the array and the null-to-null beamwidth is set to 30°. Figure 4 and Table 2 presents details applied to a scenario when \( \theta_d = 90^\circ \) (broadside) and Figure 5 and Table 3 illustrates when \( \theta_d = 45^\circ \).

![Figure 4.](image)

**Figure 4.** Magnitude of the radiation pattern vs. \( \theta \) for a 5-element model RCFG array spaced 1.0\( \lambda_0 \) apart; \( \theta_d = 90^\circ \) and \( \theta_i = \{120^\circ, 122^\circ, \text{and} 124^\circ\} \). In concert with the optimization routine, Case 1: no additional weight constraints, Case 2: subarray weight complex conjugate constraints, Case 3: complex conjugate constraints and subarray beam tilts constraints.

In Figure 4, all plots handle the single environment well, i.e., the routine places a pattern maximum along the desired signal direction and nulls out the interferers along the direction specified. Compared to the constrained cases, Case 1 does a better job in establishing the required beamwidth and slightly lower SLL overall. The discrepancies between the cases stem from the additional constraints, namely the magnitude and phases of the weights. Such constraints can make it more difficult for the optimization routine to meet all of the desired pattern characteristics. Table 2 lists the calculated beam tilt, dictated by \( \theta_{\text{substeer}} \), for each subarray. Overall for each case, the individual beam tilts center around 90°, an expected result due to the desired signal’s angle of arrival. As a final note, the amplitude dynamic ratio (ratio of max-to-min \( |w_n| \)), for Cases 1-3 exist as 2.79, 4.25, and 4.25, respectively.
Table 2. Listing of the resultant beam tilt angles for each RCFG element (subarray) in the calculated radiation pattern showcased in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subarray</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>θ_substeer (°)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>89.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ_substeer (°)</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>89.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ_substeer (°)</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>86.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the desired signal arrives from 45°, the routine handles the problem somewhat different compared to the previous broadside scenario. Figure 5 showcases the results, again for each case. The routine meets the requirements of having the mainbeam equal to 0 dB and nulls along the interference for each case. However, the constrained cases suffer in overall pattern performance compared to the unconstrained case. In Case 1, the main beam maximum at θ_d represents the overall pattern maximum. Such is not the result in Cases 2 and 3, in fact instances occur when the routine pushes the pattern above the 0 dB mark. A result predicated upon, again the additional weight constraints and the initial formulation of the optimization problem. Since the routines desires to steer the overall mainbeam toward θ_d, elemental phasing comes into play, unfortunately the constraints make it more difficult to achieve progressive phasing toward the desired signal direction.

Analogous to Table 2, Table 3 lists the beamtilt results for each subarray in this particular scenario. Note in Case 1, the values are not exactly centered on θ_d = 45° and the beam tilts vary much more across the model RCFG elements than before. Also, the beamsteer constraint visibly comes into play in Case 3 with the values being restricted to within ±30° of broadside (between 60° and 90°), another determining factor in Case 3’s difficulties since the desired signal arrives from outside this region. In addition, the amplitude dynamic ratio, for Cases 1-3 exist as 10, 11, and 6.5, respectively—a larger set of values due to the steering and nulling requirements.

In all, this section has presented a couple example scenarios pertaining to different constraint types when implementing pattern variability (via the subarray model) in the chosen optimization routine and in effect let the routine pick the best possible range of beam tilts. As the results in Figures 4 and 5 illustrate, the overall pattern performance can vary depending on the signal environment in conjunction with the weight constraints. Consistency remained in terms of the meeting the mainbeam and nulling requirement. The overall pattern performance, on the other hand, can be looked at as an added bonus from an adaptive array point of view with the SINR counting the most.
Figure 5. Magnitude of the radiation pattern vs. $\theta$ for a 5-element model RCFG array spaced $1.0\lambda_0$ apart; $\theta_d = 45^\circ$ and $\theta = \{120^\circ, 122^\circ, \text{and} 124^\circ\}$. In concert with the optimization routine, Case 1: no additional weight constraints, Case 2: subarray weight complex conjugate constraints, Case 3: complex conjugate constraints and subarray beam tilts constraints.

Table 4. Listing of the resultant beam tilt angles for each RCFG element (subarray) in the calculated radiation pattern showcased in Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subarray</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{substeer}}$ ($^\circ$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case 1</strong></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case 2</strong></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Case 3</strong></td>
<td>73</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusion

In summary, this work has continued to explore the functional benefits of utilizing radiation reconfigurable antennas in an adaptive array setting. The potential impact of these antenna types relies not only in their beam tilting capability but their null-forming ability as well. Section 2 demonstrated another utility of pattern reconfigurability, those with null-forming capabilities. Steering the null of the elements along the direction of the interferer provides an alternative way for grating null mitigation, resulting in potential reduced hardware requirements. Section 3 investigated integrating pattern reconfigurable
elements into an optimization routine to fully leverage the capabilities of the available reconfigurability. Utilizing the subarray model to represent the antenna elements provided insight to what patterns are necessary from the returned weight values—essentially allowing the means to synthesize the reconfigurable element’s pattern. With this acquired knowledge the capability exists to take away some of the complexity out of the necessary element weights and hardware requirements and apply it to the reconfigurable element.

At this point in the research many directions for future work present themselves. These include going forward with transitioning the patterns provided by employing the subarray model to the design aspects of the pattern reconfigurable element, specifying specifically the makeup of the element’s radiation pattern. Also, investigate other variations of the subarray model within the confines of the optimization routine (e.g., using more than two-elements or non-isotropic elements), and variations that include the null-forming capabilities of the model which can be integrated into the routine as well. The results could prove useful in ultimately determining the requirement for the element design and validate the impact these antennas have in adaptive arrays.
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